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ABSTRACT

END USER SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINE SUPPORT FOR SMART SPACES
Vasilios Tzeremes, Ph.D.
George Mason University, 2016
Dissertation Director: Dr. Hassan Gomaa

Smart spaces are physical environments equipped with pervasive technology that sense and
react to human activities and changes in the environment. End User Development (EUD)
skills vary significantly among end users who want to design, develop and deploy software
applications for their smart spaces. Typical end user development is opportunistic,
requirements are usually unplanned and undocumented, applications are simplistic in
nature, design is ad-hoc, reuse is limited, and software testing is typically haphazard,
leading to many quality issues. On the other hand, technical end users with advanced EUD
skills and domain expertise have the ability to create sophisticated software applications
for smart spaces that are well designed and tested.
This research presents a systematic approach for adopting reuse in end user
development for smart spaces by using Software Product Line (SPL) concepts. End User
(EU) SPL Designers (who are technical end users and domain experts) design and develop
EU SPLs for smart spaces whereas less technical end users derive their individual smart

xv

space applications from these SPLs. Incorporating SPL concepts in EUD for smart spaces
makes it easier for novice end users to derive applications for their spaces without having
to interface directly with devices, networks, programming logic, etc. End users only have
to select and configure the EU SPL features needed for their space. Another benefit of this
approach is that it promotes reuse. End user requirements are mapped to product line
features that are realized by common, optional, and variant components available in smart
spaces. Product line features and the corresponding component product line architecture
can then be used to derive EU applications. Derived EU applications can then be deployed
to different smart spaces, thereby avoiding end users having to create EU applications from
scratch. Finally the proposed approach has the potential of improving software quality
since testing will be an integral part of EU SPL process.
In particular, this research has: (a) defined a systematic approach for EU SPL
Designers to design and develop EU SPLs, (b) provided an EU SPL application derivation
approach to enable end users to derive software applications for their spaces, (c) designed
an EU SPL meta-model to capture the underlying representation of EU SPL and derived
application artifacts in terms of meta-classes and relationships that supports different EUD
platforms, (d) designed and implemented an EUD development environment that supports
EU SPL development and application derivation, and (e) provided a testing approach and
framework for systematic testing of EU SPLs and derived applications.

xvi

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
As computing becomes ubiquitous, software demands are rapidly increasing.
Software requirements for end users are becoming personalized and often fluctuate.
Professional engineers do not have the capacity and domain knowledge to satisfy all
software needs. End users know their own context and needs better than anybody else, and
they often have real-time awareness of shifts in their respective domains (Burnett and
Myers, 2014). End users are already involved in software development and outnumber
professional engineers. For instance, the current ratio of end users to professional engineers
is 30-to-1 (Burnett and Scaffidi, 2014). End User Development (EUD) involves a set of
methods, techniques, and tools that enable users of software systems, who are acting as
non-professional software developers, to create, modify, or extend a software artifact
(Lieberman et al., 2006). Examples of EUD are spreadsheet programming, visual
programming, email rule filters, web site creation tools, etc.
Another prominent area for end user development is smart spaces. Smart spaces are
environments equipped with visual and audio sensing systems, pervasive devices, sensors,
and networks that can perceive and react to people, sense on-going human activities and
respond to them (Singh et al., 2006). Several End User (EUD) environments for smart
spaces have been proposed to assist end users to create applications for their smart
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environments. EUD environments for smart spaces provide user interfaces for end users to
create software applications and interconnect applications with devices deployed in a smart
space. Jigsaw (Humble et al., 2003), Puzzle (Danado and Paternò, 2012), PIP (Chin et al.,
2010), FedNet (Kawsar et al., 2008), and TeC (Sousa, 2010) are examples of EUD
environments. EUD environments enable end users to create their own applications for
home security, building automation, space notifications, energy conservation and office
ergonomics.
Having end users creating software applications has several benefits. Some of the
benefits are that it empowers end users to create software applications, the applications are
built to the end user specifications and there is better adaptation of the software applications
by end users. Having end users creating software applications also has challenges. End
users have different technological backgrounds. Thus not all end users have the same
development abilities. Furthermore EUD is more opportunistic than systematic,
requirements are usually unplanned and undocumented, reuse is ad-hoc, and software
testing is typically haphazard, leading to quality issues (Ko et al., 2011). End User Software
Engineering (EUSE) focuses on approaches, techniques and tools to improve the quality
of end user software (Burnett, 2009). Software Product Line (SPL) methods can also help
end users to reuse work of others and improve the software quality.
This research investigates how SPL concepts can be applied to end user
development for smart spaces.

2

1.2 Motivation
Several EUD environments for smart spaces have been proposed to enable end
users to customize their smart spaces. One of the problems with existing solutions is that
they either target a specific group of end users or they assume end users have a baseline
technical background. In fact, end users have different computer skills, personality
characteristics, ages, gender (Beckwith and Burnett, 2004) etc. Technical end users and
domain experts have the ability to create sophisticated software for their smart spaces.
However, less technical end users find it difficult to create software for their smart spaces
due to a lack of technical knowledge, domain expertise, and difficulties using EUD
environments for smart spaces (Kawsar et al., 2008). It would be beneficial to enable end
users to salvage the work of more technical end users and domain experts to create software
applications for their spaces.
Several quality issues have been reported by applications created by end users.
Some of these include errors in the logic, compatibility issues etc. (Burnett, 2009). The
domain of EUSE is derived from software engineering and provides systematic approaches
for end users to create quality software. Reuse is also one of the areas that EUSE identifies
as promising for improving end user software quality and promoting end user development.
Some of the issues of reuse in EUD is that end users don't design their software applications
for reuse and even if they do, other end users have difficulties finding and reusing the
software applications to address their needs (Burnett, 2009). SPL technology addresses
software reuse of requirements, designs and implementations, and could assist with EUSE.
The problem is that SPL methods target professional software engineers rather than end
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users. SPL creation involves requirements gathering, commonality/variability analysis,
feature modeling, variable architecture design, component design and implementation. In
an end user environment, the development process is more agile. End users are not familiar
with prescriptive SPL methods and therefore modifications are needed to define a SPL
method to target end users.
By adopting reuse, end users would not have to duplicate work to create similar
applications. In addition, reuse of more sophisticated and stable end user applications can
increase the end user satisfaction that could lead to better adoption of EUD for smart
spaces.

1.3 Glossary of Relevant Terms
This section provides a common vocabulary for terms used in related literature and
throughout this dissertation.


End User Development (EUD) – a set of methods, techniques, and tools that
enable users of software systems, who are acting as non-professional software
developers, to create, modify, or extend a software artifact (Lieberman et al., 2006)
(Chapter 1).



Software Product Lines (SPL) – a set of software intensive systems sharing a
common, managed set of features that specify the specific needs of a particular
market segment or mission and are developed from a common set of core assets in
a prescribed way (Clements and Northrop, 2002) (Chapter 2).



Smart Spaces – ordinary environments equipped with visual and audio sensing
systems, pervasive devices, sensors, and networks that can perceive and react to
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people, sense ongoing human activities and respond to them (Singh et al., 2006).
Smart spaces are also referred to smart environments in part of the literature
(Chapter 2).


End User Development (EUD) Environments for Smart Spaces – provide user
interfaces for end users to create software applications and interconnect
applications with devices deployed in a smart space. (Chapter 2). EUD
Environments are also referred as platforms (Chapter 5) and as EUD Tools in
literature.



End User Product Lines (EU SPL) – product lines for smart spaces created by
technical end users and domain experts (Chapter 4).



End User (EU) Application – software application for smart spaces derived by
end users from the EU SPL (Chapter 4).



End User Product Line (EU SPL) Process – a systematic approach for EU SPL
designers who are technical end users and domain experts to design and develop
end user software product lines for smart spaces that end users can use to derive
applications for their smart spaces (Chapter 4). The EU SPL process consists of the
End User Product Line Engineering (EUPLE) process and the End User
Application Engineering (EUAE) process.



End User Product Line Engineering (EUPLE) – is the process that technical end
users and domain experts follow to develop EU SPLs (Chapter 4).



End User Application Engineering (EUAE) – is the process that end users follow
to derive applications from EUSPLs for their smart spaces (Chapter 4).
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EU SPL Meta-model – captures the underlying representation of end user product
lines and end user applications in terms of meta-classes and relationships (Chapter
5).



Platform Independent Model – is an end user application model that is
independent of the platform (EUD environment e.g., Jigsaw/TeC) and the
hardware/Operating System (OS) (Chapter 5).



Platform Specific Model – is an end user application model that is specific to an
EUD environment e.g., Jigsaw/TeC but independent of the hardware/OS platform
(Chapter 5).



Platform Independent Product Line (PIPL) Meta-model – captures the
underlying representation of EU SPLs in terms of meta-classes and relationships
independent of the platform (EUD environment.

The meta-model contains

representations of EU SPL features, feature dependencies, and the component
architecture that realizes each feature. The meta-model is platform independent and
contains meta-classes that are common to event-driven EUD environments for
smart spaces (Chapter 5).


Platform Independent Product (PIP) Meta-model – provides the underlying
representation of end user applications in terms of meta-classes and relationships,
which are derived from the PIPL meta-model (Chapter 5).



Platform Specific Product Line (PSPL) Meta-model - similar to the PIPL metamodel but is extended with platform specific meta-classes (Chapter 5). The TeC
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PSPL and Jigsaw PSPL are examples of PSPL meta-models for the TeC and Jigsaw
EUD environments.

 Platform Specific Product (PSP) Meta-model – provides the underlying
representation of end user application in terms of meta-classes and relationships,
which are derived from the PSPL meta-model (Chapter 5). The TeC PSP and
Jigsaw PSP are examples of application models derived for the TeC and Jigsaw
PSPLs.

1.4 Problem Statement
End User Development (EUD) skills vary significantly among end users who want
to design, develop and deploy software applications for their smart spaces. Typical end
user development is opportunistic, requirements are usually unplanned and
undocumented, applications are simplistic in nature, design is ad-hoc, reuse is limited, and
software testing is typically haphazard, leading to many quality issues. On the other hand,
technical end users with advanced EUD skills and domain expertise have the ability to
create sophisticated software applications for smart spaces that are well designed and
tested. The problem to be solved is (a) enable technical end users and domain experts to
design and develop software applications for smart spaces that can be reused, and (b)
enable less technical end users to adapt software applications developed by technical end
users and domain experts to their spaces.
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1.5 Thesis Statement
A systematic design approach and end user development environment can be
created to specify, design, implement, test and deploy end user applications for smart
spaces by using software product lines concepts. This will enable technical end users and
domain experts to utilize the design method and development environment to create end
user software product lines for smart spaces, from which end users will be able to derive
applications for their spaces.

1.6 Research Focus and Goals
The focus of this research is to develop an End User Software Product Line (EU
SPL) approach that extends existing EUD practices for smart spaces. The main concept of
this approach is having End User SPL Designers (who are technical end users and domain
experts) create EU SPLs for smart spaces and have end users derive their individual smart
space applications from these SPLs. Incorporating SPL concepts in EUD for smart spaces
makes it easier for novice end users to derive applications for their spaces without having
to interface directly with devices, networks, programming logic, etc. End users only have
to select and configure the EU SPL features needed for their space. Another benefit of this
approach is that it promotes reuse. End user requirements are mapped to product line
features that are realized by common, optional, and variant components available in smart
spaces. Product line features and the corresponding component product line architecture
can then be used to derive EU applications. Derived EU applications can then be deployed
to different smart spaces, thereby avoiding end users having to create EU applications from
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scratch. Finally the proposed approach has the potential of improving software quality
since testing will be an integral part of EU SPL process.
The goals of this research are to investigate: (a) a systematic approach for End User
SPL designers to design and develop EU SPLs, (b) an EU SPL application derivation
approach to enable end users to derive software applications for their spaces, (c) an EU
SPL meta-model to capture the underlying representation of EU SPL and derived
applications, (d) an EUD development environment that supports EU SPL development
and application derivation, and (e) a testing approach and framework for testing EU SPLs
and derived applications.

1.7 Research Approach
This research addresses the lack of a systematic approach and development
environments to design and develop software applications for smart spaces that can be
reused by end users. The research approach is described in detail in Chapter 3. Below is a
summary of the research approach:
1. Define a comprehensive EU SPL process for (a) designing, developing and testing
end user product lines for smart spaces and (b) deriving applications that can be
that can be applied to different end user environments.
2. Define an EU SPL meta-model that extends existing meta-models of EUD
environments for smart spaces to provide product line support. The meta-model
captures the underlying representation of end user product lines and derived
applications in terms of meta-classes and relationships that support different EUD
platforms.
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3. Develop a proof-of-concept End User Software Product Line Prototype (EUSPLP)
development environment based on the EU SPL Process and meta-model. The
environment supports the creation of end user product lines and application
derivation for smart spaces.
4. Validate this research by applying the EU SPL process and proof-of-concept
EUSPLP development environment to the Smart Home EU SPL case study. A
testing framework is provided to test the artifacts of the EUSPLP development
environment.
5. Deploy and execute TeC applications on the distributed TeC Android simulator
(Shen, 2014).

1.8 Importance and Rationale of this Research
The growing adoption of ubiquitous computing and the Internet of Things (IoT)
have contributed to the advancement of smart spaces. In the context of smart spaces,
ubiquitous computing focuses on the interaction of end users with the environment whereas
the IoT focuses on the interconnection of devices and services using the internet for
connectivity. End user development environments for smart spaces aim to allow end users
to take advantage of the device connectivity and end user friendly user interfaces to create
applications for comfort, security, scheduling tasks, convenience through automation,
energy management efficiency, health and assisted living (Rashidi and Cook, 2009). Even
though EUD environments for smart spaces have made significant contributions for
enabling end users to create applications for their spaces, they do not account for reuse and
applications developed are platform (EUD environment) specific. For instance, TeC
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applications can only be deployed to a TeC smart space and Jigsaw applications can only
be deployed to a Jigsaw smart space.
This research presents a systematic approach for adopting reuse in end user
development for smart spaces by using software product line concepts. Using product line
concepts for EUD, platform independent applications can be developed and then adapted
for different EUD platforms. This research approach extends EUD environments for smart
spaces with EU SPL support.
It should be noted that parts of the research described in this dissertation have been
published in international conferences and workshops (Sousa, Tzeremes and Masri 2010;
Sousa, Shen, Tzeremes and Hodum 2012; Tzeremes 2015; Tzeremes and Gomaa 2015;
Tzeremes and Gomaa 2016a; Tzeremes and Gomaa 2016b).

1.9 Organization
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 surveys related work that form
the basis for this research. Chapter 3 details the research approach. Chapter 4 describes the
end user software product line process, including end user product line development and
application derivation. Chapter 5 describes the end user software product line meta-model
that captures the underlying representation of end user product lines. Chapter 6 presents
the EUSPLP development environment that supports product line development and
application derivation. Chapter 7 describes the validation and testing approach of this
research. Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation, outlines the contributions of this research,
and suggests future work. Finally, Appendix-A presents the complete design of the Smart
Home EU SPL case study used to validate this research.
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2

RELATED WORK

2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents related research work that is the basis for the research
described in this dissertation. Section 2.2 describes ubiquitous computing. Ubiquitous
computing concepts and technologies are used to create smart spaces. Section 2.3 discusses
the Internet of Things (IoT). IoT utilizes existing internet protocols for the communication
of physical objects in smart spaces. Section 2.4 describes different development approaches
for end users to create software applications for smart spaces. Section 2.5 provides an
overview of software product lines. Section 2.6 discusses meta-modeling approaches for
creating software applications. Section 2.7 discusses the extent that software product lines
concepts have been applied to end user development. Section 2.8 discusses how this
research compares to the related research. Finally section 2.9 provides a summary of this
chapter.

2.2 Ubiquitous Computing
The term of ubiquitous, also known as pervasive, computing was first introduced
by Mark Weiser in 1991 (Weiser, 1991). Weiser used the word ubiquitous to describe the
concept of everywhere computing. Weiser believed that computing should be integrated
seamlessly in the background, allowing people to employ it when needed without shifting
their focus from their main tasks. The Olivetti Cambridge Research Labs active badge
project (Want et al., 1992) that took place between 1990 till 1992 was an example of a
ubiquitous computing environment at the time. The active badge project instrumented
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people working on a building with smart badges. In the building itself a number of sensors
were deployed to read the badges. As a result, among others, doors were open to people
that were carrying the provisioned badges, rooms were greeting people with their name,
phones were transferred to a phone that the badge wearer was close and computers were
adjusted to the badge wearer preferences.
Computing has evolved over the years from mainframe computers that were
available in specific locations and supported multiple users, to personal computers where
each user mainly interacted with one computer, to pervasive computing where technology
is everywhere and supports multiple users. Satyanarayanan (Satyanarayanan, 2001)
describes the progress of distributed and mobile systems research in relation to pervasive
computing. Distributed systems are concerned with issues of remote communication
protocols, fault tolerance, high availability, and remote information access and secure
remote communication. Mobile computing builds on distributed systems and addresses
research problems for mobile networking, mobile information access, adaptive
applications, energy-aware systems and location sensitivity. Pervasive computing is the
natural progression of both distributed and mobile systems. Some of the main research
areas of pervasive technology are: (a) how to creating smart spaces that can react, send and
receive information, (b) how technology can be hidden to the background and its available
to users when needed, (c) how the environment can distinguish between different users that
exist on the same space, and (d) how applications are deployed to smart spaces that have
different technology support.
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Pervasive environments, also known as smart spaces or smart environments, are
composed from devices, networking, middleware and applications (Saha and Mukherjee,
2003). There is a variety of heterogeneous devices available in a pervasive environment,
some examples are: mouse and keyboards, sensors and actuators embedded in the
environment, cell phones, computers, custom devices developed for a specific purposes
etc. Devices exchange data with other devices, software applications and the environment
seamlessly. Networks provide communication protocols, auto configuration, quality of
service, reliability, failover, lower bandwidths, lower transmission requirements, security
and routing algorithms to support pervasive computing. Pervasive middleware can be
thought as a distributed operating system. The middleware’s responsibilities are to perform
I/O operations, facilitate device communication, file system manipulation, application
execution, error detection and resource allocation. The middleware essentially needs to
present the heterogeneous environment as homogeneous to the applications. Pervasive
applications are aware of their environment and are able to recover from device and sensor
failures.
There have been several middleware architectures proposed for implementing
pervasive environments (Saha and Mukherjee, 2003; Whitmore et al., 2015). Some of those
initiatives are the ROS (Quigley et al., 2009), Aura (Sousa and Garlan, 2002), JCAF
(Bardram, 2005), Smart Products (Mühlhäuser, 2008), UbiComp (Goumopoulos and
Kameas, 2009), ACOCO (Fortino et al., 2013) projects. The Robot Operating System
(ROS) is a middleware for creating smart spaces through the use of service robots. The
ROS architecture consists of nodes, messages, topics and services. Nodes are processes
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that communicate with other nodes through messages. Messages can be send through topics
for public-subscribe communication or services for point-to-point synchronous
communication. The Aura project enables users to preserve continuity of their tasks across
environments. The Aura architecture is composed of user tasks, the task manager, the
context observer and the environment manager. A user task is composed from a collection
of services used to accomplish the task. The task manager is responsible for managing the
user tasks. The context observer based on the user context executes the appropriate user
task on the target environment. The environment manager keeps track of all the resources
in the environment. The Java Context-Awareness Framework (JCAF) is a contextawareness environment with an Application Programming Interface (API) that supports
the creation of specific context-aware applications. The Smart Products initiative is based
on creating autonomous objects that can communicate with another through peer-to-peer
protocols to create smart spaces. The UbiComp middleware creates smart spaces through
the composition of artefacts. Artifacts in UbiComp are heterogeneous tangible objects
(sensors/actuators/devices) that can be combined together to achieve a task. UbiComp
provides an editor for composing and instructing artifacts (Mavrommati et al., 2004) in
smart spaces. ACOSO is agent-oriented event-driven architecture that reacts when changes
in the environment occur. The middleware supports message passing and publish/subscribe
mechanisms for agent communication.
There are several challenges for developing software for pervasive environments.
These challenges can be grouped in the following areas: (a) application development, (b)
user context, (c) data, (d) configuration, and (g) user interface (Henricksen et al., 2001;
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Satyanarayanan, 2001). Application development challenges deal with the application
structure, component design and implementation, interaction sequence between
components, components states, application lifetime, concurrency, transactionality, device
interaction, transmission requirements, workflow, application goals and security. User
context gives the ability to applications to infer user activities based on spatio-temporal
data (Pereira and Loyola, 2012). For example consider a smart meeting room. When the
door is closed and they are people in the room the smart room can infer that there is a
meeting in progress. Thus pervasive applications need to capture in their design: time,
space, location, proximity to other devices, transition states, events of other applications,
and operational history characteristics. Data challenges for creating pervasive applications
deal with data storage, data dissemination, data security and data replication issues across
environments. Finally configuration challenge research issues deal with how pervasive
applications can be dynamically reconfigured based on the presence or absence of certain
devices.

2.3 Internet of Things (IoT)
The Internet of Things (IoT) can be thought as a paradigm where every-day
physical objects (sensors, devices, vehicles, buildings) can be equipped with identifying,
sensing/actuation, storing, networking and processing capabilities that will allow them to
communicate with one another and with other devices and services over the Internet to
accomplish some objective (Whitmore et al., 2015). These objects are typically referred as
smart objects. Smart objects are everyday objects that are equipped with hardware
components such as a radio for communication, a CPU to process tasks, sensors/actuators
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to be conscious of the world in which they are situated and to control it at a given instance
(Fortino and Trunfio, 2014). Smart objects can interact with other smart objects and people.
The term machine-to-machine (M2M) is used to describe the direct communication
protocols between smart objects (Yun et al., 2015). The idea of IoT was first introduced by
Kevin Ashton while working on the Auto-ID Center at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT). Ashton originally used the term “Internet of Things” in 1999 in a
presentation he made to Procter and Gamble to introduce RFID technology to the
company’s supply chain management (Schneiderman, 2015).
Some of the drivers that contributed to the development of IoT are: (a) uniformity
of access, (b) logistics, (c) energy efficiency, (d) physical security and safety, (e) industrial
(f) medical, and (g) lifestyle (Kopetz, 2011). The internet provides uniform access to
different types of computing devices, with different architectures and communication
protocols. IoT takes advantage of the object interoperability over the internet and extends
its function to smart objects. Logistics is another driver for IoT. For example retail products
go through several steps in the supply chain before they make it to the market. The product
is created from raw material, then is transferred to the manufacturing warehouse, then is
transferred to the wholesaler warehouse and finally the product arrives at the retailer. This
process involved a lot of manual communication between the different business parties in
order to coordinate and keep track of the products. With the use of RFID tags on retail
products, IoT provides much more meaningful insight to the entire process. Manufacturers,
wholesalers and retailers have automated real time views of where products are in the
supply chain. In a smart space environment, RFID technology is used to track smart objects
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throughout the environment. IoT has a major impact on energy efficiency. Smart objects
collaborate with each other to ensure that smart environments optimize their energy
consumption. Physical security and safety is another problem that IoT addresses. IoT
objects work with each other to ensure that smart environments are safe to operate while
providing access control to ensure that authorized resources are in the space. IoT plays a
significant role in industrial manufacturing process. Smart objects help verifying the
quality of manufactured products while monitoring the environment for failed machinery,
machinery maintenance etc. There are several medical devices that monitor people’s sugar
levels, blood pressure, heart rate etc. Medical devices can be in the form of wearable
technology or even internal to the patient’s body. Extending medical devices with IoT gives
the ability for medical devices to work together to diagnose patients and notify additional
help if needed. IoT can have a significant effect on people’s life styles. Smart objects can
collaborate to adjust smart environments based on people’s context. For instance, if a home
resident goes to sleep, smart objects can notify the environment to adjust the energy and
security objects in the environment.
Some of the current technical challenges current IoT research is investigating is (a)
Internet Integration, (b) Smart object identification, (c) Near Field communication, and (d)
Security (Kopetz, 2011). Adding internet connectivity to smart objects is a challenge.
Internet communication requires power and not all smart objects in IoT have the same
power capabilities. Furthermore as smart objects move potentially might lose internet
connectivity. Current research is working to develop new communication protocols to
minimize power consumption and address the offline challenges. For example the Internet
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Engineering Task Force (IETF) has initiated a working group on IPv6 over Low Power
Wireless Area Networks to find an energy-efficient solution for the integration of the IPv6
standard with the IEEE 802.15.4 wireless near field communication standard. Smart object
identification is another challenge for IoT. According to forecasts from Cisco Systems, by
2020 more than 50 billion smart objects will be connected in the IoT (Fortino and Trunfio,
2014). Providing a common ontology to identify all these objects is a challenge. Smart
object identification can be even more challenging when you have composite smart objects
where a smart object is comprised of other smart objects. Near Field Communication
(NFC) (ISO/IEC 18092, 2013) is a high performance communication interface and
protocol for devices to communicate over a short range. One of the benefits of NFC is that
requires less power compared to Bluetooth and other similar protocols because of the short
range. One of the main challenges with NFC is security (Ji and Xia, 2016). Security overall
is another challenge for IoT. Some of the main security challenges in IoT are:
communication confidentiality and integrity, device availability, device authentication and
access control, device computing limitations, heterogeneity in security protocols supported
by devices and enforcing security policies in IoT environments (Mahmoud et al., 2015).
Ubiquitous computing and IoT research areas are the building blocks for creating
smart spaces. Current ubiquitous computing research is focused on smart space
applications and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) whereas the current IoT research
focus is to create the infrastructure and protocols for smart object communication (Ebling,
2016).
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2.4 End User Development for Smart Spaces
Smart spaces are ordinary environments equipped with visual and audio sensing
systems, pervasive devices, sensors, and networks that can perceive and react to people,
sense ongoing human activities and respond to them (Singh et al., 2006). Examples of smart
spaces are homes, offices, hospitals, farms equipped with technology to sense and react to
environment changes. Applications for a smart home include energy efficiency, security,
entertainment, and utility automation. End User Development (EUD) environments for
smart spaces provide user interfaces for end users to create software applications and
interconnect applications with devices deployed in a smart space. The purpose of EUD
environments is to enable end users to develop software applications of their environments
to suit their needs. For example, consider an economy laundry end user application that
adjusts the operation of the washer and dryer during off peak hours when the power rates
are discounted and pause operation during hours that the power rates peak. Current EUD
approaches can be summarized in five general categories (Dimitris Kalofonos and Franklin
Reynolds, 2006): (1) Programming languages, (2) Natural language processing, (3) Direct
manipulation, (4) Programming by example, and (5) Visual programming.
2.4.1 Programming Languages
Programming languages have evolved over the years. Machine specific and
assembly languages have given their place to higher level languages that are less
demanding, easier to use and provide abstractions that make them almost hardware
independent. An example is the JAVA programming language with its motif of “Write
once, run anywhere” versus traditional languages that had to be compiled for different
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environments. In JAVA, programs are compiled one time into byte code. There are
different byte code interpreters called Java Virtual Machines (JVMs) for different operating
systems this make it easier for end users to run their programs in different platforms.
Another advantage of higher level programming languages for end users is that Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) expose functionality of their products as programming
APIs so end users can code to the API versus the internals of the devices. Programming
languages, even though they have become easier to use over the years, still require a
significant amount of training and computer science knowledge to be used by end users.
2.4.2 Natural Language Processing (NLP) EUD Environments
Natural Language Processing (NLP) approaches for end users are concerned with
enabling end users to program their environments using every day human speaking
languages. CAMP (Truong et al., 2004) and InterPlay (Messer et al., 2006) are some
examples of end user programming frameworks in this category. CAMP uses a magnetic
poetry metaphor for end users to program their environment. In CAMP, words are grouped
in the following categories: who, what, where, when and general. End users express tasks
by creating “poems” by combining words from different categories. An example of a
“poem” in CAMP is “Capture Joe’s dinner time conversations in the dining room.”
InterPlay provides the middleware for integrating consumer electronics in a smart home
and allows end users to control and coordinate those devices using “pseudo sentences.” A
“pseudo sentence” is a simpler form of a grammatically correct full sentence. It consists of
a verb, a subject and a target. The verb captures the activity that the user wants to perform.
The subject captures the content that the user wants to use. The target implies the device
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that the user wants to perform a task. An example of a “pseudo sentence” is “Play big blue
at the home theater.” Even though NLP is very promising, there are limitations to the extent
that natural language processors can process complex end user input that deals with
programming a smart space.
2.4.3 Direct Manipulation EUD Environments
Direct Manipulation approaches allow end users to directly manipulate objects. The
Media Cubes (Blackwell and Hague, 2001) and FedNet (Kawsar et al., 2008) EUD
environments provide tangible user interfaces for end users to program their spaces by
direct manipulation. In Media Cubes, end users program their environment by
manipulating a set of physical cubes. A cube consists of sensors, a processor and batteries.
Cubes can be associated with devices and assume their functionality. For example a cube
can be associated with a DVD player and assume its “play” and “stop” functionality.
Cubes can sense and interact with other cubes by facing each other. End users can program
their environments by grouping cubes together. For example consider two cubes where one
of them represents a TV and the other one a DVD player. The DVD player cube, if it faces
the TV cube, implies that the DVD player streams its output to that TV. In FedNet, devices
and software applications come with RFID cards that embed remote URLs of where device
and application binaries can be downloaded. The FedNet deployment tool is used to install,
uninstall, start, stop, and associate devices and applications by scanning the corresponding
RFID cards. Direct manipulation can be easier to understand, since end users manipulate
directly physical objects versus having end users access physical objects through command
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line or image representations. Similar to NLP, direct manipulations approaches are hard to
scale for complex end user applications.
2.4.4 Programming by Example EUD Environments
Programming by Example (PBE) and Programming by Demonstration (PBD)
approaches present the computer with examples of data that a program will process and
having the system automatically deduce the current program from the examples (Myers,
1990a). In the context of smart spaces end users demonstrate to their environments of how
to react when a certain conditions occur. The CAPpella (Dey et al., 2004) and Pervasive
Interactive Programming (PiP) (Chin et al., 2010) end user frameworks are examples of
this approach. CAPpella enables end users to create context-aware application through
programming by example. It uses machine learning and user input to build software
applications. End users train their environment with multiple examples that include a
situation and a corresponding action. After CAPpella gets trained, it will perform the
demonstrated action when the situation occurs. In PIP, the main concept is the
“Deconstructed Model” where devices advertise services they support. Users can create
virtual devices also called a MetaAppliance (MAp) that combine services provided by
different devices. End users construct MAps using a graphical user interface and
demonstrate behavior by physically interacting with the devices. Demonstrated behavior is
stored in the form of rules. During run time, PIP uses a rules engine to evaluate the rules.
Programming by example can be transparent to end users but the environment set up can
be challenging; also, altering the system behavior will require re-training of the system
model, which can be a complex task and time consuming.
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2.4.5 Visual Programing EUD Environments
“Visual Programming” (VP) refers to any system that allows the user to specify a
program in a two (or more) dimensional fashion (Myers, 1990b). Visual programming uses
visual elements (such as icons, drawings or gestures) to create programs. Visual
programming provides a natural way to program that helps users conceptualize what they
develop.
In the smart space area, several EUD environments have been proposed that use
visual programming. Some examples of visual programming frameworks are: Jigsaw
(Humble et al., 2003), Puzzle (Danado and Paternò, 2012), GALLAG Strip (Lee et al.,
2013), ICAP (Dey et al. 2006) and Team Computing (Sousa, 2010). Jigsaw and Puzzle
provide a user interface for reconfiguring and reorganizing devices in a smart space.
Devices appear as jigsaw pieces in the Jigsaw and Puzzle editors. End users can
dynamically combine the Jigsaw pieces to create applications for their environments.
GALLAG Strip enables users to create context aware applications through a sequence of
screens in a mobile device. ICAP provides a visual rule building approach for end users to
create context aware applications for their spaces. End users can specify rules from simple
logic to personal, spatial and temporal relationships. Team designs define teams and are
created in the TeC Editor. A team design is a collection of Activity sheets connected
together. Activities sheets represent software components, devices, and humans. During
the team deployment, activity sheets are mapped to players operating in the smart space.
Additional logic, conditions and output events can be added to activity sheets for
customization. Activity sheet outputs are connected to inputs of other activity sheets and
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get activated when their holding condition is true. Activity sheets are visually represented
in the TeC Editor as big square boxes, inputs and output are smaller square boxes attached
to the activity sheets. TeC also supports input and output streams. Streams are represented
with small triangles attached to activity sheets. Figure 2.1 shows a “surveillance” team for
a small farm to illustrate the user interface of TeC. The purpose of the team is to monitor
the perimeter fence of a small farm. If an animal leans on, or breaks the fence, the owner
of the farm gets contacted with a live video stream. The team has three activity sheets
“monitor fence”, “film” and “phone.” The monitor fence activity sheet has an output event
named “call” that gets triggered when the lean or break event occurs. The “call” output
event is connected to the “on” input event of the “film” activity sheet, which turns on the
camera and the “issue call” input event of the “phone” activity sheet that calls the farm
owner. A video stream is sent from the “film” activity sheet to the phone of the farm owner.
Video streams in TeC are represented with triangles. The owner of the farm can press key
5 on the phone, indicating that no further action is required from the system. This will
trigger the “handled” output event of the “phone” to be true, which will send the “off” input
event to “film” that results in the camera turning off.

Figure 2.1 TeC User Interface
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2.5 Software Product Line Approaches
A Software Product Line (SPL) is a set of software intensive systems sharing a
common, managed set of features that specify the specific needs of a particular market
segment or mission and are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed
way (Clements and Northrop, 2002). An SPL consists of a family of systems that share
common and variable functionality. Common functionality utilizes reuse among products
created from the product line. Variable functionality is what differentiates each of the
products. Product lines are ubiquitous and can be found in almost all software applications
that are offered in different editions. An example is the windows operating system.
Windows is distributed in different editions, home, professional and ultimate. All versions
share common features like mail, calendar and messaging but higher priced versions
contain additional features like enhanced data protection and remote desktop connection
features. Companies that adopted SPLs have experienced improvements in quality,
maintainability, productivity and reduced costs (Kakola and Leitner, 2014).
The Software Product Line (SPL) engineering process is the process for creating a
product line. Figure 2.2 shows a high level overview of the SPL engineering (Gomaa,
2005a) process. The SPL engineering process consists of two sub-processes: (a) product
line engineering (a.k.a. domain engineering) process in which the product line is created
and (b) the application engineering process in which software applications are derived. The
software product line creation process involves software engineers working with product
line stakeholders to define the product line requirements, the product line features. All
artifacts created from the product line engineering process are stored in the product line
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Figure 2.2 Process Model for Software Product Lines

reuse library. The application engineering process is the process for generating applications
from the product line features, architecture, and components. A product line feature is
realized by one or more components and satisfies a specific user requirement or set of
requirements.
Features are categorized as common, optional, alternative and parameterized.
Common features exist in all products of the product line. Optional features exist in only
certain products of the product line. Alternative features are features that can be selected
in place of each other, one of which can be a default feature. Finally, parameterized features
are SPL configuration parameters that are set during application derivation or at run time
initialization. In application engineering, product engineers specify the feature
requirements of the final product. The product line creation process maps the feature
requirements to the components that implement them and assembles the final product.
Product engineers communicate additional requirements and errors back to the SPL
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engineers to include them in future releases. Some of the most common SPL approaches
are: The Software and systems engineering - Reference model for product line engineering
and management (ISO/IEC 26550:2016, 2016), PLUS (Gomaa, 2005a), CVL (Haugen et
al., 2013), COPA(America et al., 2000), FAST(Harsu, 2002), and KobrA (Atkinson and
Muthig, 2002).
2.5.1 Product line engineering and management (ISO/IEK 26550:2016)
The international standard for Software and systems engineering - Reference model
for product line engineering and management (ISO/IEC 26550:2016, 2016), aims to create
a common vocabulary and standard process for product line creation. The standard covers
domain and application engineering aspects for creating the product line. Domain
engineering covers product line scoping, domain requirements engineering, domain design,
domain realization and domain validation and verification. During domain engineering,
organizational management works with technical management to perform product line
scoping. Product line scoping involves identifying market groups, product categories,
common and variable features, functional domains for envisioned features that provide
sufficient reuse, reusable assets for creating products and cost benefit analysis for each
domain asset. After the product line is scoped domain requirements engineering is
performed that identifies the product line stakeholders and captures detailed requirements.
Domain design is used to perform commonality and variability analysis, feature modeling
and define the domain architecture. Domain realization is responsible for component
design and implementation. Domain validation and verification provide the quality
assurance aspect to the product line. All domain assets defined during domain engineering
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are stored on the domain asset repository. The application engineering process in the ISO
involves application requirements engineering, application design, application realization
and application verification and validation. Application requirements engineering develops
application-specific requirements reusing common and variable requirements defined
during domain requirements engineering. Application design derives the application
architecture from the domain architecture in order to meet application requirements.
Application realization implements product line members by drawing upon the application
requirements and architecture; reusing and configuring domain components and interfaces.
Application verification and validation ensures that the right member product and the right
application assets have been modeled, specified, designed, built, verified, and validated.
All artifacts created by the application engineering process are stored in the application
asset repository.
2.5.2 Product Line UML-Based Software Engineering
Product Line UML-Based Software Engineering (PLUS) is defined as a design
method for software product lines that describes how to conduct requirements, analysis,
and design modeling for software product lines in UML (Gomaa, 2005a). PLUS
requirements phase identifies the product line use cases and tags them as kernel optional
and variant. Feature analysis identifies the product line features and maps them to the use
cases. During the analysis phase, PLUS examines the problem domain and develops the
system context diagram, collaboration/sequence diagrams and state diagrams. The analysis
phase concludes with feature/class dependency diagrams and tables that show the classes
that implement features. In the design phase, PLUS examines the solution domain and
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develops the product line architecture and structures the system into subsystems and
components. The design phase ends with defining the communication interface of each
component. In the component implementation phase software engineers select a subset of
the designed functionality for development. The product line testing phase performs
integration testing among the components developed on the increment with the existing
components of the product line and functional testing that test the functionality of the
increment. All artifacts generated by PLUS are stored in the software product line
repository.
2.5.3 Common Variability Language
The Common Variability Language (CVL) (Haugen et al., 2013) is used to add
variability to MDA models. In particular CVL, is a Domain Specific Language (DSL) for
modeling variability in models that are based on Meta Object Facility (MOF) standard
defined by the Object Management Group (OMG) (Reinhartz-Berger et al., 2014). CVL
operates on three models: the base model, the variability model and the resolution model.
The base model is a domain model for a particular system. For example a base model can
describe a particular train control system deployed to a train station (Svendsen et al. 2010).
The variability model describes variations on the system. In the train control system
example there might be train stations with different number of tracks, different directions
etc. The train control variability model needs to capture different train control systems that
can be deployed to train stations with different configurations. The resolution model
captures a set of options on the variability model. In the train example a resolution model
can be the train control system supporting a train station with two tracks, one track going
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east and another track going west. To create a new system CVL takes as input the three
models and generates new resolved models. Existing DSL tools can operate on the resolved
models that can transform them to runnable software.
2.5.4 Component-Oriented Platform Architecting
The Component-Oriented Platform Architecting (COPA) method is a component
based product line methodology that provides a set of (component-based) subsystems and
interfaces (with their associated processes, documentation and tools) from which a stream
of derivative and composite products (families) can be developed and produced according
to a domain specific architecture or product family architecture (America et al., 2000).
COPA uses the Business-Architecture-Process-Organization (BAPO) model to cover
multiple aspects of the product line lifecycle like business drivers, architecture, processes
and organization concerns. BAPO starts by identifying the business needs for the product
line which might be an improvement of an existing product line or the need for a new one.
After the business need gets identified, BAPO defines the product line architecture. There
the domain of the product line is defined. Systems and components are defined and
structured to fit the product line architecture. The process phase of BAPO creates the
architecture previously defined while identifying component dependency, commonality
and variability. The organization aspect of BAPO covers organizational support for the
product line. It ensures that the product line matches the organization’s business needs, it
provides management support and defines processes for product line maintainability and
evolution.
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2.5.5 Family-Oriented Abstraction, Specification and Translation
Family-Oriented Abstraction, Specification and Translation (FAST) is a product
line methodology that abstracts the commonality of target software products and creates a
common platform for the creation of a family of software systems. Variability is addressed
through parameterization or conditional compilation (Harsu, 2002). The methodology has
two main phases: (1) Domain qualification (2) Domain Engineering and Application
engineering. During domain qualification product families are identified and justification
is made for their creation. Domain engineering covers analysis and implementation of the
domain. During domain analysis product line functionality is abstracted and a common
platform for product line family creation is designed. Domain implementation creates and
implements the common platform. Application engineering uses the platform created in
domain engineering to create product line family members.
Feature-Oriented Reuse Method for product line software engineering (FORM) is
a software product line methodology that supports architecture design and object oriented
component development while incorporating a design and analysis marketing perspective
(Kang et al., 2002). The FORM process has two sub processes: (1) Asset development and
(2) Product development process. The asset development process analyses the
commonality and variability of the product line and develops a component based
architecture based on the analysis performed. The product development process gathers
product requirements, selects features, adopts an architecture, adapts components and
generates code for the software product.
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2.5.6 KobrA
KobrA (Atkinson and Muthig, 2002) is a component based approach for software
product line development. Software elements are created individually and get synthesized
in different ways to create different members of the product line. KobrA has two main
phases: Framework Engineering and Application Engineering. Framework engineering
analyses the commonality and variability of the product line and creates generic framework
that represents all variations of the product line while including information about the
common and variant features. Application engineering is responsible for instantiating the
generic framework and create different product variants based on customer specifications.

2.6 Meta-modeling
A model of a system is a description or specification of that system and its
environment for some certain purpose (OMG, 2003). A meta-model is a model that
describes a model (Kleppe, 2008). For example in EUD, end user applications created for
smart spaces can be thought as application models. Examples of application models are:
security, energy efficiency, and economics applications. Internally EUD environments
have developed a meta-model to describe the structure of these applications. Metamodeling is the process for creating a meta-model for a specific domain.
Many software specification and design methods advocate a modeling approach in
which, the developed system is represented by means of multiple-view meta-models.
Gomaa and Shin (Gomaa and Shin, 2008) proposed a multiple-view meta-modeling
approach for software product lines. Abu-Matar and Gomaa (Abu-Matar and Gomaa, 2012)
proposed a feature-based variability multi-view meta-modeling approach for service
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oriented architectures. Model Driven Development (MDD) abstracts software
development life cycle by shifting its focus from code to models, metamodels and model
transformations. Blanc et al. (Blanc et al., 2005) propose extending MDD approaches with
meta-modeling approach for reuse. The UML4SPM (Bendraou et al., 2005) work proposes
a new UML based metamodel for software process modelling that support executable
models. Model Driven Architecture (MDA) (OMG, 2003) uses meta-modeling to define
the underlying representation of platform independent and platform specific architectures.
2.6.1 Model Driven Architecture
Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is a software development framework based
on automatic transformations of models (Debnath et al., 2008). The Object Management
Group (OMG) promotes model-driven architecture which UML models of the software
architecture are developed prior to implementation (Gomaa, 2016). The Unified Modeling
Language (UML) is a modeling language used to describe the results of object-oriented
analysis and design developed by different methodologies e.g, COMET (Gomaa, 2000),
PLUS (Gomaa, 2005a).
MDA separates business and application logic from underlying platform
technology, distinguishing the following models: Computation Independent Model (CIM),
Platform Independent Model (PIM), Platform Specific Model (PSM) and code. The most
common representation of these models is UML. However, other languages can be used if
they are based on Meta Object Facility (MOF) meta-model (Abu-Matar, Mohammad
Ahmad, 2011). The CIM is used to analyze the problem domain. The CIM captures
business processes, system requirements and functions independent of any system
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implementation. The PIM is used for creating an abstract version of the system independent
of technology implementation (Singh and Sood, 2009). The PIM captures different aspects
of the system, identifies the system entities and operations needed to satisfy the
requirements described in CIM. The PSM augments the PIM with specific platform details
and implementation information such as .NET, J2EE, Webservices, etc. To create an
application for multiple platforms, a given PIM will have to be mapped to multiple PSMs.
The PSM model is used to generate code and deploy the application to the environment.

2.7 Software Product Lines for End Users
Current research on utilizing product lines for end users includes Monaco (Prähofer
et al., 2008), SimPL (Malaer and Lampe, 2008), MobiLine (Marinho et al., 2013) and Perez
et al. (Perez and Valderas, 2009). Monaco proposes a software development framework
for building end user programming environments. The problem that Monaco solves is that
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) were spending significant effort to create end
user programming environments for similar products. Monaco abstracts end user
programming domain specific functionality and proposes a development framework for
the creation of end user programming environments that OEMs can reuse.
SimPL (Malaer and Lampe, 2008) provides product line tools for domain engineers
to set up an environment for end users to instantiate product line members. Domain
engineers in SimPL define a Domain Specific Modeling Language (DSML) that describes
a specific domain. The SimPL editor translates the DSML created by domain engineers to
a set of graphical elements that can be grouped together by end users to create software
applications. The SimPL approach is closer to the ones examined in the end user
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programming frameworks section. SimPL does not explicitly model product line
variability but it defers it to the DSML creators. DSML dictates which elements can be
connected together in the SimPL editor.
MobiLine (Marinho et al., 2013) developed a software product line for the domain
of mobile and context-aware applications. MobiLine identified multiple individual mobile
applications (games, mobile commerce, mobile guides, mobile learning) that involve
mobile devices and user context. MobiLine used existing applications as requirements
elicitation and created a domain model for mobile and context aware functionality. The
mobile and context aware domain model is combined with specific application domain
models (eg., mobile visit guides, financial applications, health care applications) to create
mobile and context-aware applications. The benefit of this approach is that mobile and
context aware functionality does not have to be replicated across different application
domain models.
Perez et al. utilize variability engineering for professional engineers to cooperate
with end users to create configurable applications for their smart spaces (Pérez et al., 2009;
Pérez and Valderas, 2009). Variability modeling is used as a requirements gathering tool
between professional engineers and end users. Based on the variability model, engineers
create environments that end users can reconfigure using existing end user programming
frameworks like Jigsaw.
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2.8 Comparison with Existing Approaches
The following sections discuss how this research relates to the current research in
the areas of: (a) EUD environments for smart spaces, (b) Software product lines, (c) Metamodels, and (d) SPL approaches for end users and smart spaces.
2.8.1 EUD Environments for Smart Spaces
The functionality provided by EUD environments for smart spaces can be grouped
in two general areas: Smart space configuration and context aware environments. Smart
space configuration environments enable end users to control and combine functionality of
devices. Jigsaw (Humble et al., 2003), and Puzzle (Danado and Paternò, 2012) are some
examples. Context aware environments create rules based on user context (activity,
location, identity, time) and device functions. PIP (Chin et al., 2010), FedNet (Kawsar et
al., 2008), iCAP (Dey et al., 2006), GALLAG Strip (Lee et al., 2013), and TeC (Sousa,
2010) are some examples. Current EUD environments for smart spaces do not account for
reuse. End user applications are created for specific environments and are not portable to
other environments. For instance an end user application for TeC is only applicable for the
TeC EUD environment and cannot be reused for Jigsaw.
The research described in this dissertation extends existing EUD environments for
smart spaces with product line support. Thus, this research extends visual languages used
by EUD environments and application models to create product line features. End users
can select features from the product line and derive applications for their smart spaces.
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2.8.2 Software Product Lines
Software product line methods such as ISO ISO/IEC 26550 (ISO/IEC 26550:2016,
2016), PLUS (Gomaa, 2005b), CVL (Haugen et al., 2013), COPA(America et al., 2000),
FAST (Harsu, 2002), and KobrA (Atkinson and Muthig, 2002) address the problem of
modeling variability in product lines and provide processes to design SPLs and derive
applications from them.
The research described in this dissertation extended current software product line
approaches to provide support for EUD development and smart spaces. In particular this
research defined a lightweight product line approach for technical end users and domain
experts to design and develop EU SPLs that can be used by end users to derive
applications for different EUD environments. Furthermore this research extended the
design method and modeling techniques defined in PLUS to capture feature and component
platform dependencies. The product line design artifacts of the PLUS method were also
extended to capture the platform and component / connector architecture information
available in smart spaces.
2.8.3 SPL Approaches for End Users and Smart Spaces
Current research on utilizing product lines concepts for end users and smart spaces
includes SimPL (Malaer and Lampe, 2008), MobiLine (Marinho et al., 2013) and Perez et
al. (Perez and Valderas, 2009). As with this research, SimPL uses components, connectors
and triggers to create application logic. In SimPL domain engineers are responsible for
providing implementations of the components that realize each feature in the product line.
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End users use the DSML to select different components applicable for each feature and
connect them together to form application logic.
This dissertation research describes a visual language for technical end users and
domain experts to create product lines. The implementation of the components is provided
by the EUD environments. In addition, features in this research are realized by components
connected together versus having features realized by a set of components that the end user
is allowed to connect as proposed in SimPL.
MobiLine extends SPL concepts to reuse mobile and context-aware functionality
for different application domains. The SPL process followed by MobiLine is complex and
requires the involvement of product line engineers, application engineers and domain
experts from different domains to create product lines and derive applications. This
dissertation research builds on extending SPL methods to address end user development
for smart spaces.
Perez et al. utilize variability engineering for professional engineers to cooperate
with end users to capture end user requirements for smart spaces (Perez and Valderas,
2009). Perez provides examples using Jigsaw and programming by demonstration. This
dissertation research extends Perez’s work beyond requirements elicitation for product
lines. This dissertation research utilizes visual languages and application models of EUD
environments to create product lines for smart spaces.
2.8.4 Meta-modeling
MDA separates business and application logic from underlying platform
technology. This dissertation research is influenced by the CIM, PIM and PSM concepts
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but was expanded to end user development for smart spaces.

Thus, this research

investigates the creation of platform independent and platform specific meta-models to
capture end user product lines that can be used to derive applications for different EUD
environments for smart spaces.

2.9 Summary
This chapter has described related work to this research. The ubiquitous computing
section and the Internet of Things sections described how the two concepts can be used to
create smart spaces, in particular the components of smart spaces, different smart space
initiatives, and challenges for creating software applications for smart spaces. The end user
development for smart spaces section covered the evolution of systems that enable end
users to develop software for their spaces. The software product line approach section
described the concept of software product lines and discussed different approaches for
creating software product lines. The software product lines for end users section described
current initiatives that show how software product line concepts can be adapted for end
users. Finally, this chapter described how the research described in this dissertation
compares to existing research on EUD environments, SPL methods, meta-modeling
approaches and current SPL approaches for end users.
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3

3.1

RESEARCH APPROACH

Introduction
This chapter describes the research approach followed in this dissertation. In

summary, this research defines an EU SPL process that supports end user product line
development and application derivation for smart spaces. To support the EU SPL process,
an EU SPL meta-model is defined to capture the EUSPL meta-classes and relationships.
The EUSPLP development environment was created to enable the development of EU
SPLs and application derivation. Finally, a Smart Home EU SPL case study was used to
validate this research.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 describes the overall research
approach. Section 3.3 describes the background and artifacts of the EU SPL process
defined in this research. Section 3.4 provides an overview of the EU SPL meta-model
defined for capturing the underlying representation of end user product lines and end user
applications. Section 3.5 describes the proof-of-concept EUSPLP environment created in
this research. Section 3.6 describes the validation approach for this research, including the
testing approach and framework. Section 3.7 describes the rationale of extending existing
EUD approaches for smart spaces with EU SPLs. Finally, section 3.8 summarizes this
chapter.

3.2

Research Approach
This research addresses the End User Software Product Line (EU SPL) process and

supporting development environment, which are used by technical end users and domain
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experts to develop end user product lines for smart spaces. End users utilize the same
process and environment to derive applications from the EU SPL. The EU SPL process
provides: (a) technical end users and domain experts with a systematic approach to develop
end user product lines, (b) end users with an approach to reuse end user applications, and
(c) testing support to improve the quality of end user applications.
The EU SPL process consists of the (a) End User Software Product Line
Engineering (EUPLE), and (b) End User Application Engineering (EUAE) sub-processes.
EUPLE defines the process steps and process artifacts to create end user product lines.
EUAE defines the process steps for deriving applications from the product line. The EU
SPL process is tailored to address end user requirements for smart spaces. The Smart Home
EU SPL case study was created to verify each step of the EU SPL process.
The research defined a meta-model that is utilized to capture the underlying
representation of EU SPLs and derived EU applications in terms of entities meta-classes
and relationships. The EU SPL meta-model was derived from: (a) examining the end user
environments for smart spaces described on Chapter 2, and (b) the Smart Home EU SPL
case study. As part of this research the meta-models of the TeC and Jigsaw EUD
environments were designed. The meta-models contain meta-classes for representing EU
applications in the TeC and Jigsaw EUD environments. The TeC and Jigsaw meta-models
were used to form the EU SPL meta-model. In particular, the common meta-classes of the
TeC and Jigsaw meta-models were extracted to create platform independent meta-models
(PIPL/PIP). The PIPL/PIP meta-models provide the underlying representation for end user
product lines and derived applications that can be applied to any event driven EUD
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environment for smart spaces. The meta-model was extended to create platform specific
meta-models (PSPL/PSP) that support end user product lines for specific EUD
environments for smart spaces.
The EUSPLP development environment was created to enable end users to design
product lines and derive applications for smart spaces. The environment was developed
based on the EU SPL process and meta-model. As part of the user interface for the EUSPLP
environment, a visual language was designed to enable: (a) technical end users and domain
experts to design EU SPLs, and (b) end users to derive applications.
To validate this research, a Smart Home case study (a) was created using the EU
SPL process, (b) was implemented using the EUSPLP environment, (c) the TeC PSPL was
tested using the EU SPL Testing process, (d) derived applications from the EUSPL were
tested using the EU Application Testing process, and (e) derived applications were
deployed to the TeC Android simulator and tested using the EU Application Deployment
Testing process.

3.3

EU SPL Process for Smart Spaces
The EU SPL process described in this research provides a systematic approach for

creating end user software product lines and deriving applications for smart spaces. The
process is based on the PLUS method (Gomaa 2005) which was extended in this research
to include the design of end user product lines for smart spaces. The EU SPL method
consists of the End User Product Line Engineering (EUPLE) process in which the end user
software product line is designed and developed, and (b) the End User Application
Engineering (EUAE) process in which software applications are derived.
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The following artifacts are created during the requirements, analysis and design phases of
the EUPLE process:


Use Case Modeling – Use cases are defined to capture end user requirements.



Feature Modeling – The EU SPL feature model is created.



Static Modeling – During static modeling, the components needed to realize each
feature are defined.



Dynamic Modeling – Sequence diagrams are defined for each feature defined in
the EU SPL.



Inter-feature Component Communication Modeling – Captures inter-feature
component communication.



Component Modeling – component diagrams and component input/output tables
are created for each feature to capture the component communication interfaces.



Platform Specific Feature/Component Modeling – Captures platform specific
component information that applies to platform specific features.



Feature-based Integration Test Cases – Capture component outputs / inputs /
triggering conditions and expected test results for testing the component
architecture of individual features and feature combinations.

The following artifacts are created during the requirements, application derivation and
testing phases of the EUAE process:


Application Derivation Feature Modeling – The subset of the feature model that
contains the selected features for the application.
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End User Application Architecture Modeling – The derived application component
architecture for the target in the end user environment.



Feature-based Integration Test Cases – The Feature-based Integration Test Cases
that apply to the features that comprise the derived application.

From the above artifacts, certain artifacts are designed differently in this research to cover
the unique issues related to end user development for smart spaces: feature modeling, static
modeling,

dynamic

modeling,

component

modeling,

platform

dependent

feature/component modeling, test case format, application derivation feature model and
end user application architecture modeling. The Smart Home EU SPL case study was
created using the EU SPL process.

3.4

EU SPL Meta-model for Smart Spaces
The EU SPL meta-model designed in this research provides a meta-model for

representing end user product lines and derived applications for different EUD
environments for smart spaces. The EU SPL meta-model was used to support the EU SPL
process. The EU SPL meta-model is composed of the following meta-models:


Platform Independent Product Line (PIPL) meta-model - provides the underlying
representation of EU SPLs independent of any platform (EUD environment).



Platform Independent Product (PIP) meta-model - provides the underlying
representation of end user applications derived from the PIPL meta-model.



Platform Specific Product Line (PSPL) meta-model - provides the underlying
representation of EU SPLs for specific EUD environments.
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Platform Specific Product (PSP) meta-model - provides the underlying
representation of end user applications derived from the PSPL meta-model.

The EU SPL meta-model also defines the relationships between the meta-classes
representing the different models.

3.5

Proof-of-concept EUSPLP Development Environment
A proof-of-concept End User Software Product Line Prototype (EUSPLP)

development environment was created to support this research. The EUSPLP environment
provides the functionality to (a) enable EU SPL designers to create end user product lines,
and (b) enable end users to derive and deploy applications for their smart spaces. Some of
the unique characteristics of the design and development of the EUSPLP environment are
that: (a) utilizes end user friendly interfaces for product line creation and application
derivation, (b) integrates with the TeC end user environment for application deployment,
(c) supports additional end user environments by developing different EUSPLP adaptors,
(d) remotely accessible to EU SPL designers and end users through the use of web
browsers, and (e) utilizes REST services and JSON format to communicate with remote
TeC end user environments. Below is an overview of each subsystem within EUSPLP:


EU SPL Development Subsystem
-

Allows EU SPL designers to visually create/edit the EU SPL feature model tree
and define feature and feature group relationships.

-

Allows EU SPL designers to visually create/edit component architectures and
associate them with product line features. A drag and drop interface was created
for EU SPL designers to create component architectures.
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-

Allows EU SPL designers to configure different parameters relating to the
feature component architecture.

-

Creates PIPL JSON representation of the EU SPL to store the product line
visual representation.

-

Creates TeC PSPL JSON representation of the EU SPL to store the product line
specification for TeC used for application derivation.



Application Derivation Subsystem
-

Allows end users to visually select different features from the EU SPL.

-

Allows end users to visually configure the component parameters of the
selected features.

-

Allows end users to visually derive applications for their spaces. The
environment derives a TeC PSP model from the TeC PSPL model based on the
end user selections. The TeC PSP model is stored in JSON.



Application Distributor Subsystem
-

Provides a REST service for distributing the TeC PSP to TeC EUSPLP
Adaptors deployed in different TeC environments.



TeC EUSPLP Adaptor Subsystem
-

Retrieves the TeC PSP specification and stores it in the TeC environment. The
end user interacts with the TeC environment to complete the deployment of the
application.
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3.6

Validation
The validation of this research was performed through (a) the Smart Home EU SPL

case study, (b) the EUSPLP environment, (c) the EU SPL Testing framework and (d) the
deployment of derived applications to the TeC Android simulator.
The Smart Home EU SPL case study described in Appendix-A was created
following the EU SPL method described in Chapter 4. The case study includes features
from the domains of home automation, home security, home notifications, home
maintenance, resident comfort and energy conservation. Both End User Product Line
Engineering (EUPLE) and End User Application Engineering (EUAE) were applied to the
case study. EUPLE was applied to develop the EU SPL. EUAE was applied to derive end
user applications for two end user platforms, TeC and Jigsaw.
To validate the EUSPLP environment, the Smart Home EU SPL case study was
designed and implemented using the prototype environment. In addition, several
applications were derived from the Smart Home SPL implementation using the application
derivation interface of the prototype.
The EUSPLP environment was also used to validate the EU SPL meta-model and
meta-model mappings described in Chapter 5. Thus, the PIPL, TeC PSPL and TeC PSP
meta-models defined in the EUSPLP environment were derived from the EU SPL metamodel. The meta-class mappings required by the application derivation process for the
conversion of a TeC PSPL model to a TeC PSP model, were derived from the EU SPL
meta-model mappings.
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The EU SPL Testing, EU Application Testing and EU Application Deployment
Testing processes of the EU SPL Testing approach, were used to test TeC SPLs and TeC
applications developed using the EUSPLP environment. In particular, the EU SPL Testing
process was used to validate that the TeC SPLs developed using the EUSPLP environment:
(a) follow the EU SPL consistency rules, and (b) each feature / component architecture
executes as it was designed in the EUSPLP environment. The EU Application Testing
process was used to validate that the TeC applications derived using the EUSPLP
environment: (a) are composed of a valid feature combination, and (b) the application
component architecture executes correctly. The EU Application Deployment Testing
process was used to test that TeC applications were deployed successfully to the smart
space. The TeC Android Simulator created by Shen (Shen, 2014) was used to validate that
derived applications from the EUSPLP environment were deployed successfully to a
distributed Android platform. Thus, different experimental end user applications including
an end user application derived from the Smart Home EU SPL case study were deployed
to the TeC Android Simulator.

3.7

Rationale for Extending EUD Approaches with EU SPLs

There are several issues in developing end user applications for smart spaces using
current EUD approaches that can be addressed by applying the End User Software Product
Line (EU SPL) approach described in this research. Table 3.1 provides a summary of the
EUD issues, and compares how each of the issue is addressed utilizing current EUD
approaches for smart spaces versus using EU SPLs.
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Table 3.1 Benefits of Extending EUD Approaches for Smart Spaces with EU SPLs

EU Development Issue

Current EUD Approaches for
Smart Spaces

Utilizing the EU SPL Approach

EU Application
Development Cost

Costs depend on the ability of
each end user to develop EUD
applications versus outsourcing
the development to technical end
users and/or domain experts.

Initial cost to design and develop the
EU SPL.

Higher application development
cost, since there is no reuse and
applications from the same
domain have to be re-developed
for different EUD environments
and smart spaces.
EU Technical Background

Does not address variability in
end users technical backgrounds
and EUD capabilities.
EUD environments provide a
common user interface for all
end users to design and develop
applications for smart spaces.

Low EU application development
cost after the EU SPL has been
created, since applications can be
derived from the EU SPL to satisfy
end user requirements for individual
smart spaces.

The EU SPL development
environment provides a different
user interface and workflows for
technical end users and/or domain
experts to create EU SPLs, whereas
it provides a simpler user interface
for end users to derive applications.

Does not address non-technical
end users issues in developing
EU applications.
Software Reuse

Software reuse is limited. End
users do not develop applications
with a goal to reuse and even if
they do, current EUD
environments do not provide
mechanisms for application
reuse.
End user applications have to be
re-developed for different EUD
environments and smart spaces.

EU Application
Requirements

Requirements are usually
unplanned and undocumented.
End user requirements are too
personalized to create
applications that can be reused
by other end users for different
EUD environments and smart
spaces.
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EU SPLs promote reuse by
designing and developing product
line features that are realized by
common, optional, and variant
components and connectors.
End user applications are derived by
selecting EU SPL features for
different EUD environments and
smart spaces.

Requirements are collected and
documented through the EU SPL
requirements elicitation process.
Requirements are used to define the
EU SPL features, feature groups and
feature dependencies. Features are
selected by end users to tailor the EU
application to their needs.

End users focus on
implementation without taking
the time to document
requirements.
EU Software Design

EU Software
Development

Software design of EU
applications is adhoc.

Software design is an integral part of
the EU SPL process.

Non-technical end users are not
familiar with software design
methods.

Technical end users and/or domain
experts design platform independent
and platform specific product line
features, feature dependencies,
feature groups and reusable
components that support different
EUD environments and smart spaces.
Non-technical end users can utilize
software design by selecting features
and reusable components to derive
applications for their smart spaces.

EUD is opportunistic.

Software development is performed
by technical end users and/or domain
experts.

Difficult for non-technical end
users to develop applications
utilizing existing EUD
environments for smart spaces.
EUD difficulty increases with the
complexity of the EU
application.
EU Application
Complexity

Applications are simplistic in
nature.
Limited user interfaces for
developing complex applications.

EU Application Testing

End users can derive complex
applications for their spaces by
selecting and configuring EU SPL
features

Application functionalities are
organized as EU SPL features that
are realized by common, optional,
and variant components and
connectors.

Variability in end user
application sophistication based
on the end user technical
background.

During application derivation,
selected features and their
corresponding component/connector
architecture can be used to compose
a highly complex and configurable
application.

Software testing is typically
haphazard, leading to quality
issues in applications developed
by end users.

The EU SPL process provides a
systematic testing approach that can
be used to test EU SPLs, derived
applications, and end user
application deployment in smart
spaces
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3.8

Summary
This chapter provides a summary of the research approach followed in this

dissertation. The research approach include (a) definition of the EU SPL process, (b)
definition of the EU SPL meta-model, (c) design and development of the EUSPLP
environment, and (d) a testing process to validate the artifacts of the EUSPLP environment.
The Smart Home EU SPL case study was used to validate the different parts of this
research.
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4

4.1

EU SPL PROCESS FOR SMART SPACES

Introduction
The Software Product Line (SPL) engineering process provides a systematic

approach for developing software product lines. The SPL engineering process consists of
two sub-processes: (a) the product line engineering (a.k.a. domain engineering) process in
which the product line is developed, and (b) the application engineering process in which
software applications are derived from the product line. The product line engineering
process involves software engineers defining the product line features and developing the
product line architecture to support them. The application engineering process involves
application engineers deriving applications from the product line features and SPL
architecture. The SPL engineering process involves requirements gathering, commonality
/variability analysis, feature modeling, variable architecture definition, component design
and implementation.
One of the issues with End User Development (EUD) for smart spaces is that there
is variability in the EUD environments and the components / devices supported by different
smart spaces. The SPL engineering process could be used for EUD but the problem is that
the SPL process targets professional engineers and can be complex for end users and
domain experts to use. This chapter presents an End User (EU) SPL process for developing
end user applications for smart spaces. The EU SPL process was defined as part of this
research and extends conventional SPL approaches to support the unique requirements of
EUD development for smart spaces. The EU SPL process provides a lightweight product
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line approach for technical end users and domain experts to design and develop EU SPLs
that can be used by end users to derive applications for different EUD environments. As
part of the EU SPL process, conventional SPL design artifacts were extended to capture
information about platforms and component / connector architectures in smart spaces. The
Smart Home EU SPL case study was designed and developed using the EU SPL process
described in this chapter.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides an overview of the EU
SPL process. Section 4.3 describes the end user product line engineering process including:
end user requirements elicitation, analysis modeling, design modeling, implementation and
testing. Section 4.4 describes the end user application engineering process including: end
user application requirements, application derivation, testing and application deployment.
Section 4.5 describes evolution of end user software product lines. Finally, section 4.6
summarizes this chapter.

4.2

End User SPL Process
End user development for smart spaces has several unique requirements that

differentiate it from traditional application development. Some of the differences are that
it targets end users to develop software and that applications can be highly personalized
with different smart space requirements (Dautriche et al., 2013). The End User SPL process
provides a systematic approach for EU SPL designers who are technical end users and
domain experts to design and develop end user software product lines for smart spaces that
end users can use to derive applications for their smart spaces. Figure 4.1 shows the End
User Software Product Line (EU SPL) process. Similar to the conventional SPL
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Figure 4.1 End User Software Product Line Process

engineering process (Gomaa, 2005a), the EU SPL engineering process consists of two subprocesses: (a) the End User Product Line Engineering (EUPLE) process in which the end
user software product line is created, and (b) the End User Application Engineering
(EUAE) process in which software applications are derived.
Figure 4.2 shows the different phases of the end user product line engineering
process. In detail, during end user product line engineering, EU SPL designers work with
end users to collect requirements, define the product line scope and create the product line
feature model using the EU SPL requirements elicitation process. The feature model
captures all the features of the product line and the dependency between them. After the
requirements are created, analysis modeling is performed to define: the components needed
to implement each feature, the component interactions needed to realize each feature and
the component relationships. Components are designed to be reusable to avoid duplication.
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Figure 4.2 End User Product Line Engineering Phases

During design modeling, the EU SPL architecture is created, feature dependency resolution
is performed and the component interfaces are defined. During EU SPL implementation
the product line components are coded. Finally, during EU SPL testing test cases are
defined for the EU SPL features and feature combinations. As shown on Figure 4.2 there
is feedback between the different phases of EU Product Line Engineering. In particular,
issues and software defects identified during EU SPL testing are communicated to the
corresponding phases that the issue was introduced. For example if during testing, a
software defect is found that is caused by conflicting features, the issue will be
communicated to the EU Analysis Modeling, EU SPL Design Modeling and EU SPL
Implementation phases. All artifacts created during the EU SPL engineering are stored in
the End User SPL Repository. During end user application engineering, end users select
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the product line features they need from the EU SPL and derive end user applications for
their smart spaces.
Figure 4.3 shows the different phases of End User (EU) Application Engineering.
In detail, during the End User Application Requirements Selection phase, end users select
the product line features from the EU SPL feature model that they need for their spaces.
During the End User Application Derivation phase, the end user application architecture,
components and test cases are derived from the EU SPL Repository. The EU Application
Testing phase ensures that the test cases are executed successfully against the derived
applications. Finally, during the “End User Application Deployment” phase, the derived
application is deployed to the end user smart space platform. End users communicate
defects and new requirements back to EU SPL designers for future product line releases as
shown in Figure 4.3.

4.3 End User Product Line Engineering (EUPLE)
This section describes the End User Product Line Engineering (EUPLE) process.
The section starts by discussing different EUPLE strategies for EU SPL designers to
develop EU SPLs and then proceeds with describing in detail each of the EUPLE phases.
4.3.1 Forward and Reverse EUPLE Strategy
There are two main EUPLE strategies for creating EU SPLs for smart spaces: (a)
forward engineering, and (b) reverse engineering. In the forward engineering strategy, EU
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Figure 4.3 End User Application Engineering Phases

SPL designers consider the product line in its entirety. EU SPL designers work with end
users to define the product line requirements.
The requirements are classified as kernel, optional or variant. Kernel requirements
are implemented by all members of the EU SPL. Optional requirements are implemented
by some of the applications derived by the EU SPL. Variant requirements are alternative
requirements that can be selected for EUSPL derived applications. An example of a variant
requirement is to have derived applications support different languages. Based on the
requirements classification: (a) the product line feature model is created, and (b) EUD
environment analysis is performed in which EU SPL designers make the determination,
based on the feature model, if the EU SPL is going to be applicable to a specific EUD
environment, for example Jigsaw or TeC, or if the EU SPL is going to be designed
independent of any specific EUD environments. The EU SPL analysis modeling phase
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involves the creation of the static model, dynamic model and feature/component model.
Kernel requirements are considered first and then optional and variant requirements are
considered. During design modeling the EU SPL architecture is composed, the design
patterns are selected to resolve inter feature component communication, and the component
interface is designed. In the design phase kernel features are considered first, and then
optional and variant features are added. The implementation phase also starts with the
development of kernel features first, and then optional and variant features are
implemented. Finally during the testing phase, the product line is tested and verified against
the initial requirements.
The reverse engineering approach is used when there are already individual end
user applications in place. EU SPL designers derive the EU SPL requirements from the
developed end user applications, classify the requirements as common, optional and
variant, and create the feature model. The target end user smart space platform
determination is also derived by the environments that the existing end user applications
are created. During analysis modeling the static model, dynamic model and
feature/component model are derived from existing end user applications and
requirements. Similar to the forward engineering approach, kernel requirements are
considered first followed by optional and variant requirements. Depending on the feature
type they realize, components are classified as common, optional or variant.
Feature/component modeling is performed to associate features with components they
depend on, and these dependencies are depicted in a table view. During dynamic modeling,
the product line architecture, design patterns for inter-feature component communication
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and component interfaces are developed by reverse engineering existing end user
applications. Finally, during feature implementation, test cases can also be derived to some
extent by reverse engineering and reusing test cases of existing EU applications. The
remainder of this chapter will discuss the end user product line engineering from a top
down approach.
4.3.2 EU SPL Requirements Elicitation
EU SPL requirements elicitation involves a set of activities to help define the
overall scope of the product line. EU SPL designers with domain expertise define the
overall road map for the EU SPL. Then EU SPL designers work with end users to collect
and document requirements. Based on product line scoping and requirements, the product
line feature model is defined. This section describes the end user requirement elicitation
process and provides examples for a smart home case study.

4.3.2.1 Use Case Modeling for EU SPL
EU SPL designers can document end user requirements using Use Case modeling.
Use Cases describe the interactions between actors which are system external entities and
the smart space to achieve a goal. Typical actors in smart spaces are humans, animals,
sensors, actuators, devices, and external systems that initiate or detect external events that
cause the smart space to react. For example, consider a person entering a smart home.
Depending on whether the person is a home resident or an intruder, the smart home can
react in different ways. In addition to humans, smart spaces heavily depend on sensors,
actuators, devices, and external systems to identify changes to the environment. For
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instance, a moisture sensor reading might be significant enough to notify a house resident
of a possible flood. Use cases for smart spaces should document all the actors that can
initiate or detect external events in the smart space. Typical use cases in smart spaces come
from the domains of security, automation, space notifications, energy conservation, and
ergonomics.
Use case modeling has been extended by the PLUS method to capture product line
requirements (Gomaa, 2005a). To document a Use Case for smart spaces using the PLUS
method the product line designers need to specify:


Use Case Name - The name of the use case



Reuse Category - Specifies weather the use case is kernel, optional or
alternative



Summary - Provides the summary of the use case



Actors - The actors of the use case (such as humans, animals, sensors,
actuators, devices, and external systems)



Dependency - Use cases that this use case depends



Preconditions - What conditions need to be true for the use case to execute



Description - Sequence of events between the actor(s) and the system



Alternatives - Description of alternatives to the mainstream sequence of
events



Variation Points - Captures places that different functionality can be
performed by different members of the product line
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Post Condition - The state of the system after the successful execution of
the use case



Outstanding Questions - Additional questions for end users

EU SPL designers should start documenting the kernel use cases first and then continue
with the optional and alternative ones. Table 4.1 shows an example of the Lawn Irrigation
Use Case from the Smart Home case study used in this research. The Lawn Irrigation Use
Case is part of the smart space automation domain.

Table 4.1 Example of a Lawn Irrigation use case for a smart space

Use Case Name
Reuse Category
Summary

Lawn Irrigation
Optional
The user start/stops the sprinklers to water
the lawn. The smart space start/stops the
sprinklers and sends outcome notifications
Home Resident
N/A
1. The sprinklers are off
2. The hose is connected to the sprinklers
and the water is on
1. The home resident presses the start
irrigation button.
2. The smart space starts watering the lawn
and sends notifications that is started
3. The home resident presses the stop
irrigation button
4. The smart space stops watering the lawn
and sends notifications that is stopped
N/A
N/A
The smart space has watered the lawn
Is automation desired? What type of
automation is preferred timer of weather
sensing?

Actors
Dependency
Preconditions

Description

Alternatives
Variation Points
Post Condition
Outstanding Questions
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4.3.2.2 Feature Modeling
Product line features are requirements or characteristics that are provided by one or
more members of the SPL (Gomaa, 2005a). Feature modeling is used to capture feature
commonality / variability and feature dependencies within the EU SPL. In addition, as part
of this research, feature modeling was extended to capture feature dependencies in EUD
environments (platforms). Product line features can be (a) platform independent to indicate
that a feature does not depend on components or functionalities of a specific EUD
environment, or (b) platform specific to indicate that a feature depends on components or
functionalities of a specific EUD environment e.g, TeC, Jigsaw.
Feature models are derived by use case modeling. In a feature model, features can
be organized (a) as common or variable, (b) in feature groups, and (c) as parametrized
features. Common features are features that exist in all products derived by the EU SPL.
Common features may dependent on other common features. Variable features exist only
in some product line members. Variable features can be further categorized as optional or
alternative features. Optional features are noncompulsory features that mainly depend on
other common or variant features. Alternative features are used to describe mutually
exclusive features. Feature groups are used for grouping similar features. Feature groups
can be classified as: (a) exactly-one-of, (b) zero-or-one-of, (c) at-least-one-of and (d) zeroor-more-of. Exactly-one-of feature groups indicate that only one feature from a feature
group can be present in an end user application derived by the product line. Exactly-oneof feature groups are mainly used to group alternative features, exactly one feature of the
group must be selected during application derivation. Zero-or-one-of feature groups are
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also used to group alternative features but the feature selection from the feature group is
optional during application derivation. At-least-one-of feature groups are used to indicate
that at least one feature of the feature group must be selected during application derivation.
Zero-or-more-of feature groups are used to indicate that zero or more features of the feature
group can be selected from the feature group during application derivation. Parameterized
features are features that can be configured during the application deployment time. In the
feature model, features are decorated with the <<platform-specific>> and <<platformindependent>> UML stereotypes to indicate whether a feature is platform specific or not.
If a feature is not decorated with any of the stereotypes, it implies that the feature is
platform independent. Figure 4.4 shows the feature model for the Smart Home EU SPL
case study developed in this research.
As shown in Figure 4.4 the feature model has one common feature called Smart
Home that all other features and feature groups depend on. There is one optional feature
Smart Irrigation that depends on the Smart Home feature. The Schedule and Smart Weather
Sensing features are also optional and depend on the Smart Irrigation feature. There is one
exactly-one-of feature group called Phone Alert that depends on the Smart Home feature.
The Phone Alert feature group has two mutually exclusive features Audio and Video. The
Audio feature is the default feature and Video is the alternative feature. Default features
are selected by default if no other feature in the feature group is selected. The Video feature
is platform specific.
The feature model also contains two at-least-one-of feature groups: Net
Notification and Home Security. Both of the feature groups depend on the Smart Home
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Figure 4.4 Smart Home Feature Model

common feature. The Net Notification feature group contains two optional features Email
and Text. Text is the default feature. The Home Security feature group contains three
optional features: Door, Motion and Window. Door is the default option of the feature
group. The Smart Home feature model also contains two zero-or-more-of feature groups:
Water Detector and Home Behavior. The Water Detector feature group contains two
optional features Faucet Drip and Flood Detector. The Home Behavior feature group
contains four optional features: Power Failure, HVAC Filter, Light Failure and 911. In
addition the Home Alarm optional feature depends on the Light Failure feature.
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Furthermore the Energy Conservation optional feature depends on the HVAC Filter. The
Energy Conservation feature also is platform specific.
The Feature group / Feature dependency table is another view that captures the
relationship between product line features and feature groups. The Feature group / Feature
dependency table assists EU SPL designers to ensure consistency between features and
feature groups. As shown on Table 4.2 the table has four columns: (a) Feature Group Name,
(b) Feature Group Category, (c) Feature Name, and (d) Feature Category. The Feature
Group Category and Feature Category need to be compatible for example exactly-one-of
feature group needs to have a set of alternative features since only one can be selected.
Table 4.2 shows the Feature Group / Feature dependency table for the Smart Home case
study. For example as shown on Table 4.2 the Phone Alert exactly-one-of feature group
has two alternative features Audio and Video with the Audio feature being the default
option.

Table 4.2 Feature Group / Feature Dependency Table
Feature Group
Feature Group
Features in Feature
Name
Category
Group
Phone Alert
exactly-one-of
Audio
Video
Home Security
at-least-one-of
Door
Motion
Window
Water Detector
zero-or-more-of
Flood Detector
Faucet Drip
Home Behavior
zero-or-more-of
Light Failure
HVAC Filter
Power Failure
911
Net Notification
at-least-one-of
Text
Email
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Feature Category
default
alternative
default
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
default
optional

4.3.3 EU SPL Analysis Modeling
EU SPL Analysis modeling consists of static modeling, component structuring,
dynamic modeling and feature/component modeling.

4.3.3.1 Static Model
The EU SPL static model captures the product line components needed to realize
the use cases defined and feature model. In addition component structuring is performed
to capture the component reuse stereotype, role stereotype and platform dependencies. This
research used UML stereotypes to classify the EU SPL components. To capture component
reuse characteristics, the following reuse stereotypes are used <<kernel>>, <<optional>>,
<<variant>>, <<default>>. This research uses the PLUS method role stereotypes to capture
the application purpose of each component (Gomaa, 2005a). For example a component can
be <<interface>>, <<entity>>, <<control>>, <<application logic>>, <<timer>>, <<system
interface>>, <<coordinator>>, <<device interface>>, <<algorithm>>, <<messagebroker>>, <<input/output device interface>>, etc. Components that are only applicable to
specific end user environments are annotated with the <<platform-specific>> stereotype.
Figure 4.5 shows the static model and the component structuring for the
components used in the Smart Home case study used in this research. For example as
shown on the securityAlertHandler component is annotated with the <<kernel>>
stereotype to capture reuse category and the <<message-broker>> stereotype to capture the
component role category. Similarly the component videoCall is annotated with the
<<optional>> stereotype to capture the reuse category, the <<input / output device
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Figure 4.5 Smart Home Case Study Static Model

interface>> stereotype to capture the role category and the <<platform-specific>>
stereotype to indicate that this component only applies to specific platforms.
The Platform Specific Feature / Component relationship table captures the
relationship between platform specific features and platform specific components. As
shown in Table 4.3 the platform specific feature / component relationship table has 4
columns: (a) Feature Name, (b) Platform Name, (c) Component Name and (d) Platform
Specific Name. The Feature Name column captures the name of the feature. The Platform
Name column captures the end user platform(s) that the feature applies. The Component
Name column captures the component name as it appears on the static model. The Platform
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Table 4.3 Platform Specific Feature / Component relationship table
Feature
Platform Name
Component Name
Name
Energy Conservation
Team Computing
track
Video
Team Computing
videoCall
cameraManager
camera

Platform Specific Name
tecTrack
tecVideoCall
tecCameraManager
tecCamera

Specific Name column captures the actual component name in the specific platform. For
example the Energy Conservation feature applies only to the TeC platform. The track
component of the Energy Conservation feature would have to be mapped to the tecTrack
component of Team computing during the end user application deployment process.

4.3.3.2 Dynamic Modeling
EU SPL designers use dynamic modeling to capture the object interactions needed
to satisfy EU SPL features. This research used UML sequence diagrams to model object
interactions. Sequence diagrams model the message interaction of objects based on a time
sequence (Rumbaugh et al., 2004). Sequence diagrams should be developed for all features
defined in the feature model of the EU SPL.
Figure 4.6 shows the sequence diagram for the Video feature that is part of the
Phone Alert feature group. The sequence interaction starts with the :alertVideo object that
after initialization [init=true] sends a message to the subscribe input of the
:securityAlertHandler object to receive security alert notifications. When a security alert is
detected by the :securityAlertHandler [sendAlert=true] it sends the security alert message
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Figure 4.6 Sequence Diagram for the Video Feature

to the notify input event of the :alertVideo object. Upon receiving the security alert message
the :alertVideo object evaluates the [videoCall=true] condition and if true sends a message
to the makeVideoCall input of the :videoCall object. The :videoCall object represents a
smart phone device. When the makeVideoCall input is called a video call is initiated on
the smart phone device and the [videoCall=true] condition is evaluated and if true the
:videoCall object sends a message to the startVideoStream input of :cameraManager in
order to request a video stream. Upon receiving the message the :cameraManager evaluates
the [startVideo=true] condition and if true it sends a message to the startStream input of
the :camera object with the :videoCall object information. The camera will send the video
stream stream_out to the :videoCall object stream_in input in order for the video to be
displayed on the device. Upon the end of the phone call the [endCall=true] condition of the
:videoCall object evaluates to true and the :videoCall object sends a message to the
stopVideoStream input of the :cameraManager object. The stopVideoStream will evaluate
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the [stopVideo=true] condition and if true the :cameraManager object will send a message
to the stopStream input of the :camera object to indicate that the :camera object can stop
sending the video stream to the :videoAlert object.
Similarly, Figure 4.7 shows the sequence diagram for the Energy Conservation
feature from the Smart Home EU SPL case study. The goal of the feature is to conserve
energy when the house residents are away by adjusting the home temperature. The
temperature will be adjusted back to normal when residents return home. The sequence
diagram starts with the :track object that sends a message to the econ input of the
:energyControl object when the house residents are away [away=true]. When the econ
input is received the

[adjustHvacLevel=true] and [energyLevelNotification=true]

conditions are evaluated to true. The :energyControl object sends a message to the
setHvacLevel input of the :smartHVAC object with the desired temperature settings.
Furthermore the :energyControl objects sends a message to the receiveAlert input of the
:informationAlertHandler object with the energy level changes. When the residents are
back home the :track object [home=true] condition is evaluated to true, which causes the
:track object to send a message to the norm input of the :energyControl object. When the
norm input is received the [adjustHvacLevel=true] and [energyLevelNotification=true]
conditions are evaluated to true. The :energyControl object sends a message to the
setHvacLevel input of the :smartHVAC object to adjust temperature settings back to
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Figure 4.7 Sequence Diagram for the Energy Conservation Feature

normal. In addition, the :energyControl objects sends a message to the receiveAlert input
of the :informationAlertHandler object with the energy level changes.

4.3.3.3 Feature / Component Dependency Table
The Feature / Component table describes in detail the EU SPL features and the
components needed to support the implementation of each of the features. The purpose of
the table is for EU SPL designers to ensure consistency between features and the
components that support them. For example a common feature cannot be implemented by
optional components. The Feature/Component table contains the following columns:


Feature Name – The name of the Feature
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Feature Group – The name of the Feature Group that the Feature belongs



Feature Category – The type of feature (common, optional, etc.)



Component Name – The components names that implement each feature



Component Reuse Category – The component type (kernel, optional, etc.)



Component Parameter – Component Parameters needed by the Feature

Table 4.4 shows the Feature / Component Dependency Table that was developed for the
Smart Home EU SPL Case Study used in this research. For example the common feature
Smart

Home

is

implemented

by

the

securityAlertHandler

and

the

informationalAlertHandler component that are kernel. Similarly the alternative Video
feature is implemented by the alertVideo, videoCall, cameraManager and camera optional
components. Since the Video feature depends on the Smart Home feature, the Video feature
will also be supported by the securityAlertHandler and informationalAlertHandler kernel
components. Finally, the optional Energy Conservation feature is implemented by the
optional track and energyControl components. The component parameter residentIDs of
the track component indicate the smart home residents that need to be tracked by the
component.
4.3.4 EU SPL Design Modeling
While EU SPL Analysis modeling focus on the analysis of the problem domain,
EU SPL Design modeling maps the EU SPL Analysis model to the solution domain
(Gomaa, 2016). During EU SPL Design modeling the component inter-feature
communication, component relationships and component interface models are defined.
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Table 4.4 Feature / Component Dependency Table for the Smart Home EU SPL Case Study
Feature
Feature
Feature
Component Name
Component
Name
Group
Category
Reuse
Name
Category
Smart Home
common
securityAlertHandler
kernel
informationalAlertHandler
kernel
Audio
Phone Alert
default
alertAudio
optional
phone
optional
Video
Phone Alert
alternative
alertVideo
optional
videoCall
optional
cameraManager
optional
camera
optional
Door
Home
default
breakInDoor
optional
Security
doorMonitor
optional
Motion
Home
optional
breakInMotion
optional
Security
motionDetector
optional
Window
Home
optional
breakInWindow
optional
Security
windowDetector
optional
Smart
optional
sprinkler
optional
Irrigation
sprinklerControl
optional
Schedule
optional
schedule
optional
Smart Weather
Sensing
Email
Text
Flood Detector
Faucet Drip
Home Alarm

911
Light Failure
HVAC Filter
Power Failure
Energy
Conservation

optional

moistMonitor

optional

Net
Notification
Net
Notification
Water
Detector
Water
Detector
Home
Behavior

optional

email

optional

default

text

optional

optional

floodSensor

optional

optional

faucetLeakSensor

optional

optional

Home
Behavior
Home
Behavior
Home
Behavior
Home
Behavior
Home
Behavior

optional
optional

alarmHome
smartAudio
smartDisplay
alarm911
emergencyCall
smartLight

optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional

optional

smartHVAC

optional

optional

powerFailureSensor

optional

optional

track
energyControl

optional
optional

Component
Parameter

timetorun :
String

residentIDs:
List<String>

4.3.4.1 Inter-Feature Component Communication
As EU SPL designers define features and the components that implement each
feature, they might determine situations where components of one feature need to
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communicate with components of other features to accomplish a task. One solution to this
problem is to refactor the feature model to support this. Refactoring will work for smaller
feature models but as the model grows that might not be a viable option. This research
utilized the subscription/notification (Gomaa, 2016) design pattern for inter feature
component communication as an alternative option to feature refactoring. The idea is that
instead of components sending messages directly to each other, message broker
components are provided as intermediaries. Components can send messages to the message
broker, which then notifies components that have registered with the message broker to
receive messages. Some benefits of the public / subscribe design pattern for developing
EU SPLs are (a) promotes loose coupling between sender and receiver components and (b)
better scalability since newly created components can register with existing message
brokers to send and receive messages. The inter-feature component communication table
captures all product line components that send and receive messages through message
broker components. Table 4.5 shows the inter-feature component communication table

Table 4.5 Inter-Feature Component Communication Table for the Smart Home Case Study
Message Broker
Subscribed Components
Message Producer Components
securityAlertHandler
alertAudio
breakInDoor
alertVideo
breakInMotion
alarmHome
breakInWindow
alarm911
email
text
informationalAlertHandler
email
schedule
text
sprinklerControl
smartLight
smartHVAC
powerFailureSensor
energyControl
floodSensor
faucetLeakSensor
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that was created to support the Smart Home case study. There are following columns in the
table:


Message Broker – The name of the message broker component



Subscribed Components – The components subscribed to receive messages



Message Producer Components – The components producing the messages

For example as shown on Table 4.5 the securityAlertHandler is a message broker
component. The components alertAudio, alertVideo, alarmHome, alarm911, email, text are
subscribed and receive messages from the securityAlertHandler. The breakInDoor,
breakInMotion, breakInWindow components send messages to the securityAlertHandler.
As shown on the second row of Table 4.5 the text component is also subscribed and receive
messages from the informationalAlertHandler to support a different use case.
Figure

4.8

shows

an

example

of

component

communication

using

subscription/notification from the Smart Home EU SPL case study. In detail, when the
alertAudio component of the Audio feature initializes, it sends a message with its id to the
securityAlertHandler message broker component. Components that have subscribed to
receive messages from a message broker are shown in the Subscribed Components column
in the inter-feature component communication table. When there is a break-in activity, the
breakInDoor component of the Door feature sends alerts to the securityAlertHandler. When
there is a message available, the securityAlertHandler sends it to the alertVideo component.
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<<optional>>
:breakInDoor

<<kernel>>
:securityAlertHandler

subscribe

[activity=true]

<<optional>>
:alertAudio

init

[startup=true]

receiveAlert

sendAlert

[messageInQueue=true]

notify

Figure 4.8 Subscribe and Receive Messages to a Message Broker

4.3.4.2 Component Relationships and Interface Design
UML component diagrams can be used by EU SPL designers to capture (a)
components available in a smart home, (b) component relationships, and (c) provided and
required interfaces needed for components to communicate. In an end user environment,
components communicate with other components through output/input ports. Figure 4.9
shows the component diagram of the Home Alarm Feature. The component diagram is
composed of the securityAlertHandler, alarmHome, smartAudio, smartDisplay and the
smartLight components.
The components are decorated with UML stereotypes to indicate whether a
component is kernel, optional, or variant. For example the securityAlertHandler is a
<<kernel>> component while alarmHome, smartAudio, smartDisplay and smartLight are
<<optional>> components. Furthermore additional stereotypes are used to capture the role
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play
receiveAlert

<<kernel>>
<<message-broker>>
securityAlertHandler

sendAlert

subscribe

notify

init

<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
alarmHome

alarm

<<optional>> 1..*
<<input/output device
interface>>
smartAudio

show

<<optional>> 1..*
<<input/output device
interface>>
smartDisplay

flash

<<optional>> 1..* replace
<<input/output device
interface>>
smartLight
setLightLevel

Figure 4.9 Component Diagram for the Home Alarm Feature

of each component. For example securityAlertHandler is a <<message-broker>>
component, alarmHome is a <<coordinator>> component while smartAudio, smartDisplay
and smartLight are input/output device interface components. Components may also have
a multiplicity indicator to indicate the number of component instances in a smart space.
For example the smartAudio, smartDisplay and smartLight components have 1…*
multiplicity that indicates that there are one or more smartLight, smartAudio and
smartDisplay component instance in the smart space. The connections between
components also indicate the required and provided interfaces between components.
Table 4.6 shows details about the components input and output messages. For
example the init output of the alarmHome component outputs the clientID parameter to
indicate the component identification. The securityAlertHandler has a subscribe input and
expects as input the clientID parameter to indicate the component that is subscribing to
receive messages. Similarly the securityAlertHandler has a sendAlert output that outputs a
message parameter to indicate the alert message. As shown on Figure 4.9 the sendAlert
output of the securityAlertHandler is connected to the notify input of the alarmHome. The
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Table 4.6 Component Input / Output for the Home Alarm Feature

Component Name

Component Input

Component Output

Component Output
Triggering Condition

securityAlertHandler

receiveAlert(in message)
subscribe(in clientID)
notify(in message)

sendAlert(out message)

messageInQueue=true

init(out clientID)
alarm(out message)

startup=true
message=true

replace(out lightID)

light=out

alarmHome
smartAudio
smartDisplay
smartLight

play(in message)
show(in message)
flash()
setLightLevel(in lightLevel)

notify input expects as a parameter the message to distribute to the appropriate devices.
Parameters sent from outputs to inputs can be ignored by the inputs if the parameters are
not relevant. For instance the alarm output of the alarmHome component outputs a message
parameter. The play input of the smartAudio and the show input of the smartDisplay use
the message parameter to play the message over the house speakers or to display the
message to the house monitors. Figure 4.10 shows the component diagram of the Video
feature. The diagram contains the components: securityAlertHandler, alertVideo,
videoCall, cameraManager and camera that implement the Video feature. The components
videoCall, cameraManager and camera are annotated with the <<platform-specific>>
stereotype. The <<platform-specific>> stereotype indicates that the components are
specific to a specific EUD environment for smart spaces. The Platform Specific Feature
table contains additional details about the EUD environment and the applicable
components.
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startVideoStream
<<platform-specific>> 1..* startStream
<<optional>>
<<input/output device
stopStream
interface>>
camera

startVideo
stopVideo

<<platform-specific>>
<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
cameraManager

stopVideoStream

stream_out

receiveAlert
<<kernel>>
<<message-broker>>
securityAlertHandler

sendAlert
subscribe

stream_in

notify
init

<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
alertVideo

videoCall

makeVideoCall

endCall

<<platform-specific>>
<<optional>>
<<input/output device
interface>>
videoCall

videoCall

Figure 4.10 Component Diagram for the Video Feature

4.3.5 EU SPL Implementation
EU SPL implementation is the process for implementing the code of the product
line components. The EUSPLP development environment created by this research can be
used to create EU SPLs. The EUSPLP is described in detail in Chapter 6.
4.3.6 EU SPL Testing
This research developed an EU SPL testing framework for testing end user product
lines. The EU SPL testing framework is described in detail in Chapter 7.

4.4

End User Application Engineering (EUAE)
End User Application Engineering (EUAE) is the process to derive end user

applications from the End User SPL and deploy end user applications to end user smart
spaces. The EUAE process can be broken down to the (a) End User Application
Requirements Selection, (b) End User Application Derivation, (c) End User Application
Testing, and (d) End User Application Deployment phases.
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4.4.1 End User Application Requirements Selection
During the End User Application Requirements Selection phase end users specify
the required EU SPL features for their spaces. The selected features need to be compatible
with other features selected from the EU SPL. For instance an end user cannot select two
alternative features or select zero features form an at-least-one-of feature group. The
outcome of the EU application requirements process is a derived feature model that
captures the features that end users selected. Figure 4.11 shows an example of features that
an end user selected from the Smart Home case study used in this research.
As shown in Figure 4.11 the following features were selected: Smart Home, Audio,
Flood detector, Door, Smart Irrigation, Schedule, Text, HVAC Filter, Light Failure and
Home Alarm. The Smart Home is a common feature that all features depend on. The Audio
feature was selected as an example of a feature selected from an exactly-one-of feature
group (Phone Alert). The text feature was selected as example of a feature selected from
an at-least-one-of feature group (Net Notification). Similarly, the door feature was selected
from the at-least-one-of Home Security feature group. The HVAC Filter and Light Failure
features are selected from the zero-or-more-of Home Behavior feature group. The Flood
Detector is another zero-or-more-of feature selected from the Water Detector feature
group. The Smart Irrigation feature is an example of an optional feature. Finally the Home
Alert and Schedule are examples of optional features that depend on other optional
features. The features selected are compatible with each other. For instance there are no
mutually exclusive features selected etc.
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<<default feature>>
Text

<<optional feature>>
Home Alarm
requires

<<at-least-one-of
feature group>>
Net Notification

<<optional feature>>
HVAC Filter

<<optional feature>>
Light Failure

<<zero-or-more-of
feature group>>
Home Behavior
requires

requires

requires

<<common feature>>
Smart Home

requires
requires

requires
<<zero-or-more-of
feature group>>
Water Detector

<<at-least-one-of
feature group>>
Home Security

<<optional feature>>
Flood Detector

<<default feature>>
Door

<<exactly-one-of
feature group>>
Phone Alert

<<optional feature>>
Smart Irrigation
requires

<<default feature>>
Audio

<<optional feature>>
Schedule

Figure 4.11 Example of an Instance of the Smart Home Feature Model based on End User Requirements

4.4.2 End User Application Derivation
The application derivation phase is responsible for deriving the end user application
based on the end user feature selections. In detail, the components, component connectors,
and component configuration parameters that realize the selected features are derived from
the EU SPL Repository. Then there is a component mapping process that maps the
components derived from the EU SPL Repository to the components of the target EUD
environment to create the application architecture. The component mappings from the SPL
to the EUD environment are described in detail in Chapter 5.
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Table 4.7 shows the application mapping for the Smart Home derived application to the

Table 4.7 Example of Derived End User Application Mapped to Jigsaw
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Jigsaw EUD environment based on the features selected in Figure 4.11. The table shows
all the components, inputs / outputs and triggering conditions used to react to smart space
events. Figure 4.12 visualizes the derived end user application architecture as it would be

Audio Feature
<<optional>>
<<input/output device
interface>>
makeCall
phone
call
<<optional>>
<<coordinator>> notify
alertAudio
init

Home Alarm Feature

Door Feature
1..*
<<optional>> activate
<<input/output device
interface>>
doorMonitor
action

activity

on

<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
breakInDoor
movement

subscribe

notify

1..*
<<optional>>
<<input/output device
interface>>
alarm
smartAudio
play

sendAlert
init

receiveAlert
subscribe

sendAlert

1..*
<<optional>>
<<input/output device
interface>>
smartDisplay
alarm
show

<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
alarmHome

<<kernel>>
<<message-broker>>
securityAlertHandler

notify

sendAlert

<<optional>>
<<system interface>>
text

alarm
Light Failure Feature
flash

notify

1..*
<<optional>>
<<input/output device interface>>
smartLight
replace

init
subscribe

init

Text Feature

sendAlert

receiveAlert

subscribe
<<kernel>>
<<message-broker>>
informationalAlertHandler
receiveAlert

receiveAlert

receiveAlert

receiveAlert

Smart Home Feature
replace filter

1..*

<<optional>>
<<input/output device interface>>
smartHVAC

flood
1..*
<<optional>>
<<input/output device
interface>>
floodSensor

Flood Detector Feature

HVAC Filter Feature

EU SPL Feature Color Codes
Smart Home

Smart Irrigation

Schedule

Text

HVAC Filter

Light Failure

Door

Flood Detector

Home Alarm

Audio

turn
off

turn
on

<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
sprinklerControl
turn
on

stopWa
turn off
ter

startWater

stopWater

water

<<optional>>
<<timer>>
sprinklerTimer
timeAlert

1..*

<<optional>>
<<input/output device
interface>>
sprinkler
Smart Irrigation Feature

Schedule Feature

Figure 4.12 Example of Smart Home End User Application Architecture for Jigsaw
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displayed to the Jigsaw editor. As shown in Figure 4.12, components are represented as
Jigsaw pieces put together to form application logic. Similarly, Table 4.8 shows the

Table 4.8 Example of Derived End User Application Mapped to Team Computing
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application mapping for Smart Home derived application to the Team Computing EUD
environment based on the feature selections shown in Figure 4.11. Figure 4.13 visualizes

Door Feature
activity

<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
breakInDoor

activate

1..*
<<optional>>
<<input/output device interface>>
doorMonitor

on

action

Smart Home Feature

movement

receiveAlert

<<kernel>>
<<message-broker>>
securityAlertHandler

sendAlert
subscribe

notify

<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
alertAudio

init

call

Home Alarm
Feature

play

notify

<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
alarmHome

init

makeCall

alarm
show

Text Feature
notify

init

flash

flood

<<optional>> 1..*
<<input/output device
interface>>
flood-sensor

<<optional>> 1..*
<<input/output device
interface>>
smartLight
replace

1..*
<<optional>>
<<input/output device interface>>
sprinkler
startWater

HVAC Filter
Feature

<<optional>> 1..*
<<input/output device
interface>>
smartDisplay

subscribe

receiveAlert

Flood Detector
Feature

<<optional>> 1..*
<<input/output device
interface>>
smartAudio

Light Failure Feature

<<optional>>
<<system-interface>>
text

sendAlert

<<kernel>>
<<message-broker>>
infoAlertHandler

Audio Feature
<<default>>
<<input/output device
interface>>
phone

stopWater

replace filter

<<optional>> 1..*
<<input/output device
interface>>
smartHVAC

turn on

<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
sprinklerControl

Schedule Feature

turn off
water

timeAlert

<<optional>>
<<timer>>
sprinklerTimer

Smart Irrigation Feature

Figure 4.13 Example of Smart Home End User Application Architecture for TeC

the derived application architecture as it would be displayed to the Team Computing
application editor.
4.4.3 End User Application Testing
End User (EU) Application is described in detail in Chapter 7 as part of the EU SPL
testing framework.
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4.4.4 End User Application Deployment
End user application deployment involves end users deploying the derived
applications to their smart spaces. During application deployment, EUD environments map
the derived application to a set of devices available in the smart space. EUD environments
communicate with devices deployed in the smart space and provide them with application
instructions. It is the responsibility of the EUD environment to inform the end user if
devices that interface with components are not available during application deployment.
After derived applications are successfully deployed to the smart space, end users can use
the feature-based integration test cases used for EU application testing to test the successful
deployment of the application, as described in Chapter 7.

4.5

End User SPL Evolution
As end users derive and deploy applications to their smart spaces they might

identify product line defects and new product line requirements that want for their spaces.
End users communicate the new requirements and product line defects to EU SPL
designers. Similarly EU SPL designers might have new requirements and product line
defects identified by internal testing. All defects and new requirements are added to the EU
SPL repository. EU SPL designers prioritize, implement and test the new requirements
and/or defects using the EUPLE process shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. EU SPL
updates can be communicated back to end users.
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4.6

Summary
This chapter has described the end user software product line process that is used

by EU SPL designers to create end user product lines and end users to derive applications
for their spaces. The end user product line process consist of two phases: (a) end user
product line engineering, and (b) end user application derivation. During end user product
line engineering, end users perform product line requirements elicitation, analysis, design,
implementation and testing to develop the EU SPL. End user application engineering
involves end users selecting the smart space feature requirements they need, application
derivation, application testing, and application deployment to the smart space. This chapter
described the EU SPL process by providing examples for each phase from the Smart Home
case study developed for this research.
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5

END USER SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINE META-MODEL FOR
SMART SPACES

5.1 Introduction
End User Development (EUD) environments such as Team Computing (TeC)
(Sousa et al., 2010), and Jigsaw (Humble et al., 2003) aim to enable end users to create and
deploy software applications for their smart spaces. EUD environments connect software
applications and devices deployed in the smart space while providing friendly user
interfaces for end users to create software applications. End User Software Product Lines
(EU SPLs) extend EUD environments with product line support to promote reuse and
software application portability. EU SPLs for smart spaces provide a lightweight approach
for SPL development while addressing the dynamic nature of these environments.
This chapter describes a meta-modeling approach for developing EU SPLs for
smart spaces. The meta-modeling approach provides platform independent and platform
specific EU SPL modeling support. A platform independent model is an end user
application model that is independent of the platform (EUD environment e.g., Jigsaw/TeC)
and the hardware/Operating System (OS). Platform independent modeling involves EU
SPL designers creating platform independent models that can be tailored to different EUD
environments through an application derivation process. A platform specific model is an
end user application model that is specific to an EUD environment e.g., Jigsaw/TeC but
independent of the hardware/OS platform. Platform specific modeling involves EU SPL
designers creating platform specific models that are bound to specific EUD environments
e.g., Jigsaw/TeC. Platform specific models provide an additional capability, since they
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have access to platform specific functionality that is not available to the platform
independent models.
In detail, this chapter presents a meta-model as the basis for developing an EU SPL
development environment for creating EU SPLs and deriving End User (EU) applications.
The meta-model is composed of platform independent and platform specific meta-models.
This chapter describes in detail both parts of the meta-model and discusses the relationships
and mappings between them. This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes
the overall EU SPL meta-modeling approach for smart environments. Section 5.3 presents
the platform specific meta-models for the TeC and Jigsaw EUD environments. Section 5.4
introduces the platform independent meta-model. Section 5.5 discusses the mapping of the
platform independent meta-model to the TeC and Jigsaw platform specific meta-models.
Finally, section 5.6 summarizes this chapter.

5.2 Overview of the EU SPL Meta-model for Smart Spaces
There are several common characteristics across EUD environments for smart
spaces. For example all event driven EUD environments consist of components that are
abstractions of devices, sensors, actuators, application, services etc. and connections
between the components to create application logic. There is also variability between EUD
environments. For example some end user environments provide specific functionality to
handle user-context, location, and temporal relationships while others do not. To address
the commonality and variability of EUD environments and provide a common approach
for the development of end user applications for smart spaces, the EU SPL meta-model is
designed.
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Figure 5.1 shows the EU SPL meta-model for smart spaces. The meta-model
consists of platform independent and platform specific meta-models. The platform
independent meta-model is composed of the Platform Independent Product Line (PIPL)
and the Platform Independent Product (PIP) meta-models. The PIPL meta-model captures
the underlying representation of EU SPLs in terms of meta-classes and relationships
independent of the platform (EUD environment). The meta-model contains representations
of EU SPL features, feature dependencies, and the component architecture that realizes
each feature. The component architecture describes the smart space components,
connectors and other artefacts that are needed for the feature implementation. The PIP
meta-model provides the underlying representation of end user applications in terms of
meta-classes and relationships derived from the PIPL meta-model. To derive PIP models
end users select product line features from the PIPL model. The components and their
relationships that realize the selected features are used to derive the PIP model. Both PIPL
and PIP models are platform independent models that can be mapped to different EUD
environments e.g., Jigsaw/TeC for smart spaces.
The platform specific meta-model consists of the Platform Specific Product Line
(PSPL) and the Platform Specific Product (PSP) meta-models. The PSPL meta-model
captures the underlying representation of EU SPLs in terms of meta-classes and
relationships specific to platform (EUD environment). The meta-model contains
representations of EU SPL features, feature dependencies, and the component architecture
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Figure 5.1 End User SPL Meta-model

that realizes each feature. The PSPL meta-model is used for creating EU SPL models for
specific platforms. PSPL models are derived from PIPL models through meta-class
mapping discussed later in this chapter. The PSP meta-model captures the underlying
representation of end user application in terms of meta-classes and relationships derived
from the PSPL meta-model. As shown in Figure 5.1, PSP models can be derived from PIP
models in addition to PSPL models.
There is a one-to-many relationship between the platform independent and the
platform specific models. For instance, multiple PSPL models for different platforms can
be derived from the PIPL model. EU SPL designers can model platform independent EU
SPLs using the PIPL meta-model that can be map to PSPL models for different platforms.
Similar multiple PSP models can be derived from the PIP model. End users can derive PIP
models that can be mapped to PSP models for different platforms.
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The PIPL to PIP and PSPL to PSP model relationships are one-to-many. For
instance, multiple PIP models can be derived from one PIPL model. Similar multiple PSP
models can be derived from one PSPL model. PSPL and PSP models are bound to a specific
EUD platform. For example a PSPL model designed for TeC can derive PSP models that
can only be deployed to TeC smart spaces. The following sections of this chapter describe
in detail the platform specific and platform independent meta-models.

5.3 Platform Specific Meta-models
This section describes the platform specific meta-models, for the Team Computing
(TeC) and Jigsaw end user environments, before describing how they can be integrated
into platform independent meta-models in Section 5.4. In particular, the section presents
the application meta-models of the (TeC) and Jigsaw end user platforms and explains how
they were extended to create platform specific product line meta-models that can be used
to create EU SPLs. Furthermore the component mappings of the product line meta-models
to the application meta-models needed to derive end user applications from the EU SPL
are also discussed for each EUD environment. Section 5.3.1 describes the platform specific
meta-models for TeC and section 5.3.2 for the Jigsaw end user environment.
5.3.1 Platform Specific Meta-models for TeC
This section describes the PSP and PSPL meta-models for the TeC end user
environment. In particular, section 5.3.1.1 introduces TeC and presents its application
(PSP) meta-model, and section 5.3.1.2 explains how the TeC application meta-model was
extended to create the TeC PSPL. The TeC PSPL can be used to create EU SPLs for the
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TeC platform. Section 5.3.1.3 describes the meta-model component mapping between the
TeC PSPL and the TeC PSP meta-models.
5.3.1.1 Platform Specific Product (PSP) for TeC
Team Computing (TeC) is an event driven architectural style that enables end users
to design and deploy personalized software for their smart spaces (Sousa et al., 2010). A
detailed description of TeC is provided in section 2.4.5 of Chapter 2.
Figure 5.2 shows the application meta-model for TeC. The Team Design meta-class
captures information about TeC applications. A Team Design can be deployed to zero or
more Locations. The Location meta-class captures location information of a smart space.
For example, one Team Design might apply to devices available to the family room of a
smart home versus another one that applies to the entire house. A Team Design is realized
by one or more Activity Sheets. The Activity Sheet meta-class represents software
components, devices, and humans operating in ubiquitous computing environments.
Activity Sheets have zero or more Inputs and Outputs. The Input meta-class contains
information about the Activity Sheet required interfaces for receiving data. The Output
meta-class contains information about the Activity Sheet provided interfaces for sending
data. Outputs are bound by triggering conditions that when evaluated to true causes the
output to be send to the destination. In TeC, device connectivity can be achieved by having
outputs from one Activity Sheet send to inputs of another Activity Sheet. Inputs and
Outputs can contain zero or more Payloads. The Payload meta-class contains information
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Figure 5.2 TeC Application Meta-model (PSP)

in the form of key-value pairs about the data send from Outputs to Inputs. The Activity
Connector meta-class contains information about the Activity Sheet’s connectivity within
a Team Design. Outputs send data to zero or more Activity Connectors and Inputs receive
data from zero or more Activity Connectors.
Figure 5.3 shows the Team Design of a “Flood Alert” TeC application deployed in
a smart home. The purpose of the application is to send text alerts to the home residents if
a flood is detected. The “Flood Alert” Team Design is realized of a flood detector and a
phone TeC Activity Sheets. The flood detector Activity Sheet represents moisture sensors
deployed in the smart home, and the phone Activity Sheet a house phone that supports
landline messaging. The flood detector Activity Sheet has an Output called “alert” that
sends flood notifications to the “text” Input of the phone Activity Sheet. The Activity
Connector meta-class for the Team Design contains information about the connection of
the “alert” Output and the “text” Input. The “alert” output has a triggering condition that is
evaluated to true when the flood detector detects moisture. When moisture is detected,
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Figure 5.3 Flood Alert – TeC Team

“alert” sends one message with two Payloads in the form of key-value pairs to the “text”
input. The keys of the payloads are phone_number and message. The phone Activity Sheet
will interpret the phone_number payload value as the number to text and the message
payload value as the contents of the message to send. An Activity Sheet is configured by
zero or more Activity Parameters. The Activity Parameter meta-class captures information
about configurable internal parameters of Activity Sheets. An example of an Activity
Parameter in the “Flood Alert” example are the moisture threshold values for the flood
detector Activity Sheet. When the moisture threshold values are exceeded then the sensor
can report moisture.
5.3.1.2 Platform Specific Product Line (PSPL) for TeC
To extend TeC with product line support, the TeC PSPL was created. The TeC
PSPL is used to derive applications for different TeC environments. In particular, The TeC
PSP model was extended with product line support to create the TeC PSPL meta-model
shown in Figure 5.4. The objective of the TeC PSPL meta-model is to derive multiple TeC
PSP models from one TeC PSPL model. The TeC PSPL meta-model is composed of the
Feature and the TeC Product Line (PL) Component meta-models. The Feature meta-model
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Figure 5.4 TeC Platform Specific Product Line (PSPL) Meta-model

is platform independent and describes the EU SPL and feature relationships. The TeC
Product Line Component meta-model is specific to the TeC platform and describes the
relationships between product line features and the TeC Product Line (PL) component
architecture that realizes each feature. The TeC PL meta-model extends the TeC metamodel with product line support. The remainder of this section describes the meta-model
in detail.
As shown in Figure 5.4, an EU SPL is composed of one or more features. Each
Feature describes a specific functionality that the EU SPL supports. Features can be
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common, optional, alternative, default or parameterized. Common are features that exist
in all products derived from the product line. Optional features are features that can be
found in only some products derived from the product line. Alternative features are features
that are mutually exclusive. Default features are one of a group of alternative features that
the EU SPL designer has pre-selected for product derivation. Parameterized features are
features that can be parameterized by end users during application derivation.
Features can belong to feature groups. Feature groups can be thought as a set of
features that share a common set of constraints. There are four types of feature groups: (1)
ZeroOrMoreOf,

(2)

AtLeastOneOf,

(3)

ExactlyOneOf,

and

(4)

ZeroOrOne.

ZeroOrMoreOf is a feature group from which zero or more features can be selected.
AtLeastOneOf is a feature group from which more than one feature must be selected.
ExactlyoneOf is a feature group from which only one feature can be selected. ZeroOrOne
is a feature group from which either no feature or one feature can be selected. Features can
be dependent on other features. For example consider three features {A}, {B}, {C} and
that {C} → {A} ^ {B}, this implies that feature {C} cannot exist if features {A} and {B}
do not exist. The Feature Dependency meta-class captures the dependency among features.
Feature conditions are an alternative way for expressing feature selection.
Features are realized by one or more PL Activity Sheets and are connected to zero
or more PL Activity Connectors. PL Activity Sheets can be kernel, optional or variant.
Kernel PL Activity Sheets are available to all PSPs derived from the PSPL. Optional PL
Activity Sheets are available to only some derived PSPs. Variant PL Activity Sheets are
mutually exclusive PL Activity Sheets. PL Activity Sheets can have zero or more PL Inputs
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and PL Outputs. PL Inputs and PL Outputs can have zero or more PL Payloads. PL Activity
Connectors can also be kernel, optional or variant. A feature is parameterized by zero or
more PL Activity Parameters. Finally, a feature is deployed in zero or more PL Locations.
For example a product line feature can be applicable to components in a specific location
of the smart space. The PL Location meta-class captures the location info.
5.3.1.3 TeC PSPL to PSP Meta-model Mappings
To derive end user applications from the TeC EU SPL, the selected features and
components of the TeC PSPL need to be mapped to the features and components of the
TeC PSP model. Figure 5.5 shows the high-level meta-class mappings between the TeC
PSPL and the TeC PSP meta-models.
In detail, each PL Activity Sheet in the PSPL model is mapped to an Activity Sheet
in the PSP model. Similar each PL Activity Connector in the PSPL component model will
be mapped to an Activity Connector in the PSP model. PL Activity Parameters will be
mapped to Activity Parameters and PL Locations to Locations meta-classes in the TeC
component model. The PL Inputs, PL Outputs and PL Payload meta-classes from the TeC
PSPL model are mapped to Input, Outputs and Payload meta-classes in the TeC PSP.
5.3.2 Platform Specific Meta-models for Jigsaw
This section describes the PSP and PSPL meta-models for the Jigsaw end user
environment. In particular, section 5.3.2.1 introduces Jigsaw and presents its application
(PSP) meta-model, section 5.3.2.2 discusses how the Jigsaw application meta-model was
extended to create the Jigsaw PSPL. The Jigsaw PSPL can be used to create EU SPLs for
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Figure 5.5 PSPL to PSP Meta-model Mapping for the TeC Platform

the Jigsaw platform. Finally, section 5.3.2.3 describes the meta-model mapping between
the Jigsaw PSPL and the Jigsaw PSP meta-models
5.3.2.1 Platform Specific Product (PSP) for Jigsaw
Jigsaw (Humble et al., 2003) is an EUD environment that enables end users to
configure devices, applications and services available to their smart space through a puzzle
like user interface. Figure 5.6 shows the Jigsaw meta-model that was developed as part of
this research. In detail, a Jigsaw Puzzle is realized by one or more Jigsaw Pieces. Each
Jigsaw Piece represents a device in the smart space. Examples of Jigsaw Pieces are a phone,
a doorbell, a camera etc. Each Jigsaw Piece can have zero or more Jigsaw Piece Parameters.
Jigsaw Piece Parameters represent device configuration parameters. For example a
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doorbell device might have different ring tones, a photo camera can have different light
settings and so on. Jigsaw Pieces have zero or more Jigsaw Piece Inputs and Jigsaw Piece
Outputs. Jigsaw Piece Inputs capture device inputs and Jigsaw Piece Outputs capture
device outputs. The Jigsaw Piece Connector meta-class captures the connectivity of Jigsaw
Pieces. In particular, the Jigsaw Piece Output of one Jigsaw Piece can be connected to the
Jigsaw Piece Input of another Jigsaw Piece. The Jigsaw Piece Output to Jigsaw Piece Input
relationship is captured by the Jigsaw Piece Connector meta-class. A Jigsaw Puzzle is
connected by zero or more Jigsaw Piece Connectors.
Figure 5.7 shows an example of a doorbell application using Jigsaw. The purpose
of the application is when a person rings the doorbell, the camera takes a picture and send
it to the resident smart phone. To create this application a Jigsaw Puzzle is created. The
Jigsaw Pieces of the puzzle are “Door Bell”, “Camera” and “Phone.” The “Door Bell”
Jigsaw Piece represents the house door bell device, the “Camera” Jigsaw Piece represents
a webcam device installed in the entrance and the “Phone” Jigsaw Piece represents the
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Figure 5.7 Jigsaw Doorbell Application Example

resident’s smart phone. The “onRing” output of the “Door Bell” piece captures the event
of a person ringing the doorbell. The “onRing” output is connected to the “takePhoto” input
of the “Camera” Jigsaw Piece instructing the camera to take a picture. The “onRing” to the
“takePhoto” connectivity information is captured by the Jigsaw Activity Connector metaclass. Finally the “sendPhoto” output of the “Camera” Jigsaw Piece is connected to the
“receiveData” input of the “Phone” Jigsaw Piece to indicate that the picture taken by the
camera needs to be send to the phone.
5.3.2.2 Platform Specific Product Line (PSPL) for Jigsaw
To extend Jigsaw with product line support the Jigsaw PSPL was created. The
Jigsaw PSPL is used to derive applications for different Jigsaw environments. In particular,
the Jigsaw PSP meta-model was extended with product line support to create the Jigsaw
PSPL meta-model. The Jigsaw PSPL meta-model consists of the Feature meta-model and
the PL Jigsaw Component meta-model. The Feature meta-model part of the Jigsaw PSPL
meta-model is the same as the TeC PSPL shown on Figure 5.4. Figure 5.8 shows the PL
Jigsaw Component meta-model part of the Jigsaw PSPL meta-model.
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The main meta-classes of the PL Jigsaw Component meta-model are the PL Jigsaw
Piece, PL Jigsaw Piece Parameter, PL Jigsaw Piece Connector, PL Jigsaw Input and PL
Jigsaw Output. The PL Jigsaw Piece abstracts Jigsaw Pieces that represent different devices
in a smart space. PL Jigsaw Pieces can be kernel, optional or variant product line
components. A PL Jigsaw Piece is configured by zero or more PL Jigsaw Piece Parameters.
PL Jigsaw Piece Parameters contain configuration parameters for the PL Jigsaw Piece. PL
Jigsaw Pieces can have zero or more PL Jigsaw Piece Inputs and PL Jigsaw Piece Outputs.
The PL Jigsaw Piece Input meta-class contains information about the PL Jigsaw Piece
required interfaces and the PL Jigsaw Piece Output meta-class contains information about
PL Jigsaw Piece provided interfaces. PL Jigsaw Piece Connector meta-class contains
information about the PL Jigsaw Piece’s connectors within a product line feature. PL
Jigsaw Piece Outputs send data to zero or more PL Jigsaw Piece Connector Connectors
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and PL Jigsaw Piece Inputs receive data from zero or more Activity Connectors. PL Jigsaw
Piece Connector can be kernel, optional or variant. A product line feature is realized from
one or more PL Jigsaw Pieces, is parameterized by zero or more PL Jigsaw Piece
Parameters and is connected to zero or more PL Jigsaw Piece Connectors. During
application derivation PL Jigsaw meta-classes are mapped to the Jigsaw meta-classes.
5.3.2.3 Jigsaw PSPL to PSP Meta-model Mappings
Figure 5.9 shows the Jigsaw PSPL to PSP high-level meta-class mappings needed
to derive Jigsaw end user applications. In detail, all components that realize end user
selected features are derived from the Jigsaw PSPL. The derived PSPL components are
mapped to PSP components models during application derivation.
As shown in Figure 5.9 each PL Jigsaw Piece in the PSPL model is mapped to one
Jigsaw Piece in the PSP model. Similar each PL Jigsaw Piece Connector in the PSPL
component model will be mapped to a Jigsaw Piece Connector in the PSP model. PL
Jigsaw Piece Parameters are mapped to Jigsaw Piece Parameters. The PL Jigsaw Piece
Inputs and PL Jigsaw Piece Outputs are mapped to Jigsaw Piece Input and Jigsaw Piece
Outputs.

5.4 Platform Independent Meta-models
In order to develop end user applications that do not depend on any particular EUD
environment, the PSPL and PSP meta-models were extended to create the Platform
Independent Product Line (PIPL) and the Platform Independent Product (PIP) meta-
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Figure 5.9 PSPL to PSP Mapping for the Jigsaw Platform

models. The platform independent models apply to all EUD environments that support a
component and connector architecture.
5.4.1 Platform Independent Product Line (PIPL)
Similar to the PSPL, the PIPL meta-model consists of the Feature and the
Component meta-models. The Feature meta-model is the same as the PSPL shown on
Figure 5.4. The Component meta-model is designed to support common component
connector functionality across different EUD environments.
Figure 5.10 shows the PIPL component meta-model. In detail, each feature in the
PIPL is realized by one or more PL Components, is connected by zero or more PL
Component Connectors, and is parameterized by zero or more PL Component Parameters.
PL Components are similar to PL Activity Sheets in the TeC PSPL and PL Jigsaw Pieces
in the Jigsaw PSPL. PL Components represent software applications and devices that are
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part of the smart space. PL Components can be kernel, optional or variant and they have
zero or more PL Inputs and PL Outputs. The PL Input meta-class contains information
about the PL Component required interfaces and the PL Output meta-class about the PL
Component provided interfaces. PL Component Connectors indicate the way PL
Components within a product line feature are connected. For instance, PL Outputs of one
PL Component can be connected to PL Inputs of another PL Component. PL Inputs send
data to zero or more PL Component Connectors and PL Inputs receive data from zero or
more PL Component Connectors. PL Component Connectors can be kernel, optional or
variant. Finally, PL Components are configured by zero or more PL Component
Parameters.
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5.4.2 Platform Independent Product (PIP)
The Platform Independent Product (PIP) meta-model provides the underlying
representation of end user applications in terms of meta-classes and relationships, which
are derived from the PIPL meta-model. Figure 5.11 shows the PIP meta-model. End user
applications in the PIP meta-model are represented by the Product meta-class. A Product
in the PIP meta-model is composed of one or more Components. Components represent
meta-classes of the smart space (devices, applications, sensors, etc.). Components of a
product are connected by zero or more Component Connectors. Components can have zero
or more Inputs to receive data and zero or more outputs to send data. The Component
connector meta-class contains information about interconnecting Component Outputs and
Component Inputs. Finally a Product in the PIP meta-model is parameterized by zero or
more Component Parameters.
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Figure 5.11 Platform Independent Product (PIP) Meta-model
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Input

5.4.3 PIPL to PIP Meta-model Mappings
Figure 5.12 shows the PIPL to PIP meta-model component mappings needed to
derive end user applications from the product line. Similar to the PSPL to PSP meta-model
mappings, the components of the selected features are derived from the PIPL model. The
PIPL components are mapped to PIP models following the mappings shown in Figure 5.12.
In detail, PL Components that are part of each feature are mapped to Components in the
PIP model, PL Component Connectors are mapped to Component Connectors and PL
Component Parameters are mapped to Component Parameters in the PIP model. PL Inputs
and PL Outputs are mapped to the Input and Output meta-classes in the PIP model.
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5.5 Platform Independent to Platform Specific Mappings
Platform independent models need to be mapped to platform specific models in
order to be deployed to a specific end user environment. This section describes the
component meta-class mappings between platform independent and platform specific
meta-models. Figure 5.13 shows the platform independent to platform specific mappings
in the EU SPL meta-model.
The PIPL to PSPL meta-model mapping shown in Figure 5.13 enables EU SPL
designers to develop product lines that can be mapped to EU SPLs for different EUD
environments. Another benefit of the PIPL to PSPL meta-model mapping is that EU SPL
designers can develop basic EU SPL functionality as platform independent models, and
map the EU SPL to a platform specific model. At the platform specific layer the EU SPL
designers can extend the EU SPL with platform specific functionality. This allows EU SPL
designers to reuse and extend EU SPL models across different platforms. The following
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sections describes the PIPL to PSPL meta-model mappings for TeC and Jigsaw EUD
environments. The PIP to PSP meta-model mapping enables end users to derive platform
independent application models from the PIPL that are then mapped to specific end user
environments. This section describes the PIP to PSP meta-model mappings for the TeC
and Jigsaw architectures.
5.5.1 PIPL to TeC PSPL Meta-model Mappings
Figure 5.14 shows the component mapping of the PIPL meta-model to the TeC
PSPL meta-model. The component mapping can be used for converting platform
independent product line models to TeC platform specific product line models. In detail,
there is a one-to-one relationship between PL Components in the PIPL meta-model and the
PL Activity sheets in the TeC PSPL meta-model. Similarly, there is a one-to-one
relationship between PL Component Connectors and PL Activity Connectors in TeC PSPL,
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Figure 5.14 PIPL to TeC PSPL Meta-model Mappings
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and between PL Component Parameters in PIPL and PL Activity Parameters. PL Inputs
and PL Outputs in the in the PIPL meta-model are mapped to PL Inputs and PL Outputs in
the TeC PSPL meta-model. The PL Payload and PL Location are specific meta-classes of
TeC and do not map to PIPL. The PIPL meta-model was not extended with the PL Payload
and PL Location meta-classes because the PIPL to PSPL model mapping will not be
successful for EUD environments that do not support these meta-classes.
5.5.2 PIPL to Jigsaw PSPL Meta-model Mappings
Figure 5.15 shows the component mapping of the PIPL to the Jigsaw PSPL metamodel. The component mapping can be used for converting platform independent product
line models to Jigsaw platform specific product line models. In particular, there is a oneto-one relationship between PL Components in the PIPL and PL Jigsaw Pieces in the
Jigsaw PSPL. There is also a one-to-one relationship between PL Component Connector
meta-classes and PL Jigsaw Piece Connectors, and between PL Component Parameters
and PL Jigsaw Piece Parameters. PL Inputs, PL Outputs in the PIPL meta-model are
mapped to PL Inputs and PL Outputs in the Jigsaw PSPL meta-model.
5.5.3 PIP to TeC PSP Meta-model Mappings
Figure 5.16 shows the platform independent product to TeC platform specific
products component meta-model mappings. The component mapping can be used for
converting PIP models to TeC PSP models. In detail, there is a one-to-one relationship
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between a Product in the PIP meta-model and a Team Design in TeC. Both the Product and
Team Design meta-classes represent end user applications. There is also a one-to-one
relationship between Components in PIP and Activity Sheets in the TeC PSP meta-model.
Similar there is a one-to-one relationship between Component Connectors and Activity
Connectors, and between Component Parameters and Activity Parameters. There is also a
one-to-one mapping between Inputs and Outputs in the PIP model and the corresponding
Inputs and Outputs in the TeC PSP meta-model. The Payload and Location meta-classes
are specific to TeC and there is no mapping to the PIP model.
5.5.4 PIP to Jigsaw PSP Meta-model Mappings
Figure 5.17 shows the platform independent product to Jigsaw platform specific
product meta-model mappings. The component mapping can be used for converting PIP
models to Jigsaw PSP models. In detail, there is a one-to-one relationship a Product in the
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PIP meta-model with a Jigsaw Puzzle in Jigsaw. Both the Product and Jigsaw Puzzle metaclasses represent end user applications. There is also a one-to-one relationship between
Components in PIP with Jigsaw Pieces in the Jigsaw PSP meta-model. Similar there is a
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one-to-one relationship between Component Connectors with Jigsaw Piece Connectors and
Component Parameters with Jigsaw Piece Parameters. Finally, there is a one-to-one
mapping between Inputs and Outputs in the PIP model and the corresponding Inputs and
Outputs in the Jigsaw PSP meta-model.

5.6 Summary
As EUD environments for smart spaces expand, end users will be faced with the
challenge of having to develop the same type of applications for different environments.
EU SPLs for smart spaces enables end users to derive software applications for their
individual spaces. This chapter described the EU SPL meta-model for creating end user
product lines. The EU SPL meta-model consists of platform independent and platform
specific meta-models. The platform specific meta-models were discussed in context of the
TeC and Jigsaw end user environments. The platform independent meta-model is an
abstract meta-model for creating product lines for end user environments that supports
component and connector architecture. The chapter also presented the meta-model
mappings between platform independent and platform specific meta-models to indicate the
way platform independent models can be mapped to specific end user environments.
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6

END USER SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINE PROTOTYPE (EUSPLP)
DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

6.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the End User Software Product Line Prototype (EUSPLP)
development environment created to validate this research. The EUSPLP environment was
designed to support end users and extend End User Development (EUD) environments for
smart spaces with product line support. The environment provides end user oriented
interfaces to enable EU SPL designers to develop End User (EU) Software Product Lines
(SPL) and end users to derive applications. The EUSPLP environment was created using
the EU SPL process and the EU SPL meta-models described in Chapters 4, and Chapter 5
respectively. In addition, the EUSPLP environment was used to implement the Smart
Home EU SPL case study described in the Appendix and to derive end user applications
for the TeC EUD environment.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 describes the system use cases that
the EUSPLP implements. Section 6.3 discusses the overall EUSPLP system architecture.
Section 6.4 provides an overview of the physical meta-models developed for the EUSPLP
to represent EU SPLs for smart spaces and derived applications. Section 6.5 describes in
detail the EUSPLP EU SPL Development subsystem used to develop product lines. Section
6.6 discusses the EUSPLP Application Derivation subsystem used to derive applications
from the EU SPL. Section 6.7 describes the process for deploying EU SPL derived
applications to the Team Computing (TeC) environment. Finally section 6.8 provides a
summary of this chapter.
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6.2 EUSPLP System Use Cases
There are five main use cases shown in Figure 6.1 that the EUSPLP development
environment supports: (1) Manage EU SPL, (2) Create EU SPL, (3) Edit EU SPL, (4)
Derive EU SPL Application, and (5) Import Derived Application. The use cases have two
main actors that interact with the EUSPLP environment: (1) the EU SPL designer, and (2)
the End user. The EU SPL designer is an advanced end user or domain expert who creates
and maintains the EU SPL. The end user derives an EU SPL application and initiates the
application deployment process to the EUD environment.
The Manage EU SPL use case captures the interactions between the EU SPL
designer and the EUSPLP environment to create and maintain the EU SPL. In particular,
during this interaction, EU SPL designers create product line features and develop the
component architectures to realize them. The EUSPLP environment stores the EU SPLs
created by EU SPL designers for application derivation. The Manage EU SPL use case
includes the Create EU SPL and Edit EU SPL use cases.
The Derive EU SPL Application use case captures the interactions between the End
user and the EUSPLP environment to derive applications from the EU SPL. In particular,
during application derivation, end users select and configure the EU SPL features needed
for their spaces. The EUSPLP environment, based on the end user selections, extracts the
components and component connectors for the selected features and generates the derived
application architecture.
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Figure 6.1 EUSPLP Use Cases

The Import Derived Application use case captures the interactions between the End
User and the EUSPLP environment to import a derived application to the end user
environment. In particular, the end user imports and stores the derived application from the
EUSPLP to the EUD environment. End users interact with EUD environment to deploy the
end user application to the smart space.
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6.3 EUSPLP System Architecture
The EUSPLP development environment was created in Java and is packaged to be
deployed in any compatible Java Platform Enterprise Edition (Brock et al., 2014) (Java EE)
application server implementing the Java Servlet, Java Server Pages and Java Expression
Language specifications. In this research, EUSPLP was deployed in the Java EE Apache
Tomcat server that implements the required specifications. The reasons that motivated the
selection of Java and the Java EE platform were that the technologies are open source,
portable and provide web support.
The open source characteristics makes the EUSPLP environment to not depend on
any proprietary technologies. The EUSPLP can be deployed in any operating system that
runs Java. The Java EE web support is another feature that the EUSPLP prototype utilizes.
The EUSPLP user interface is written using HyperText Markup Language (HTML)
(Pilgrim, 2010), and JavaScript (Duckett, 2014) technologies. EU SPL designers and end
users, interface with the EUSPLP using web browsers. The EUSPLP user interface
communicates with the EUSPLP server using Representational State Transfer (REST)
services (Richardson and Ruby, 2007) over the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
(Totty et al., 2002). REST is a client-server architecture which uses the HTTP protocol.
REST services are represented as different URIs in the server that represent different
resources. HTTP methods (POST, GET, PUT, DELETE) are used to create, update, modify
and delete server resources. JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) (Taylor, 2014) is used as
the format for messages exchanged between the EUSPLP client (user interface) and
EUSPLP server. JSON is a lightweight human readable data format. Data in JSON are
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represented as nested key-value pairs. JSON is an alternative format to XML. XML uses a
rich markup language for data representation versus JSON that uses a simpler
representation. The JSON format is common across JavaScript frameworks used for
asynchronous browser / server communication. Similar TeC is communicating with the
EUSPLP using REST services and JSON messages over HTTP.
Figure 6.2 shows the EUSPLP subsystem architecture and processes. The EUSPLP
subsystem is composed of four subsystems developed as part of this research: (1) EU SPL
Development, (2) Application Derivation, (3) Application Distributor, and (4) TeC
EUSPLP Adaptor. EU SPL Development subsystem provides the user interface, services
and storage mechanisms for EU SPL designers to create and edit end user product lines.
The Application Derivation subsystem provides the user interface, services and storage
mechanisms for end users to derive TeC applications. The Application Distributor
subsystem provides services for external systems to query and retrieve the derived
application. . The TeC EUSPLP Adaptor subsystem is responsible for acquiring the
application derivation specification from the Application Distribution subsystem and
sending it to the target TeC environment to be stored in the TeC database. End users can
utilize the TeC environment to complete the application deployment.
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Figure 6.2 EUSPLP Subsystem Architecture and Processes
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The EUSPLP supports three major processes shown in Figure 6.2: (1) EU SPL
Development, (2) Application Derivation, and (3) Application Deployment. The EU SPL
Development process enables end users to develop and store EU SPLs that can be used for
deriving EU applications. In detail, after developing product line features, EU SPL
designers submit the EU SPL to the EU SPL Development subsystem for processing
(shown in step “1. Submit EU SPL” in Figure 6.2). The EU SPL Development subsystem
stores the EU SPL Platform Independent Product Line (PIPL) model (shown in step “1.1
Store EU SPL Visual Representation (PIPL)”) in JSON format. The PIPL captures the EU
SPL visual representation. The EU SPL Development subsystem converts the PIPL model
to the TeC Platform Specific Product Line (PSPL) model. The TeC PSPL is serialized as
JSON in the file system for long term storage, as shown in step “1.2 Store TeC PSPL.”
The Application Derivation process enables end users to derive applications for
their smart spaces. In detail, the Application Derivation process starts with the end user
selecting features from the EU SPL and submitting the selections to the Application
Derivation subsystem, as shown in step “2. Submit Feature Selection” in Figure 6.2. The
Application Derivation subsystem extracts the component architecture of the selected
features from the PSPL (shown in step “2.1 Extract TeC App (PSPL  PSP)”) and
generates the TeC App (PSP). The TeC App is serialized to JSON in the file system, as
shown in step “2.2 Store TeC App (PSP)” in Figure 6.2.
The Application deployment process enables end users to import derived
applications to the TeC environment and deploy them to their smart spaces. The
Application Deployment process starts with the end user interfacing with the TeC EUSPLP
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Adaptor deployed in the target TeC platform e.g., Android. In detail, The TeC EUSPLP
Adaptor subsystem interacts with the Application Distributor to retrieve the derived
application (shown in steps “3. Import Application to TeC” through “3.4 TeC App (JSON)”
in Figure 6.2) and stores the derived application to the TeC environment (shown in steps
“3.5 Store TeC App” through “3.6 Store Appp” in Figure 6.2). To complete the deployment
process of the derived application, the end user interacts with the TeC subsystem, as shown
in step “4. Deploy TeC App” in Figure 6.2. The TeC subsystem retrieves the TeC App, as
shown in step “4.1 Retrieve TeC App”, decomposes the TeC App into a set of individual
instructions for TeC components and devices available in the smart space and
communicates with the components / devices to provide them with application instructions
as shown in step “4.2 Instruct TeC Components” in Figure 6.2.

6.4 EUSPLP Meta-models
This section describes the physical meta-models created for the EUSPLP
development environment to represent: (a) EU SPLs for TeC (TeC PSPL), and (b) TeC
applications (TeC PSPs). The EUSPLP physical meta-models are based on the TeC PSPL
and PSP meta-models described in Chapter 5. In detail, this section describes how the TeC
PSPL meta-model described in Chapter 5 was implemented in the EUSPLP to represent
TeC EU SPLs. In addition, the section describes how the TeC PSP meta-model described
in Chapter 5 was implemented to represent a TeC application. The TeC PSPL meta-model
created for the EUSPLP was created as part of the development of the EUSPLP. The part
of the TeC physical meta-model used by the EUSPLP to represent the TeC application,
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excluding the meta-classes used for TeC application deployment, was implemented as part
of this research.
6.4.1 EUSPLP TeC PSPL Meta-model
The EUSPLP TeC PSPL meta-model describes the meta-classes and their
relationships used to represent a TeC EU SPL. The EUSPLP TeC PSPL meta-model is
divided into three logical areas: (1) Feature meta-model, (2) Feature to TeC EU SPL
Component meta-model relationships, and (3) TeC EU SPL Component meta-model. The
sections below describe in detail each of the meta-models.
Figure 6.3 shows the TeC PSPL Feature meta-model. In detail, the EUSPL metaclass is used to capture the TeC product line information. The EUSPL meta-class has one
or more Features. The Feature meta-class captures information about product line features.
Each Feature can be a member of zero-or-one FeatureGroup. The FeatureGroup meta-class
is used to group a set of related Features with a particular constraint on their usage in a
derived application. The feature group types supported by the EUSPLP are
AT_LEAST_ONE_OF_FEATURE_GROUP,
EXACLY_ONE_OF_FEATURE_GROUP, ZERO_OR_ONE_OF_FEATURE_GROUP
and ZERO_OR_MORE_OF_FEATURE_GROUP.

Each Feature meta-class contains

exactly one FeatureVariability meta-class to describe the variability of the Feature metaclass. The variability types supported by the EUSPLP are COMMON, OPTIONAL,
DEFAULT_OPTIONAL,

DEFAULT_ALTERNATIVE,

ALTERNATIVE

and

PARAMETERIZED_FEATURE. A Feature can itself contain zero or more Features. This
relationship is shown in Figure 6.3 through the childFeatures attribute attached to the
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Figure 6.3 EUSPLP TeC PSPL - Feature Meta-Model

Feature meta-class. Nested Features relationships are used in the EUSPLP to represent the
EU SPL as a Feature hierarchy.
Figure 6.4 shows the relationships between the Feature meta-class and the TeC EU
SPL Component meta-model. The TeC EU SPL Component meta-model contains the
meta-classes and relationships needed for the implementation of each Feature. As shown
on Figure 6.4 the component meta-classes associated to the Feature meta-class are:
PL_Activity_Sheet, PL_Activity_Connector, PL_Location, and PL_Activity_Parameter.
The PL_Activity_Sheet meta-class represents TeC components extended with product line
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Figure 6.4 Feature to TeC EU SPL Component Meta-Model Relationships

semantics to capture variability. TeC components represent devices and software available
in a TeC environment. Examples of PL_Activity_Sheet meta-classes are phones, cameras,
motion sensors, etc. A Feature can have one or more PL_Activity_Sheet meta-classes. The
PL_Activity_Connector meta-class captures connectivity of PL_Activity_Sheet metaclasses related to a Feature. Features can have zero or more PL_Activity_Connector metaclasses. The PL_Location meta-class captures location information applicable to a given
Feature. The PL_Activity_Parameter meta-class captures configurable internal parameters
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Figure 6.5 TeC EU SPL Component Meta-Model

of

the

PL_Activity_Sheet.

Feature

meta-classes

can
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zero
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PL_Activity_Parameter meta-classes.
Figure 6.5 shows the TeC EU SPL Component meta-model. In detail, the
PL_Activity_Sheet meta-class has zero or more PL_Input and PL_Output meta-classes.
The PL_Input meta-class captures input events and the PL_Output meta-class captures
output events or data streams of the PL_Activity_Sheet meta-class. Examples of data
streams can be audio or video data. The PL_Input events capture changes in the
environment and based on the input values can modify the internal state of the
PL_Activity_Sheet meta-class. The PL_Output events cause output events to be generated
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when changes occur in the internal state of the PL_Activity_Sheet. The PL_Output events
have a triggering condition that is based on the PL_Activity_Sheet internal variables. The
PL_Payload meta-class captures the data elements send by output events to inputs.
As shown on Figure 6.5 the PL_Output and PL_Input events have zero or more
payload

data.

The

PL_Output

is

connected

to

the

PL_Input

through

the

PL_Activity_Connector meta-class in order to connect different components. The
PL_Activity_Connector meta-class combines inputs, outputs and payloads to ensure data
integrity. The PL_Activity_Connector meta-class has one PL_Output to indicate the
beginning of the component connection, one PL_Input to indicate the end of the component
connection and zero-or-one PL_Payload to indicate the data payload to be used between
the PL_Output and PL_Input events. Each PL_Activity_Sheet meta-class can have zeroor-one Grouping. The Grouping meta-class represents the way that the PL_Activity_Sheet
is applied to the physical environment. For example a PL_Activity_Sheet with grouping
type “All” represents all devices/components in the physical environment that implement
the activity type that the PL_Activity_Sheet meta-class represents. The grouping type
“Location” represents all devices/components in a given location and “Any” represents any
device/component that implement the activity type that the PL_Activity_Sheet meta-class
represents. The ComponentVariability meta-class captures the PL_Activity_Sheet
variability information. Finally each PL_Activity_Sheet meta-class belongs to one
ActivityType. The ActivityType meta-class is used to indicate the type of a
PL_Activity_Sheet. For example consider an ActivityType that represents a motion sensor.
The ActivityType for the motion sensor exposes an Application Programming Interface
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Figure 6.6 TeC PSP Physical Meta-Model

(API) for TeC meta-classes to use. A PL_Activity_Sheet meta-class that belongs to the
motion sensor ActivityType represents an instance of the ActivityType and inherits all API
functions from the type.
6.4.2 TeC Physical Meta-Model
This section describes the TeC Physical meta-model. The meta-model was used by
the EUSPLP development environment to represent derived applications for TeC. The TeC
meta-model excluding the DeviceManager / Player meta-classes and their relationships
were developed as part of this research. The meta-model is used by the TeC Android
simulator (Shen, 2014) (a) to capture the structure of TeC applications developed by end
users, and (b) to map TeC application components to devices in the TeC environment
during application deployment.
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Table 6.1 TeC PSP Physical Meta-Model

Meta-Class Name
ActivityType
ActivitySheet
TeamDesign
Location
Input
Output
Payload
ActivityConnector
ActivityParameter
DeviceManager

Player

Meta-Class Description
Captures the logical component type (phone, moisture sensor,
etc).
Capture ActivityType instances in TeC applications
Captures a TeC Application
Captures the location of the TeC Application
Captures the input events of the ActivitySheet
Captures the output events of the ActivitySheet
Captures the payload send between outputs/inputs
Captures the output/input connectivity
Captures the parameters of the ActivitySheet
Captures the device information that implement each
ActivityType. Each device has to extend the DeviceManager
class. For this research the TeC devices were extended to
support the Smart Home case study
Captures device instances of different devices that are part of a
TeC Application

The EUSPLP environment during application derivation, retrieves the components
and connectors that realize the selected features from the EU SPL and maps them to the
TeC meta-model in order to create the TeC application. The TeC application is stored in
the TeC environment during the application deployment process. Figure 6.6 shows the
meta-classes and relationships of the TeC physical meta-model. The main meta-classes of
the TeC meta-model are the: TeamDesign, Location, ActivityParameter, ActivitySheet,
ActivityType, Input, Output, Payload, ActivityConnector, DeviceManager and Player.
Table 6.1 provides a brief description for each meta-class. The EUSPLP uses the entire
TeC physical meta-model shown on Figure 6.6 to represent TeC applications, besides the
DeviceManager and the Player meta-classes. The DeviceManager and Player meta-classes
are used to capture low level application deployment information in the TeC environment.
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Figure 6.7 EU SPL Development Subsystem and Component Interactions

6.5 EUSPLP EU SPL Development Subsystem
Figure 6.7 shows the internal composition of the EU SPL Development subsystem
and the EU SPL designer interactions. The EU SPL Development subsystem is composed
of six components: (1) EU SPL Editor, (2) EU SPL Retriever, (3) EU SPL Manager, (4)
EU SPL View, (5) PIPLtoPSPLProcessor, and (6) EU SPL Storage. The EU SPL Editor
provides the user interface for developing EU SPLs. The EU SPL Retriever provides the
user interface to query existing EU SPLs. The EU SPL Manager provides the services for
creating and retrieving EU SPLs. The EU SPL View provides services for storing and
retrieving the visual representation (PIPL) of the EU SPL. The PIPLtoPSPLProcessor
generates the TeC product line model (TeC PSPL) from the visual representation (PIPL).
The EU SPL Storage provides services for storing and retrieving the TeC PSPL. The reason
for having different components is to have separation of concerns on the functionality
provided by each of the components. With this approach, components can be reused by
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other subsystems. Another benefit is that internal updates of individual components do not
affect the rest of the components.
The remainder of this section discusses the EU SPL designer interactions and inner
workings of the EU SPL Development subsystem. In detail, the EU SPL designer interacts
with the EU SPL Retriever component to retrieve or create a new EU SPL, as shown in
steps “1. Create New EU SPL or Edit Existing” in Figure 6.7 through “1.5 Display PIPL.”
The EU SPL designer interacts with the EU SPL Editor to create or edit the EU SPL, as
shown in step “2. Interact with EU SPL Editor to create/edit the EUSPL” in Figure 6.7.
The EU SPL Editor responds to the EU SPL Designer inputs, as shown in step “2.1
Respond to Designer input.”
Next, the EU SPL designer submits the EU SPL to the EU SPL Editor, as shown in
step “3. Submit EU SPL for Storage” in Figure 6.7. The EU SPL Editor submits the EU
SPL to the EU SPL Manager in JSON format as shown in step “3.1 Submit PIPL.” The
communication between the EU SPL Editor and the EU SPL Manager is through REST
services. The JSON message that the EU SPL Editor sends contains PIPL with visual
representation constructs used by the user interface of the editor. The EU SPL Manager
sends the PIPL to the EU SPL View component to store the PIPL shown in step “3.2 Store
PIPL.” After the PIPL view is stored, the EU SPL Manager sends the PIPL to the
PIPLtoPSPLProcessor shown in step “3.3 Extract PSPL” to convert the PIPL to the TeC
PSPL. The PIPLtoPSPLProcessor extracts the TeC PSPL specification, as a Java Object
representation, from the PIPL. The PIPLtoPSPLProcessor sends the TeC PSPL
specification to the EU SPL Manager as shown in step “3.4 TeC PSPL.” The EU SPL
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Manager sends the TeC PSPL representation to the EU SPL Storage component for storage
shown in step “3.5 Store TeC PSPL.” The EU SPL Storage component stores the TeC
PSPL representation on the file system in JSON format and sends an acknowledgement
message to the EU SPL Manager shown in step “3.6 Ack.” Upon successful storage of the
TeC PSPL, the EU SPL Manager sends an acknowledgement message to the EU SPL
Editor shown in step “3.7 Ack.” The EU SPL Editor shows an acknowledgement message
to the EU SPL designer that the EU SPL has been stored successfully, as shown in step
“3.8 Ack.” The EU SPL designer can repeat the processes shown in Figure 6.7 to continue
evolving the EUSPL.
6.5.1 EU SPL Editor
Figure 6.8 shows the user interface of the EU SPL Editor used to develop EU SPLs.
The user interface utilizes an interactive tree structure for representing the EU SPL feature
model and a drag and drop interface for component designs to make it more natural for EU
SPL designers to use. The user interface is divided in four main sections: (1) The Feature
Model section, (2) The Feature Architecture section, (3) The Component Types section,
and (4) The Parameter Table.
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Figure 6.8 EU SPL Editor User Interface
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6.5.1.1 Feature Model Section
The Feature Model section is responsible for capturing the SPL feature model. The
Feature Model section was implemented in JavaScript by customizing and extending the
jsTree (Duckett, 2014) tree plugin of the jQuery technology. The EU SPL designer can
right click on the feature model section as shown in Figure 6.9 through Figure 6.11 to create
new features, platform dependent features and feature groups. The Feature Model is
represented as a hierarchical tree structure in the EUSPLP. The reason that a hierarchical
tree structure was used to represent the feature model versus a directed acyclic graph
normally used in traditional SPLs was to make it simpler for EU SPL designers to visualize
the product line features and their dependencies. Furthermore different icons were used as
a visual representation of different feature types. The visual representation of feature types
was used to simplify the user interface. The remainder of this section describes the visual
representations of the feature types.
The Feature Model section supports the creation of (a) common, (b) default
optional, (c) optional, (d) default alternative, and (e) alternative features. Common features
are represented with the exclamation mark

icon in a black circle and represent features

that are required for application derivation. Default optional features are represented with
a white question mark

icon in a black background and represent the default features from

a set of optional features. Optional features are represented with a black question mark
icon and represent features that are optional. Default alternative features are represented
with the

icon and represent the default feature from a set of alternative features.
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Figure 6.9 Feature Group Menu in the EU SPL Editor

Figure 6.10 Feature Menu in the EU SPL Editor

Figure 6.11 Platform Dependent Menu in the EU SPL Editor
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Alternative features are represented with

icon and represents mutually exclusive

features. The feature model also supports platform dependent features, which are features
that are only applicable to a specific end user environment.
The Platform dependent features supported by the prototype are (a) common, (b)
default optional, (c) optional, (d) default alternative, and (e) alternative features. The icons
representing platform dependent features are similar to regular features but in addition have
a dot indicator on the icon left corner. For example platform dependent common features
are represented with the exclamation mark

icon having a white dot on the left corner.

Platform dependent default optional features are represented with a white question mark in
a back background

icon having a white dot on the left corner. Platform dependent

optional features are represented with the question mark

icon having a black dot on the

left corner. Platform dependent default alternative features are represented with the
icon having a white dot on the left corner. Alternative features are represented with
having a black dot on the left corner.
The feature groups supported by the prototype are (a) zero-or-more (b) zero-or-one
(c) one or more and (d) exactly-one. The EUSPLP is using the crow’s foot notation (Barker,
1990) to capture the cardinality of a feature group. The reason that Crow’s foot notation
was used in the EUSPLP was because the notation is widely used to represent entity
relationships in data models. In detail, zero or more feature groups indicate that zero or
more features can be selected from the feature group during application derivation. Zero or
more feature groups are represented with the following icon

that has a circle to indicate

zero features connected to three lines to indicate multiple features. Zero-or-one feature
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groups indicate that zero or one feature can be selected from the feature group during
application derivation. Zero-or-one feature groups are represented with the following icon
that has a circle to indicate zero features connected to vertical line to indicate one
feature. One or more feature groups indicate that one or more features can be selected from
the feature group during application derivation. One or more feature groups are represented
with the following icon

that has a vertical line to indicate one feature connected to three

lines to indicate multiple features. Exactly-one feature groups indicate that exactly one
feature can be selected from the feature group during application derivation. Exactly-one
feature groups are represented with the following icon

that has two vertical lines to

indicate that minimum and maximum feature group cardinality is one. Table 6.2 displays

Table 6.2 EU SPL Editor Feature Model Notation

Feature Model Node
Notation

Feature Model Node Description
common feature
optional default feature
optional feature
alternative default feature
alternative feature
platform dependent common feature
platform dependent optional default feature
platform dependent optional feature
platform dependent alternative default
feature
platform dependent alternative feature
zero-or-more feature group
zero-or-one feature group
one-or-more feature group
exactly-one feature group
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a summary of the EU SPL Editor Feature Model Notation used by the EUSPLP
environment.
Internally each node on the feature model that describes a feature or a feature group
has the following properties: id, icon, and data. The id property captures the unique id of
each node on the feature model. The icon property captures the location of the icon
representation of the node in the feature model. The data object captures the data needed
to realize a product line feature. To create the EU SPL the EU SPL designer submits the
feature model including feature nodes with their properties to the EU SPL Manager.
6.5.1.2 Feature Architecture Section

The Feature Architecture section shown in Figure 6.12 is used to capture the
component/connector specification that realizes each feature. This section utilizes a drag
and drop interface. Drag and drop interfaces are ubiquitous and used daily by end users.
For instance drag and drop is used to resize windows in personal computers, tablets,
navigate maps, to scroll up and down a document (Appert et al., 2015). Furthermore the
What You She Is What You Get (WYSIWYG) principal used for end user development
(Burnett, 2009) aims to have end users relate their programs to the end result. By utilizing
the drag and drop interface, EU SPL designers can drag and drop components to the feature
architecture section and connect them together. The feature architecture section was
created in this research by customizing and extending the community edition of the
jsPlumb (Porritt 2016) JavaScript Library.
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Figure 6.12 EUSPLP Component Example

In detail, the Feature Architecture section contains components and component
connectors. The components are instances of TeC activity types. Components are
represented as rectangular boxes in the feature architecture section. Inputs of the
components are shown as gray boxes attached to the component box and outputs are shown
as orange boxes attached to the component box. Figure 6.12 shows an example of a
component design from the feature architecture section used to implement a feature. As
shown in Figure 6.12, there are three components, the infoAlertHandler, the
securityAlertHandler and the email. The infoAlertHandler and securityAlertHandler
components have two inputs: subscribe and receiveAlert and one output sendAlert. The
email component has one input notify and one output init. The design indicates that during
the initialization the email component subscribes to the infoAlertHandler and
securityAlertHandler components to receive messages. When a message is available the
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infoAlertHandler and securityAlertHandler components send alert messages to the notify
input of the email component. The email will send email notifications upon the receipt of
the alert message.
The component internal representation contains the following properties:
comp_name,

comp_type,

variability_type,

location,

platform_name,

platform_specific_component_name, is_group, inputs, and outputs. The comp_name
property captures the component name. The comp_type property captures the activity type
of the component. The variability_type property captures if the component is kernel,
optional, variant, or default variant. The location property specifies the location name of
the component. The platform_name property is applicable if the component is platform
specific and indicates the name of the end user environment that the component applies.
The platform_specific_component_name property is also applicable if the component is
platform specific and indicates the component name in the end user environment that the
component applies. The is_group property specifies if the component represents a grouping
of components that implement the same activity type. The inputs property of the
component is an array and specifies the input events of each component.
Inputs events are component notifications that can cause changes in a component
state that can lead to the execution of component outputs. For example consider a
component that represents a DVD player. The component can have an input event play that
causes the DVD player to play a movie and output a video stream or an error message if
there is no DVD in the player. Each object on the input events array contains the following
properties: name, type, and a payloadlist. The name property specifies the name of the
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event type, the type property specifies if the input event is of type event or a video data
stream and the payloadlist property specifies the payloads that the component needs to
handle an event. Payload objects are mainly name-value pairs. For example consider an
input event called “send-text” on a component that represents a cell phone. The send-text
event will need to have a payload list that will consist of two payload objects. The first
payload object will have a name called “phone_number” and value the actual phone
number for example “(999) 999-9999” that the text will be send. The second payload object
will have “message” as the name of the payload and the actual text that will be send as
value. In the EUSPLP all component inputs are inherited by the components type that they
represent. The outputs property of the component is an array and specifies the output events
of each component.
Output events are events generated by a component when it’s internal state changes.
For example consider a thermometer that makes a sound when a certain temperature gets
reached. The sound is the output event of the thermometer. To control output events there
are triggering conditions that when they are true the output event gets generated. Output
events are connected to input events of other components to create application logic. Each
object on the outputs array contain the following properties: name and triggering condition.
The name specifies the output name and triggering condition specifies the state of the
component that needs to be true in order for the output event to be generated. EU SPL
designers can specify component outputs during component designs. The component
connector object of the Feature Architecture section encapsulates the information needed
to connect two components.
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6.5.1.3 Component Types Section
The Components Types section displays all available component types in the EU
SPL Editor that EU SPL designers can use to realize features. Since the EUSPLP targets
to derive applications that can be deployed to the TeC environment, the component types
used in the prototype are TeC activity types.
The properties of the component types are: id, name and inputTypes. The id and
name properties specify the id and name of component type. The inputTypes is an array of
input objects. To create or edit the component architecture of a feature, EU SPL designers
select the component type. Upon the component selection, the EU SPL Editor prompts the
EU SPL designer for additional component information (comp_name, variability_type,
location, platform_name, platform_specific_component_name, and is_group) needed to
create the component instance as shown in Figure 6.13. The EU SPL Editor combines the
component type and the EU SPL designer entered information to create the activity
instance in the Feature Architecture section. The component type user interface was
developed by extending the JQuery UI (Sarrion 2012) JavaScript libraries.
6.5.1.4 Parameter Table Section
The Parameter Table section specifies all parameters that need to be configured
either by the EU SPL designer or by the end users during application derivation. The
parameter table user interface is created by extending the editablegrid (Máca, 2016)
JavaScript libraries. The Parameter Table displays all component connector properties
applicable to a selected feature from the feature model. The parameter table gets auto
populated as EU SPL designers connect components in the Feature Architecture section to
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Figure 6.13 Component Type Configuration

implement a feature. The internal parameter table representation contains the following
properties: sourceactivityname, sourcetrigercondition, sourceoutput, targetactivityname,
targetinput, configuredRunTime, propertyname, propertyvalue and description. The
sourceactivityname specifies the name of the component name that that is the source of the
component connection. The sourcetrigercondition property specifies the triggering
condition that is needed for the output event to occur. The sourceoutput property specifies
the output name that the component connection starts. The targetactivityname property
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specifies the target activity of the component connection. The target input property
specifies the name of the input of the target activity that the component connection ends.
The configuredRunTime property specifies if the parameter need to be defined during
application derivation or if the parameter need to be specified by the EU SPL designer
during feature creation. The propertyname specifies the name of the input parameter that
needs to be specified by the output event for the target component to process the input
event. The propertyvalue specifies the value of the propertyname property. The description
property provides additional information about the propertyname property. All entries of
the parameter table are stored on the feat_properties array specified for each feature.
6.5.2 Feature Creation in the EU SPL Editor
To create a feature, EU SPL designers create a node on the feature model by
selecting the appropriate feature type. The Feature Architecture section and the Parameter
Table are reset to accommodate the new feature architecture and parameters. Child features
can be added under a feature node. Kernel features exist in all products derived by the
product line, so they should not depend on non-kernel (optional/variant) features types.
Optional and variant features can depend on kernel features or other features. After the
feature node is created EU SPL designers select the component types and add them to the
Feature Architecture section. As the EU SPL designers connect components to develop the
feature architecture, the parameter table gets auto-populated based on the components
configuration parameters. EU SPL designers configure the parameter table to complete the
feature realization. When EU SPL designers select existing nodes on the feature model, the
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Feature Architecture and the Parameter table sections are restored and show the selected
feature design and parameter values.
6.5.3 PIPL JSON Representation
The EU SPL designers select the “Save EU SPL” button in the user interface of the
EU SPL Editor, shown in Figure 6.14 to store EU SPLs to the EUSPLP server. Internally
the EU SPL Editor extracts from client memory the product line design (PIPL), serializes
it to JSON format and sends it to the EU SPL Manager component for processing in the
EUSPLP server. The PIPL captures the EU SPL representation in JSON combined with
visual elements needed by the EU SPL Editor to display the end user product line.
Figure 6.14 shows part of the PIPL JSON representation created for the Smart
Home EU SPL case study. The left side of Figure 6.14 displays the row JSON format of
the Smart Home PIPL that was submitted to the EUSPLP for processing. The right side of
Figure 6.14 displays the PIPL JSON in a human readable format.
In detail, the right side of Figure 6.14 shows that the PIPL is submitted to the
EUSPLP server as an array. The array has one node named Smart Home and it contains
eight properties: id, text, icon, li_attr, a_attr, state, data and children. The icon, li_attr, a_attr
and state properties capture user interface information needed by the EU SPL editor. The
data property captures the feature architecture of the Smart Home feature. The EU SPL
Manager sends the PIPL JSON to the EU SPL View meta-class for storage as shown in
Figure 6.14. The PIPL will be retrieved and sent to the EU SPL Editor when the EU SPL
designers requests to edit the product line.
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Figure 6.14 Sample PIPL JSON Representation
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6.5.4 PIPL to TeC PSPL Processing
The PIPLtoPSPLProcessor generates, from the EU SPL visual representation
(PIPL), the TeC PSPL by following the PIPL to TeC PSPL mappings described in Chapter
5. The TeC PSPL created by the PIPLtoPSPLProcessor is distilled from visual elements
and is exclusively used to describe the end user product line for the TeC environment. The
separation of PIPL and TeC PSPL representations in the EUSPLP is used to decouple the
user interface from the core product line logic of storing /retrieving and deriving
applications form the TeC product line. This allows any updates to the user interface not
to affect the core product line logic and vice versa. Figure 6.15 shows the main methods of
the PIPLtoPSPLProcessor. In detail, the createPSPLfromPIPL method of the
PIPLtoPSPLProcessor starts the PIPL to TeC PSPL conversion. The createPSPLfromPIPL
method takes as input the JSON representation of the PIPL and returns the EUSPL object
that represents the TeC PSPL. The createPSPLfromPIPL method makes calls the
addFeaturetoPL method to extract the product line features from JSON and add it to the

Figure 6.15 Methods of the PIPLtoPSPLProcessor Class
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product line. The addFeaturetoPL method makes calls to: (1) the getFeatureComponents
method to extract from the PIPL model the components that realize each feature (2) the
getFeatureConnectors method to extract the component architecture of each feature (3) the
getFeatureParameters

method to extract the parameters of each feature (4) the

setVariability method to extract the variability type and set it on each feature and (5) the
addChildFeatures method that processes the child features. For each child feature the
addChildFeatures calls recursively the addFeaturetoPL method. In addition to the methods
above, there are also a set of utility methods defined to further extract feature and
component meta-classes from the PIPL. In detail the utility method: (1) setFeatureGroup
sets the group type of each feature, (2) getInputs extract the inputs of each component from
the PIPL, (3) getInputs extract the outputs of each component from the PIPL, and (4)
setComponentVariability sets the variability type of each component.
6.5.5 TeC PSPL JSON Representation
The output of the PIPLtoPSPLProcessor is the Java object representation of the
TeC PSPL. The EU SPL Manager sends the TeC PSPL java representation to the EU SPL
Storage class. The EU SPL Storage class converts the TeC PSPL java representation to
JSON and stores it to the file system.
Figure 6.16 shows part of the TeC PSPL JSON representation created for the Smart
Home EU SPL case study. The left side of Figure 6.16 displays the row JSON format of
the Smart Home TeC PSPL as it is stored in the file system. The right side of Figure 6.16
displays the TeC PSPL JSON in a more readable format.
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Figure 6.16 Sample TeC PSPL JSON Representation
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For instance, the right side of Figure 6.16 shows that the TeC PSPL is contained in
the Smart Home EUSPL object. The Smart Home EUSPL has one common feature named
Smart Home which is the root feature of the product line. The Smart Home feature is
common and is not a feature group. The Smart Home feature contains six childFeatures.
The six childFeatures are the Phone Alert, Net Notification, Home Security, Home
Behavior, Water Detector and Smart Irrigation features which in return have their own
features. Each feature on the EU SPL has the following properties: id, name, description,
featureVariability,

featureGroup,

pl_activity_parameters,

childFeatures,

pl_activity_sheets, pl_activity_connectors, pl_locations, and platformDependent that
capture the architecture of each feature. The JSON TeC PSPL is stored on the file system
and gets accessed by the Application Derivation subsystem to derive the TeC Applications
(PSP) based on the end user selections.
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6.6 End User Application Derivation
Figure 6.17 shows the internal composition of the Application Derivation
subsystem and the end user interactions needed to derive an application from the product
line. The Application Derivation subsystem is composed of six components: (1)
Application Derivation Editor, (2) EU SPL Derivation Loader, (3) Application Derivation
Manager, (4) EU SPL Storage, (5) ApplicationDerivationProcessor, and (6) TeCApp. The
Application Derivation Editor provides the user interface for deriving end user
applications. The EU SPL Derivation Loader provides the user interface for selecting EU
SPLs for application derivation. The EU SPL Manager provides the services and
coordinates the interactions of components for creating and retrieving EU SPLs. The
Application Derivation Manager provides services for retrieving the EU SPL and
deriving/storing end user applications. The EU SPL Storage provides services for storing
and retrieving the EU SPL. The ApplicationDerivationProcessor is used to derive
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Figure 6.17 Application Derivation Subsystem and Component Interactions
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applications from the EU SPL. The TeCApp is used to store the derived applications in the
file system as JSON. The different components were created to organize the application
derivation logic and obtain separation of concerns. Thus each component is responsible for
specific functionality. The sections below describe the interactions of the end user with the
Application Derivation subsystem in detail.
The application derivation process starts with the End User that requests from the
EU SPL Derivation Loader the EU SPL to derive applications shown in step “1. Request
the EU SPL for Application Derivation.” The Application Derivation subsystem retrieves
the EU SPL (shown in steps “1.2 Retrieve TeC PSPL” through “1.4 TeC PSPL” in Figure
6.17) and populates the Application Derivation Editor user interface with the TeC PSPL
shown in step “1.5 Display TeC PSPL.”
The End User interacts with the Application Derivation Editor to select the features
needed for his/her smart space shown in step “2. Interact with the Application Derivation
Editor to Select Features” in Figure 6.17. The Application Derivation Editor responds to
the End User inputs shown in step “2.1 Respond to End User Input” with additional
configuration details for selected features
The End User submits his/her feature selections to the Application Derivation
Editor shown in step “3. Submit Feature Selections” in Figure 6.17 to derive an application
for his/her smart space. The Application Derivation subsystem derives the application and
stores it in the on the file system in JSON format (as shown in steps “3.1 Feature
Selections” through “3.7 Ack” in Figure 6.17).
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6.6.1 Application Derivation Editor
Figure 6.18 shows the user interface of the Application Derivation Editor. The user
interface is divided in three main sections: (1) The Feature Selection, (2) The Application
Architecture, and (3) The Application Parameter table.
6.6.1.1 Feature Selection Section
The Feature Selection Section displays the end user view of the EU SPL feature
model called feature selection model. During application derivations the icon
representation used during product line creation is transformed to actionable checkboxes
and radio buttons that end users can use to select features for their smart spaces. The feature
selection model is similar to the feature model on the EU SPL Editor and is represented as
a tree data structure. The feature selection model was implemented in JavaScript by
customizing and extending the TreeView (Livingston, 2002) JavaScript library. The JsTree
library was also evaluated since it was used for the Feature Model Selection section of the
EU SPL Editor but does not support combinations of HTML checkboxes

/

and radio

buttons / .
In detail, the nodes of the feature selection model represent features and feature
groups. Common features are not selectable and only their name is displayed on the node.
The Smart Home feature shown on the Feature Selection Section in Figure 6.18 is an
example of a common feature.
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Figure 6.18 Application Derivation Editor User Interface
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Optional default and platform dependent optional default features are displayed as
checked checkboxes on the Feature Selection Section. The Text and Door features shown
on the Feature Selection Section in Figure 6.18 are examples of optional default features
displayed as checked checkboxes. Similar optional features and platform dependent
optional features are displayed as non-checked checkboxes. The Email and Motion features
shown in Figure 6.18 are examples of optional features displayed as non-checked
checkboxes.
Alternative default features and platform dependent alternative default features are
displayed as selected radio buttons. The Audio feature shown in Figure 6.18 is an example
of an alternative default feature. Alternative features and platform dependent alternative
features are displayed as non-selected radio buttons. The Video feature shown on Figure
6.18 is an example of a platform dependent alternative feature.
Feature groups appear as non-selectable and are used for grouping a set of features.
The Phone Alert, Net Notifications, Home Security, Home Behavior and Water Detector
feature groups shown on Figure 6.18 are examples of how features groups are displayed
on the feature selection model. End users can change the default options and select the
feature combinations needed for their spaces.
6.6.1.2 Application Architecture Section
The Application Architecture section is used to display the cumulative
component/connector architecture for all features selected by the end user. This section
utilizes the same interface as the one used on the Feature Architecture Section of the EU
SPL editor. As end user select features in the feature selection section of the Application
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Derivation Editor the application architecture is shown in the Application Architecture
section shown in Figure 6.18

In detail, the EUSPLP environment derives the

component/connector architecture for the selected features and sends them as JSON objects
to the Application Derivation editor. The editor draws the components and connectors on
the Application Architecture section using the jsPlumb JavaScript framework.
6.6.1.3 Application Parameter Table
The Application Parameter Table section specifies all the derived application
parameters that need to be configured by end users. Similar as the parameter table in the
EU SPL Editor the application parameter user interface is created by extending the
editablegrid JavaScript libraries. The Application Parameter Table displays all component
connector properties applicable to the selected features in the feature selection model. The
parameter table gets auto-populated as end users select features in the Feature Selection
section.
6.6.2 Application Derivation Processor
The purpose of the ApplicationDerivationProcessor is to compose the Java object
representation of the TeC application architecture based on features selected by end users.
This section describes the approach followed to compose the TeC application architecture.
In detail, the Application Derivation Manager sends the EU SPL and feature name
selections to the ApplicationDerivationProcessor class to extract the TeC Application
model. Figure 6.19 shows the main methods of the ApplicationDerivationProcessor. In
detail, the createApplication method starts the TeC Application extraction. The
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Figure 6.19 Methods of the ApplicationDerivationProcessor Class

createApplication calls the getCommonFeaturesRecursive method to get the Java object
representation of the product line common features. After the common features are
retrieved the getFeaturefromEUSPLRecursive method is called to get the Java object
representation of the selected features. For each feature the activity sheet is extracted from
the PL_Activity_Sheet through the addActivitySheet method. For each activity sheet the
activity type is extracted through the addActivityType method. In addition for each activity
sheet inputs and outputs are extracted through the getInput and getOutput methods. The
payloads for inputs and outputs are extracted through the extractPayloadFromPL_Output
and

extractPayloadFromPL_Input

methods.

The

addInputConnections

and

the

addOutputConnections methods add other activity sheets connecting output and input ids
respectively. The addConnectors method adds all activity sheet connectors to the TeC
application.

The

getNextAppCompId

method

generates

temporary

components/inputs/outputs and payloads needed to link them together.
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6.6.3 TeC Application JSON Representation
The ApplicationDerivationProcessor sends the derived Java object representation
of the TeC application to the Application Derivation Manager which then get Serialized as
JSON in the file system. Figure 6.20 shows part of the TeC Application JSON
representation created by the feature selections shown in Figure 6.18. The left side of
Figure 6.20 displays the row JSON format of the TeC Application as it is stored in the file
system. The right side of Figure 6.20 displays the TeC Application in a more readable
format. The main properties of the TeC application JSON shown in Figure 6.18 are:
teamdesign, team_activities, activity_types and activity_connectors. The team design
captures the ID and the name of the TeC application. As shown in Figure 6.20, the name
of the team is Smart Home EUSPL. The team_activities property is an array that contains
activity sheets. Activity sheets are TeC components. The team_activities array contains
seven activity sheets: securityAlertHandler, infoAlertHandler, alertAudio, call, text,
doorMonitor, breakInDoor shown on the Application Architecture section in Figure 6.18.
The activity_types array captures the types of the activity sheets. Figure 6.20 shows that
there are six activity types in the activity_types. The message-broker activity type is being
used by the securityAlertHandler and the infoAlertHandler activity sheets. The
activity_connectors array capture the input/output connectivity information between
activity sheets. Figure 6.20 shows ten activity connectors which are consistent with the
connectors shown on in Figure 6.18. The JSON TeC Application representation is stored
on the file system and gets accessed by the Application Distribution subsystem to distribute
the TeC Application to the end user TeC platform.
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Figure 6.20 Sample TeC PSP JSON Representation
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6.7 End User Application Deployment
During application deployment, end users deploy the derived application from the
EUSPLP to their TeC environment. Figure 6.21 shows the physical deployment of the
different systems used in this prototype and the event sequence between the different
subsystems to deploy an end user application. As shown on Figure 6.21, the EUSPLP is
deployed on the Tomcat JEE container. Tomcat is deployed in a Windows environment.
The Application Distributor subsystem handles requests to distribute the derived
application specification through REST services. The Application Distributor subsystem is
composed

of

two

components,

ApplicationPublisher

and

TeCApp.

The

ApplicationPublisher provides services for sending the TeC application (PSP) to an
external system. The TeCApp is used to retrieve a derived application from the file system.
The TeC EUSPLP Adaptor and the TeC simulator are deployed to the end user
environment on an Android platform. The TeC EUSPLP Adaptor subsystem is designed to
be an extension to TeC environments. The purpose of the TeC EUSPLP Adaptor is to
retrieve, configure and store the TeC applications (PSPs) derived from the EUSPLP
environment to the TeC simulator. The EUSPLP adaptor subsystem is composed of two
components, EUSPLP Manager and TeCAppImporter. EUSPLP Manager provides the
user interface to end users to import derived applications form the EUSPLP. The
TeCAppImporter provides the services for communication with the EUSPLP to retrieve
the EU SPL and the TeC environment to store the derived application.
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Figure 6.21 Application Deployment Diagram
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The TeC simulator (Shen, 2014) used in this research simulates TeCDevices
running as different Android instances. The TeC database used by the simulator is also
running in Android. For application deployment there are three components used in the
TeC simulator: (1) TeCEditor, (2) TeCStorageManager, and (3) TeamManager. The
TeCEditor provides the user interface for designing and deploying TeC applications. The
TeCStorageManager is used for the storage and retrieval of TeC applications. The
TeamManager is responsible for deploying TeC devices deployed in a smart space with
application instructions. There are several reasons for separating the Application
Distributor and TeC EUSPLP Adaptor subsystems. One of the main reasons is the
separation of concerns between retrieving the derived application and configuring/storing
it to the target system. By separating the two subsystems the Application Distributor does
not need to have information about how to store derived applications to different TeC
environments. Another reason is that the EUSPLP Adaptor can be specific to an operating
system, hardware etc. For example consider an EUSPLP Adaptor for a TeC system
deployed in Windows versus Android. Finally the EUSPLP Adaptor could be extended to
map TeC applications to other EUD environments for smart spaces similar to Jigsaw. The
sections below discuss in detail the application deployment process.
Application deployment starts with end users that interact with the TeC EUSPLP
Adaptor to import an application from EUSPLP to TeC as shown in steps “1. Import
Application to TeC” through “1.9 TeC App Configuration Page” in Figure 6.21 End Users
configure the derived application and submit their selections to the TeC EUSPLP Adaptor
to store the application to the TeC environment shown in step “2. Configure TeC App and
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Store” through “2.7 Ack” in Figure 6.21. End Users interact with the TeC subsystem to
deploy the derived application to the TeC environment as shown in steps “3. Deploy TeC
App” through “3.9 Ack” in Figure 6.21.

6.8 Summary
This chapter has described the EUSPLP development environment that was created
as part of this research and described how it can be used to support the development of EU
SPLs, application derivation and application deployment for end user smart spaces. In
summary, the chapter described the use cases that EUSPLP implements. The overall
EUSPLP subsystem architecture was presented to show the interactions between different
subsystems that implement the use cases. The EUSPLP and TeC physical data model
sections described the meta-classes and their relationships used by the prototype to capture
end user product lines and derived applications. The EUSPLP EU SPL Development
section described the processes, user interface and artifacts used by EU SPL designers to
create or edit EU SPLs. The End User Application Derivation section describes the
processes, user interface and artifacts used by End Users to derive applications from EU
SPLs. Finally the End User Application Deployment section described the deployment of
derived applications to the TeC environment.
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7

RESEARCH VALIDATION

7.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the validation approach used in this research. The Smart
Home EU SPL case study was used in the validation of: the End User Software Product
Line (EU SPL) Process and the EUSPLP development environment. The EUSPLP
environment was used to validate the EU SPL process and meta-model by enabling the
creation of the EU SPL, from which EU applications were derived.
As part of this research an EU SPL Testing Approach was defined with
corresponding tool support to test the TeC EUD platform specific SPL and TeC EUD
platform specific applications. The testing approach consists of: (a) EU SPL Testing to test
the TeC SPL, (b) EU Application Testing to test the derived TeC application, and (c) EU
Application Deployment Testing to test the deployment of the TeC application. To perform
EU SPL Testing and EU Application Testing the following tools were developed by this
research: (a) ConsistencyRuleChecker, (b) FeatureBasedTestDriver, and (c) TeC
interpreter. Finally, as part of EU Application Deployment Testing, the TeC Android
simulator (Sousa et al., 2012) was used to test the distributed deployment and execution
of derived applications in the TeC platform.
The chapter is organized as follows: section 7.2 describes the overall validation
approach as it relates to the research problem. Section 7.3 describes the testing framework
developed by this research to test EU SPLs and derived applications. Section 7.4 describes
the overall EU SPL testing approach used in this research. Section 7.5 describes the testing
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process for testing the EU SPL created by using the EUSPLP environment. Section 7.6
describes the testing process for testing end user applications derived using the EUSPLP
environment. Section 7.7 describes the deployment, execution and testing of derived end
user applications by the TeC Android simulator. Finally section 7.8 provides a summary
of this chapter.

7.2 Research Validation Approach
This research is validated through the implementation and testing of the Smart
Home EU SPL case study described in Appendix A. The case study was designed using
the EU SPL process described in Chapter 4 and was implemented using the EUSPLP
environment described in Chapter 6. The remainder of this section describes the validation
process:
1. Designed the Smart Home EU SPL case study using the End User Product Line
Engineering (EUPLE) process described in Chapter 4. The design included:


Feature Modeling – A feature model was created for the Smart Home
EU SPL case study. (Section 4.3.2.4 - Chapter (4).



Static Modeling – A static model was created with all components that
realize the Smart Home EU SPL. (Section 4.3.3.1 - Chapter (4).



Dynamic Modeling – Sequence diagrams and a Feature / Component
relationship table was developed for each feature defined in the Smart
Home EU. (Sections 4.3.3.2/4.3.3.3 - Chapter (4).



Component Modeling – Component diagrams were developed for all
features of the Smart Home EU SPL. A Component Input / Output table
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was created to capture the input / output parameters and triggering
conditions of each component. (Section 4.3.4.2 in Chapter (4).


Inter-feature Component Communication Modeling – A component
association table was created to capture components of the Smart Home
case study that use the subscription/notification design pattern to
communicate with components that realize other features. (Section
4.3.4.1 in Chapter (4).



Platform Specific Feature/Component Modeling – A Feature /
Component association table was created that captures platform specific
component information for platform specific features in the Smart
Home EU SPL. (Section 4.3.4.3 in Chapter (4)

2. Derived two end user TeC applications from the Smart Home EU SPL case study
developed in the previous step. For the first end user application the application
models (PSPs) were created for both the TeC and Jigsaw end user platforms
(Section 4.4 in Chapter (4). The second end user application was platform specific
and the application model was developed for the TeC platform (Sections A.5.4 and
A.5.5 in Appendix-A).
3. Developed the EUSPLP development environment, which supports the
development of EU SPLs, and application derivation. The EUSPLP was created
based on the EU SPL process and meta-models described in Chapters 4 and 5.
The EUSPLP environment was used as follows:
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To implement several experimental EU SPLs, including the Smart
Home EU SPL case study, using the EU SPL Editor subsystem of the
EUSPLP environment. The EUSPLP environment produces Platform
Independent Product Line (PIPL) and TeC Platform Specific Product
Line (PSPL) specifications to store the EU SPLs created by the EU SPL
Editor.



To derive applications from several EU SPLs including the Smart Home
EU SPL case study using the Application Derivation Editor subsystem
of the EUSPLP environment. During application derivation, the
EUSPLP environment produces the TeC Platform Specific Product
(PSP) specification.

4. Developed a testing approach to test TeC PSPLs and TeC PSPs created by the
EUSPLP environment. The testing approach is used to perform EU SPL Testing,
EU Application Testing and EU Application Deployment Testing. During EU SPL
Testing, EU SPL Feature-based Consistency and Feature-based Integration test
cases are used to test the TeC SPL. During EU Application testing, EU Application
Feature-based Consistency and Feature-based Integration test cases derived from
the EU SPL are used to test the TeC PSP. During EU Application Deployment
Testing Feature-based Integration tests are executed to deployed application. The
TeC PSPL created using the EUSPLP environment to represent the Smart Home
EU SPL was tested using EU SPL Testing. Two end user applications (TeC PSPs)
derived from the Smart Home EU SPL were tested using EU Application Testing.
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In addition a third end user application was derived from the Smart Home EU SPL
that was tested using EU Application deployment testing. The remainder of this
chapter describes the testing framework in detail.
5. Deployed several experimental applications (TeC PSPs) to the TeC Android
simulator. In addition a TeC PSP derived from the Smart Home EU SPL case study
was also deployed to the TeC Android simulator.

7.3 EU SPL Testing Framework
To validate that the EUSPLP development environment produces valid EU SPL
specifications (PSPLs) and derives applications (PSPs) that can be executed by a TeC
platform, a testing framework was created. The testing framework is composed of a set of
tools to assist with test automation. The tool set can be divided into two categories: (1)
Consistency rule checking and (2) Feature-based integration testing.
Consistency rule checking is used to ensure that the structure of the EU SPL is
compliant with the product line consistency rules described in detail in section in 7.5.1 and
that features selected from the EU SPL during application derivation are compliant with
the feature set consistency rules described in section 7.6.1. As part of this research, the
ConsistencyRuleChecker Java program was created to execute consistency rule checks on
the EU SPL and features selected. To perform consistency rule checking on the EU SPL,
the ConsistencyRuleChecker program takes as input the EU SPL JSON representation and
executes the product line consistency rules. To perform consistency rule checking for an
EU SPL feature selection, the ConsistencyRuleChecker program takes as input: (a) an
array containing the names of the selected features and (b) the EU SPL JSON
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representation. The ConsistencyRuleChecker program checks that the selected features do
not violate any of the feature dependency and feature group relationships in the EU SPL.
Feature-based integration testing is used to test the implementation of the
component architecture of: (a) EU SPL features and feature combinations, (b) applications
derived from the EU SPL, and (c) application deployment. As part of this research, two
tools were developed to support the automation of Feature-based integration testing for EU
SPL features and derived applications: (1) FeatureBasedTestDriver and (2) TeC
interpreter. The FeatureBasedTestDriver is a Java program developed in Windows that
reads feature-based test cases from the file system, instantiates the corresponding
component architecture in the TeC interpreter, executes the test cases in the TeC
interpreter, and evaluates the test results. The TeC interpreter is a Java program that
instantiates and executes the component implementation of EU SPL features and derived
applications. The FeatureBasedTestDriver is used to execute feature-based test cases by
simulating external events input to the TeC interpreter. The TeC interpreter, based on each
event, executes the appropriate components and component connectors.
To perform feature-based integration testing on a distributed platform, the TeC
Android simulator (Sousa et al., 2012) was used. Tzeremes developed the user interface
(TeCEditor) and TeC meta-model to develop end user applications in the TeC Android
simulator. In particular, the TeCEditor provides user interfaces to create, display and edit
available TeC applications in the simulator and their component architecture. Applications
derived from the EU SPL and imported in the TeC Android simulator appear in the
TeCEditor. During application deployment testing, the TeCEditor was used to ensure that
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derived applications were imported correctly into the TeC Android simulator. Shen and
Hodum developed the TeC application execution. Shen developed a testing interface in the
Android simulator to simulate external events. Shen’s user interface was used to manually
execute feature-based integration tests in the TeC Android platform.

7.4 EU SPL Testing Approach
As part of this research an overall testing approach was defined to test EU SPLs
and derived applications. The EU SPL Testing Approach is a hybrid approach that builds
on the testing methods described in the theses of (Abu-Matar, Mohammad Ahmad, 2011)
and (Olimpiew, 2008). Abu-Matar used static defined SPL consistency test cases to test
SPLs and derived applications created in his research (Abu-Matar and Gomaa, 2013).
Olimpiew described an approach for defining test cases for each feature that can be
retrieved and executed during application derivation (Olimpiew and Gomaa, 2009).
Similarly, the test cases created in this research consist of: consistency test cases for testing
the EU SPL and the derived applications; and test cases for each feature that can be
executed during product line creation, application derivation and application deployment.
Figure 7.1 shows the overall EU SPL Testing Approach used to test EU SPLs and
derived applications. The testing approach is composed of: (a) the EU SPL Testing, (b) the
EU Application Testing, and (c) the EU Application Deployment Testing processes. The
EU SPL Testing process is responsible for testing the product line. The EU SPL Testing
process performs EU SPL Feature-based Consistency Checking and Feature-based
Integration Testing. EU SPL Feature-based Consistency Checking executes static test cases
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Figure 7.1 Overall EU SPL Testing Approach

to verify feature and feature group dependencies. Feature-based Integration consists of
integration test cases defined by EU SPL designers to test the EU SPL. In particular,
integration test cases are developed for every feature and feature combination in the EU
SPL to test the component interconnections. As shown in Figure 7.1 Feature-based
Integration test cases are stored in the EU SPL Repository for later usage during application
derivation.
The EU Application Testing Process is responsible for testing the applications
derived from the EU SPL based on feature selected from the product line. The EU
Application Testing consists of EU Application Feature-based Consistency Checking and
EU Application Feature-based Integration Testing. EU Application Feature-based
Consistency Checking contains static test cases used to verify the compatibility of features
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that comprise the derived application. EU Application Feature-based Integration involves
executing integration test cases to test the component architecture and implementation of
the derived application. The integration test cases are a subset of the EU SPL integration
test cases that are based on the selected features that comprise the derived application. As
shown in Figure 7.1, Feature-based Integration test cases to test the derived application are
selected from the EU SPL Repository corresponding to the features selected by the end
user.
The EU Application Deployment Testing Process shown in Figure 7.1, is
responsible for testing the distributed deployment and execution of the TeC derived
application. In detail, during the deployment testing process, EU Application Deployment
Feature-based Integration Testing involves executing integration test cases to test the
deployment and execution of components and their interconnections in the environment.
The integration test cases are the same ones used during EU Application Feature-based
Integration Testing. The integration test cases are reused to test the deployment of the
derived application.
The Feature-based integration test cases provide test coverage of each feature and
component during EU SPL Testing, EU Application Testing and EU Application
Deployment Testing. In particular test cases are developed to: (a) test each component (b)
test each feature by testing the components and connectors that realize the feature (c) If a
feature depends on other features, test the feature in combination with the features it
depends on. Detailed examples of the execution of feature-based integration test cases and
test criteria are described in sections 7.5.2, 7.6.2, 7.6.3 and 7.6.4
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7.5 End User Software Product Line (EUSPL) Testing Process
There were two types of tests performed on the EU SPL (PSPL) produced by the
EUSPLP environment: (a) EU SPL Feature-based Consistency Checking, and (b) Featurebased Integration Testing. EU SPL Feature-based Consistency Checking ensures that the
EU SPL is a valid product line. For instance these types of tests validate: (a) the consistency
between the product line features and the components that realize them, (b) the consistency
between feature groups and the features they contain, and (c) the consistency between
features and features they depend on. Feature-based Integration Testing ensures that: (a)
the visual EU SPL representation in the prototype is consistent with the TeC SPL model
produced by the EUSPLP environment, and (b) the component architecture functions as
the EU SPL designer intended.
7.5.1 EU SPL Feature-based Consistency Checking
To perform the EU SPL Feature-based Consistency Checking, three types of EU
SPL Feature-based Consistency Test Cases were developed: (1) Feature to Component
Consistency tests, (2) Feature Group to Feature Consistency tests, and (3) Feature
Dependency Consistency tests. All test cases execute independently of each other. Table
7.1 to Table 7.3 show the test cases in detail. Each of the tables has 3 columns: (1) Test
Case, (2) Expected Result, and (3) Test Result. The Test Case column shows the test case.
The Expected Result column shows the expected result of the test case after it executes.
The Test Result column shows the result found when the test case was executed.
Feature to Component Consistency tests verify that the feature type variability is
consistent with the component types that realize each feature. For instance, an optional
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feature should not contain kernel components. Feature Group to Feature Consistency tests
verify that the feature group type is consistent with each feature variability type contained
in that group. For instance none of the following feature groups: At-least-one-of, Exactlyone-of, Zero-or-more-of and Zero-or-one-of should contain common features. Table 7.2
show all the feature group to feature consistency tests Feature Dependency Consistency
tests verify that each feature depends on a feature with compatible feature type. For
instance it is not valid to have a common feature depend on an optional feature. Table 7.3
shows all the feature dependency consistency tests.
To test that the EU SPL Feature-based Consistency Test Cases themselves execute
correctly, a “Valid EU SPL” and an ““Invalid EU SPL” were defined. The “Valid EU SPL”
contained valid feature to component dependencies, valid features under feature groups
and valid feature to feature dependencies. The purpose of the “Valid EU SPL” was to
evaluate that all positive tests defined in Table 7.1 to Table 7.3 were executed correctly.

Table 7.1 Feature to Component Consistency Tests

Test Case
Common Feature contains Kernel
Component
Common Feature contains Optional
Component
Common Feature contains Variant
Component
Optional Feature contains Kernel
Component
Optional Feature contains Optional
Component
Optional Feature contains Variant
Component
Alternative Feature contains Kernel
Component
Alternative Feature contains Optional
Component or Variant Component
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Expected Result
Pass

Test Result
Pass

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass

Pass

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass

Pass

Table 7.2 Feature Group to Feature Consistency Tests

Test Case
At-least-one-of Feature Group
contains one Default Optional
Feature
At-least-one-of Feature Group
contains zero or more than one
Default Optional Feature
At-least-one-of Feature Group
contains Common, Default
Alternative or Alternative
Features
At-least-one-of Feature Group
contains Common, Default
Alternative or Alternative
Features
Zero-or-more-of Feature Group
contains Common Feature
Zero-or-more-of Feature Group
contains Optional Feature
Zero-or-more-of Feature Group
does not contain Optional
Feature
Zero-or-more-of Feature Group
contains Common, Default
Optional, Default Alternative or
Alternative Features
Zero-or-one-of Feature Group
contains Alternative Feature
Zero-or-one-of Feature Group
does not contain Alternative
Feature
Zero-or-one-of Feature Group
contains Default Optional,
Optional or Alternative Feature
Exactly-one-of Feature Group
contains Default Alternative
Feature
Exactly-one-of Feature Group
does not contain Default
Alternative Feature
Exactly-one-of Feature Group
contains Common, Default
Optional or Optional Features
Exactly-one-of Feature Group
contains zero or more than one
Default Alternative Feature

Expected Result
Pass

Test Result
Pass

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass

Pass

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass

Pass

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass

Pass

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail
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Table 7.3 Feature Dependency Consistency Tests

Test Case
Common Feature depends on
Common Feature
Optional Feature depends on
Common Feature
Alternative Feature depends on
Common Feature
Common feature depends on
Optional feature
Optional Feature depends on
Optional Feature
Alternative Feature depends on
Optional Feature
Common Feature depends on
Alternative Feature
Optional Feature depends on
Alternative Feature
Alternative Feature depends on
Alternative Feature

Expected Result
Pass

Test Result
Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

False

False

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

False

False

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

The “Invalid EU SPL” contained invalid feature to component dependencies,
invalid features under feature groups and invalid feature dependencies. The purpose of the
“Invalid EU SPL” was to evaluate that all negative tests defined in Table 7.1 to Table 7.3
were executed correctly. After each test case was verified against the “Valid EU SPL” and
the “Invalid EU SPL,” EU SPL Feature-based Consistency Checking was performed
against the EU SPL produced by the EUSPLP environment for the Smart Home Case study.
All positive tests defined on Table 7.1 to Table 7.3 were executed correctly. Figure 7.2
shows the output of the ConsistencyRuleChecker executing EU SPL Feature-based
Consistency Checking test cases to the Smart Home EU SPL.
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Figure 7.2 ConsistencyRuleChecker Output of executing EU SPL Consistency Test Cases to the Smart
Home EU SPL
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7.5.2 Feature-based Integration Testing
Feature-based Integration Testing is used to test the component architecture of each
feature. Feature-based Integration Test Cases defined for features and feature combinations
were used to perform Feature-based Integration Testing. Table 7.4 shows the attributes of
each Feature-based Integration Test Case. Feature-based Integration Test Cases were
defined for each connector available in each feature. The connector tests ensure that the
output / input interfaces between components are consistent, and the triggering conditions
are executing correctly. In addition, Feature-based Integration Test Cases were defined to
test the interaction sequence of multiple components.

Table 7.4 Feature-Based Integration Testing – Test Case Attributes

Test Case Element
Test Case

Description
The test case id

Feature Name

The name of the feature that the test applies

Feature Type

The expected feature variability type

Source Component

The name of the component that initiates the component
communication by sending a message when the output
triggering condition is true

Source Output

The name of the source component output sending the
message

Source Output Parameters

The output message parameters

Source Trigger

The trigger that activates the output on the source
component

Target Component

The name of the component that receives the message

Target Input

The name of the target component input receiving the
message
The expected test result

Test Case Result
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For example consider the “Audio” feature defined in the Smart Home EU SPL case
study. As shown in Figure 7.3 the “Audio” feature has three components: “alertAudio”,
“phone” and “securityAlertHandler.” The “Audio” feature contains three connectors: the
“audioAlert” to “securityAlertHandler” connector, (2) the “securityAlertHandler” to
“audioAlert” connector, and (3) the “audioAlert” to “phone” connector. The first three
rows of Figure 7.4 shows the Feature-based Integration Test Cases defined for each
connector. For instance, the first row tests the “audioAlert” to “securityAlertHandler”
connector. When the source trigger “startup=true” is true in the “alertAudio” component,
the source output “init” is executed that sends parameters “component_name=alertAudio,
topic=security” to the input “subscribe” of the target component “securityAlertHandler.”
If the test case is executed correctly the “subscribe” input of the “securityAlertHandler”
component should receive a message with parameters “component_name=alertAudio,
topic=security.”
The integration test case shown in the fourth row of Figure 7.4 tests a sequence of
component connectors triggered by an external event. The source component of the test
case is the “securityAlertHandler” and the target component is the “phone” component.
This test case tests two component connectors: (1) the “securityAlertHandler” to
“audioAlert” connector, and (2) the “audioAlert” to “call” connector shown in Figure 7.3.
The purpose of this test case is to test that when there is a security alert, a call is made to
the house residents. This test case exercises a set of inputs, outputs, and triggering
conditions in all participating components for the test case to complete successfully. For
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[message=true]
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Figure 7.3 Smart Home EU SPL: Audio Feature

Figure 7.4 Audio Feature Test Cases

instance as shown in Figure 7.3, the “securityAlertHandler” needs to send a message to the
“alertAudio” component. The “alertAudio” component evaluates the message and sends a
message to the “phone” component.
As part of this research, a FeatureBasedTestDriver and a TeC interpreter were
developed to perform feature-based testing. The FeatureBasedTestDriver is used to
execute the integration test cases. The TeC interpreter is used to execute the component
implementations of features and feature combinations. For example, to test the “Audio”
feature shown in Figure 7.3 three testing components “securityAlertHandler,”
“alertAudio”, and “phone” were implemented and executed by the TeC interpreter. Each
component implementation contains: (a) methods that simulate the component inputs, (b)
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a method “evaluateTrigeringConditions” that executes the component triggering
conditions, and (c) a “testResult” variable that captures the parameters passed in each
component input. For example, for the “securityAlertHandler” component shown in Figure
7.3, an input “subscribe” was created and a method “evaluateTrigeringConditions” that
executes the “messageInQueue=true” triggering condition. The “subscribe” input when
called populates the “testResult” variable with the parameters that were passed to the input.
The FeatureBasedTestDriver for each integration test case extracts the component
implementations of the corresponding feature(s) from the TeC PSPL. It then interfaces with
the TeC interpreter to provide the test components with outputs, triggering conditions and
component connectors that realize each feature.
The FeatureBasedTestDriver executes the triggering condition defined in the test
case by calling the “evaluateTriggeringConditions” method on the source component in
the TeC interpreter. The “evaluateTriggeringConditions” method will evaluate the
triggering conditions of each output and if the condition is true it will execute the output.
After the TeC interpreter executes the triggering condition, the FeatureBasedTestDriver
will query the “testResult” of the target component in TeC interpreter. The
FeatureBasedTestDriver compares the “testResult” variable with the expected test case
result defined in the test case to verify that the parameters passed to the target object are
what were expected.
For example, for the FeatureBasedTestDriver to execute the first test case shown in
Figure 7.3, the three “securityAlertHandler”, “alertAudio”, and “phone” test components
need to be instantiated and executed by the TeC interpreter. The FeatureBasedTestDriver
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interfaces with the TeC interpreter to execute the “message=true” triggering condition on
the “alertAudio” component and retrieve the “testResult” variable on the “phone”
component that contains the test results. The FeatureBasedTestDriver compares the
“testResult” variable with the test case expected result to ensure that the correct input was
called and the correct parameters were passed to it.
The execution of the feature-based test cases ensures that: (a) the visual
representation of the component designs that realize each feature in the EU SPL is
consistent with the TeC PSPL specification produced by the EUSPLP environment, (b) the
component architecture is communicating as expected, and (c) the component
implementations in the TeC interpreter are consistent with the component interfaces in the
EUSPLP environment. To evaluate the execution of the FeatureBasedTestDriver and the
TeC interpreter, valid and invalid test cases were developed. Valid test cases contained
features, components, inputs, outputs and triggering conditions consistent with the TeC
PSPL. Invalid test cases contained features that did not exist, components with incorrect
inputs, outputs and triggering conditions. All valid test cases executed correctly and invalid
test cases failed as expected. The FeatureBasedTestDriver and TeC interpreter helped to
identify issues with (a) missing inputs from the component implementations, (b) triggering
conditions not implemented correctly, and (c) PSPL specifications that were invalid (such
as missing PL_Activity_Sheets, component connectors, inputs, outputs, output parameters,
invalid JSON etc.).
To validate the Smart Home EU SPL case study, Feature-based Integration Test
Case Test Cases were defined for (a) testing all connectors on all features defined in the
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Smart Home EU SPL, (b) testing multi-component interactions of dependent features, and
(c) testing multi-component interactions of features that are not dependent in the feature
model level but an event on one feature affects the other. The Feature-based Integration
Test Case Test Cases were executed using the FeatureBasedTestDriver and the TeC
interpreter. All test cases were executed successfully. Figure 7.5 shows part of the
FeatureBasedTestDriver output of the Smart Home EU SPL case study.

7.6 End User Application Testing Process
There are two types of tests performed to applications derived from the EUSPLP
environment: (a) EU Application Feature-based Consistency Checking, and (b) EU
Application Feature-based Testing. EU Application Feature-based Consistency Checking
ensures that the feature selection is valid and the features selected are compatible with each
other. For example, a feature selection that contains two mutually exclusive features is not
valid.

EU Application Testing ensures that: (a) the derived application component

architecture adheres to the selected feature component architectures, and (b) the application
component architecture functions correctly. To validate the application derivation process
of the EUSPLP environment, EU Application Testing was performed on the “Smart Home
Example 1 for TeC” and “Smart Home Example 2 for TeC” end user applications derived
from the Smart Home EU SPL. The end user applications are described in detail in
Appendix A.
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Figure 7.5 Output of the FeatureBasedTestDriver for the Smart Home EU SPL

7.6.1 EU Application Feature-based Consistency Checking
Table 7.5 shows the EU Application Feature-based Consistency test cases for
validating the compatibility between features that comprise the derived application. To
ensure that the consistency checking process used to execute the consistency test cases
functions correctly, valid and invalid feature selection sets were evaluated. The feature sets
were derived from the Smart Home EU SPL case study. The valid feature set contained
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Table 7.5 EU Application Feature-Based Consistency Tests

Test Case
All Common Features were selected
Not all Common Features were
selected
More than one Feature was selected
form Exactly-one-of Feature Group
Zero Features were selected form
Exactly-one-of Feature Group
One Feature was selected from
Exactly-one-of Feature Group
More than one Feature was selected
from Zero-or-one-of Feature Group
Zero or one Feature was selected
from Zero-or-one-of Feature Group
Zero or more Features were selected
from Zero-or-more-of Feature
Group
Zero Features were selected form
At-least-one-of Feature Group
One or more Features were selected
from At-least-one Feature Group
For each Feature selected the entire
parent Feature hierarchy was
selected
For each Feature selected the parent
Feature hierarchy were not selected
Mutually Exclusive Alternative
features were selected

Expected
Result
Pass
Fail

Test Result

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass

Pass

Fail

Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Fail

Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass
Fail

features that are compatible with each other. The invalid feature set contained features that
cannot exist together in a derived application.
Figure 7.6 shows the output the output of the ConsistencyRuleChecker executing
consistency test cases on the invalid feature set. The invalid feature set contains features:
Audio, Video, Abs and Energy conservation from the Smart Home EU SPL. As shown in
the output of Figure 7.6 there are several issues with the invalid feature set for instance:
the Smart Home common feature is not available, there are required features missing from
the Net Notifications and Home Security feature groups, there are mutually exclusive
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Figure 7.6 ConsistencyRuleChecker Output of executing EU Application Feature-Based Consistency
Tests on an invalid Feature Set from the Smart Home EU SPL

Figure 7.7 ConsistencyRuleChecker Output of executing EU Application Feature-Based Consistency
Tests on a valid Feature Set from the Smart Home EU SPL

features present in the set, there are features missing that features in the set depend on and
there is an Abs feature available in the set that is not available in the Smart Home EU SPL.
Similar, Figure 7.7 shows the output of the ConsistencyRuleChecker testing the valid
feature selection set. The valid feature set contains features: Audio, Energy Conservation,
HVAC Filter, Door, Text and Smart Home from the Smart Home EU SPL. As shown in
Figure 7.7 this feature set is valid. It contains all product line common features and required
feature dependencies. The consistency checking process evaluated all test cases
successfully for both feature selection sets.
7.6.2 EU Application Feature-based Testing
EU Application Feature-based Testing is used to test the component architecture
and implementation of the end user derived application. In detail, for each feature that is
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part of the feature selection the corresponding integration test cases are selected from the
EU SPL Repository. The integration test cases test the component architecture and
implementation of the derived application. The test cases are executed using the
FeatureBasedTestDriver and a TeC interpreter tools.
To execute an integration test, the TeC interpreter reads the derived application
specification (TeC PSP) that was created by the EUSPLP environment and instantiates the
TeC component implementations of the derived application. Each TeC component in the
interpreter is assigned with TeC application instructions based on the derived application.
The FeatureBasedTestDriver executes the triggering condition in the source component
defined in the test case and evaluates the target component “testResult” variable with the
expected result defined in the test case. The execution of the feature-based test cases
ensures that the application component architecture derived by the EUSPLP environment
is consistent with the component architecture of each feature that comprises the application.
Figure 7.8 shows an example of the FeatureBasedTestDriver output of executing
feature-based tests to a derived application that contained the “Audio” and “Smart
Irrigation” features. The tests executed by the FeatureBasedTestDriver included: (a) The
test cases defined for the “Audio” and “Smart Irrigation” features, and (b) The test cases
defined for the “Email”, “Text”, “Door”, “Motion”, “Window”, “Faucet Drip” and “Flood
Detector” features that did not apply to the derived application. As expected the test cases
of the “Audio” and “Smart Irrigation” features executed correctly. The test cases of the
additional feature test cases failed as expected since components and connectors of these
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Figure 7.8 FeatureBasedTestDriver Output executing Feature-Based Integration Test Cases to a Derived
Application that contains the Audio and Smart Irrigation Features

features were not available in the derived application. Feature-based testing using the
FeatureBasedTestDriver and the TeC interpreter helped to identify issues with (a) the
component implementation (b) thread issues between components and (c) PSP
specifications that were invalid (missing Activity_Sheets, component connectors, inputs,
outputs, output parameters, invalid JSON etc.).
7.6.3 EU Application Testing for Smart Home End User Application 1
This section describes the EU Application Testing process applied to the “Smart
Home Example 1” application described in Appendix A. The application was derived from
the Smart Home EU SPL case study using the application derivation process of the
EUSPLP development environment. Figure 7.9 shows the Feature Model of the derived
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Phone Alert
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Figure 7.9 Smart Home Example 1 Application – Feature Model

Figure 7.10 ConsistencyRuleChecker Output of executing EU Application Consistency Tests to the Features
selected for the Smart Home Example 1 Application

application. The derived application consists of the following features: “Smart Home”,
“Audio”, “Door”, “Text”, “Flood Detector”, “Smart Irrigation”, “Schedule”, “HVAC
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Filter”, “Home Alarm” and “Light Failure.” Figure 7.10 shows the output of executing EU
Application Feature-based Consistency Test Cases to the features that comprise the “Smart
Home Example 1” application. The selected features for the “Smart Home Example 1”
passed all the EU Application Feature-based Consistency tests.
Figure 7.11 shows the application architecture of the “Smart Home Example 1”
application. Figure 7.12 shows the Feature-based Integration Test Cases derived for the
“Smart Home Example 1” application to support EU Application Testing. To perform EU
Application Testing of the “Smart Home Example 1” application, three types of Featurebased Integration Test Cases were executed: (1) component interface test cases defined for
every connector in the derived application, (2) multi-component interaction sequence test
cases of dependent features, and (3) multi-component interaction sequence test cases for
features that don’t explicitly depend on each other in the feature model but an event in one
feature affects the other. Below are examples of each test case type. Test case 2, defined
for the “Audio” feature shown in Figure 7.12, is an example of component interface testing.
This test case tests the connector of the “sendAlert” output of the “securityAlertHandler”
component to the “notify” input of the “alertAudio” component. There are two components
tested, the “securityAlertHandler” component of the “Smart Home” feature and the
“alertAudio” component of the “Audio” feature. The scenario that this test case evaluates
is that when a security alert is available in the “securityAlertHandler” component queue, a
message is send to the “notify” input of the “alertAudio” component to notify the house
residents.
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Figure 7.11 Smart Home Example 1 - Application Architecture for TeC

The test case 16 shown in Figure 7.12 is an example of multi-component interaction
sequence test case. The test case source component is the “doorMonitor” of the “Door”
feature and the target component is the “securityAlertHandler” of the “Smart Home”
feature. The scenario evaluated is that when a door break-in is detected a message will be
send to the “securityAlertHandler.” For the test to be successful the “breakInDoor”
component of the “Door” feature shown Figure 7.11 needs to send a message to the
“receiveAlert” input of the “securityAlertHandler” with the parameters shown in the test
case.
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Figure 7.12 Featured-Based Integration Test Cases for the Smart Home Example 1 EU
Application
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This test case tests the interaction of the “doorMonitor”, “breakInDoor” and
“securityAlertHandler” components.
Test case 54 defined for the “Door” and “Audio” features shown in Figure 7.12 is
an example of multi-component interaction sequence test case across features that are not
dependent in the feature model but an event on one affects the other. The scenario that this
test case evaluates is that when there is a door break-in, a security message notification is
send to the resident’s phone. Although the components of the “Door” are not
communicating with the “Audio” feature directly, they communicate through the “Smart
Home” feature. For instance, when a door break-in is detected, the “securityAlertHandler”
receives a security alert. The “securityAlertHandler” sends the security alert to the
“alertAudio” component that is subscribed to receive messages. As shown in Figure 7.12
when the “alertAudio” component receives the security alert message, it will evaluate the
corresponding triggering condition and send an alert message to the “makeCall” input of
the “phone” component to contact the house resident. This test case tests the interaction
sequence of the “doorMonitor”, “breakInDoor”, “securityAlertHandler”, “alertAudio” and
“phone” components.
All test cases have the same format shown in Table 7.4. Triggering conditions were
used to simulate external events. The “Source Trigger” column in Figure 7.12 shows all
the triggers executed in the derived application. The test case execution starts with a
triggering condition that evaluates to true. Triggering conditions are evaluated to true when
an external event occurs. For example, when there is a break-in detected, the triggering
condition “move=true” of the “doorMonitor” component evaluates to true, which causes
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the “movement” output to get executed. To ensure that the test cases executed correctly,
the “testResult” attribute of the test case target component was compared with the expected
results of the test case shown in the “Test Case Result” column. The “testResult” attribute
contains: (a) the component input that was called and (b) the parameters that were passed
to the target component. Separate test cases were created to test a triggering condition that
causes inputs on different components to get triggered. For example, as shown in Figure
7.11 the “alertHome” component sends three independent messages to the “smartLight”,
“smartDisplay” and “smartAudio” components when it receives a message from the
“securityAlertHandler” component. To test this scenario, three test cases were created test
cases 50, 51and 52 shown in Figure 7.12. System traces were also used to verify that all
three events executed when the “alertHome” component received a message from the
“securityAlertHandler” component.
EU Application Testing validated (a) that all application components were derived
from the features selected and (b) the connectivity between components worked as
designed in the EU SPL. Figure 7.13 shows the output of executing the Featured-Based
Integration Test Cases against the derived application. The output shows that all tests
executed successfully, which indicates that the expected test result in the test case is
consisted with the “testResult” attribute values found in the target component. In addition
to the test cases that relate to the features selected, all Feature-based Integration Test Cases
defined for the Smart Home EU SPL were executed to verify that no additional components
or component connectors were introduced. All test cases defined for features that were not
part of the “Smart Home Example1” application failed as expected.
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Figure 7.13 FeatureBasedTestDriver Output of executing the Featured-Based Integration Test Cases to the
Smart Home Example 1 EU Application

7.6.4 EU Application Testing for Smart Home End User Application 2
This section presents the EU Application Testing process applied to the “Smart
Home Example 2” application described in Appendix A. The application was derived from
the Smart Home EU SPL case study using the application derivation process of the EUSPL
development environment. Figure 7.14 shows the Feature Model for the derived
application. The derived application consists of the following features: “Smart Home”,
“Video”, “Door”, “Motion”, “Window”, “Email”, “HVAC Filter”, “Energy Conservation”
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Figure 7.14 Smart Home Example 2 Application – Feature Model

Figure 7.15 ConsistencyRuleChecker Output of executing EU Application Consistency Tests to the Features
selected for the Smart Home Example 2 Application

and “911.” Figure 7.15 shows the output of executing EU Application Feature-based
Consistency Tests to the features that comprise the “Smart Home Example 2” application
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to test if the features are compatible. As shown in Figure 7.15 all EU Application Featurebased Consistency Tests executed successfully.
Figure 7.16 shows the application architecture of the “Smart Home Example 2.”
Figure 7.17 shows the Feature-based Integration Test Cases derived for the “Smart Home
Example 2” application to support EU Application Testing. To perform EU Application
Testing to the “Smart Home Example 2” three types of Feature-based Integration Test
Cases were executed: (1) component interface test cases defined for every connector in the
derived application, (2) multi-component interaction sequence test cases of depend
features, and (3) multi-component interaction sequence test cases of independent features
that an event on one feature affects the other. Below are examples of each test case type.
Test case 8 defined for the “Email” feature shown in is an example of component interface
testing. This test case tests the connector of the “sendAlert” output of the
“infoAlertHandler” component to the “notify” input of the “email” component. The
scenario that this test case evaluates is that when an informational alert is available in the
“infoAlertHandler” component queue, a message is sent to the “email” component to notify
the house residents.
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Figure 7.16 Smart Home Example 2 - Application Architecture for TeC
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Figure 7.17 Featured-Based Integration Test Cases for the Smart Home Example 2 EU Application
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Test case 35, defined for the “Video” feature shown in Figure 7.17, is an example
of multi-component interaction sequence test case. The test case source component is the
“securityAlertHandler” component of the “Smart Home” feature and the target component
is the “videoCall” component of the “Video” feature. The scenario tested is that when a
security alert is detected, a video call is placed and the resident gets a live video feed of the
events in the house. This test case tests the connectors between components:
“securityAlertHandler”, “alertVideo”, “videoCall”, “cameraManager” and “camera”
required to complete the scenario.
Test case 65 defined for the “Energy Conservation” and the “Email” features shown
in Figure 7.17 is an example of multi-component interaction sequence test case across
features that are not dependent. The scenario tested is that when the residents are away, the
house energy consumption gets adjusted and an informational email is send to the house
resident. Although, the components of the “Energy Conservation” are not communicating
directly with the components of the “Email” feature, they communicate through the
components of the “Smart Home” feature. For instance, when the “away” output of the
“tecTrack” component gets triggered, the “energyControl” component will send a
notification to the “infoAlertHandler” component. The “infoAlertHandler” component will
send a notification to the “email” component to notify the house residents. This test case
tests the interaction sequence of the following components: “tecTrack”, “energyControl”,
“infoAlertHandler”, and “email.”
The “Source Trigger” column of the test cases in Figure 7.17 shows all the triggers
executed in the “Smart Home Example 2” application. Triggers are used to simulate
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external events in the smart space. For example as shown on test case 55 in Figure 7.17
when the “messageInQueue=true” triggering condition is true, the “sendAlert” output gets
executed and through a sequence of component interactions, the “emergency” input is
executed on the “emergencyCall” component. To verify that the test case executed
successfully, the testResult attribute of the “emergencyCall” component was compared to
the expected test result of the test case. For this test case it was found that (a) the input
captured in the testResult attribute was emergency and (b) the parameter passed to the
“emergency” input was “msg=help.” Separate test cases were created to test triggering
conditions that send messages to multiple inputs on different components. For example as
shown in Figure 7.16 the “energyControl” component sends two independent messages
when it receives a message from the “tecTrack” component. One message is to the
“infoAlertHandler” component and another message is to the “smartHVAC.” To test this
scenario, two test cases were created: test case 61 and test case 62 shown in Figure 7.17
EU Application logging messages were also used to confirm that both events occurred
when the “energyControl” component received a message from the “tecTrack” component.
EU Application Testing validated that all application components were derived for
the features that comprise the “Smart Home Example 2” application, and the connectivity
between components worked as were designed in the EU SPL development environment.
Figure 7.18 shows the EU Application Testing output that executed the Derived Featurebased Test Cases against the component architecture of the “Smart Home Example 2”
application. All Feature-based Integration Test Cases were executed successfully.
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Figure 7.18 FeatureBasedTestDriver Output of executing the Featured-Based Integration Test Cases to the
Smart Home Example 2 EU Application

7.7 Application Deployment Testing Process
The deployment of a derived application from the EUSPLP environment to the TeC
EUD platform is a multi-step process. As described in Chapter 5, the first step of the
deployment process is for the TeC EUSPLP Adaptor deployed in the TeC EUD
environment to retrieve the TeC PSP for the derived application from the Application
Distributor subsystem of the EUSPLP. The second step of the process is for the TeC
EUSPLP Adaptor to store the derived application to the TeC platform. Finally the TeC
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environment deploys the derived application to the TeC devices of the smart space. To test
each step of the application deployment process, a third application, “Smart Home
Example 3” was derived from the Smart Home EU SPL that was deployed to the TeC
Android simulator. To support the deployment and execution of “Smart Home Example
3”, this research extended the TeC Android simulator with additional TeC devices from
the Smart Home domain.
Figure 7.19 shows the Feature Model for the “Smart Home Example 3” derived
application. As shown in Figure 7.19, the “Smart Home Example 3” application consists
of the following features: “Smart Home”, “Audio”, “Text”, and “Door.” Figure 7.20 shows
the application architecture of the derived application. EU Application Feature-based
Consistency Checking and EU Application Testing were performed on the “Smart Home
Example 3” application. Figure 7.21 shows the Feature-based Integration Test Cases
related to the derived application. All test cases performed on the “Smart Home Example
3” application executed successfully.
The “Smart Home Example 3” derived application was imported successfully by
the TeC EUSPLP Adaptor to the TeC simulator. Figure 7.22 shows three Android windows
related to the application importing process. The left Android window shows the TeC
EUSPLP Adaptor Android device retrieving the “Smart Home Example 3” derived
application (PSP) from the Application Distributor subsystem. The two Android windows
on the right show the imported application as it appears in the TeCEditor. The TeCEditor
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Figure 7.19 Smart Home Example 3 Application – Feature Model
Deployed to the TeC Android Simulator

is used to develop TeC applications for the TeC Android platform. The TeCEditor was
created as part of this research. In detail, the middle Android window of Figure 7.22 shows
the ActivitySheet objects that the TeC EUSPLP Adaptor stored in TeC. The last Android
window in Figure 7.22 shows all the ActivityConnector objects that were stored in TeC. In
addition to verifying the TeCEditor, the TeC database entries were also verified to confirm
that the Smart Home derived application was stored correctly. Finally to verify that the
derived application functions as intended, the application was deployed to the TeC Devices
that are part of the TeC Android simulator to simulate the execution of ActivitySheet
objects. The TeC Device simulators provide a testing user interface for executing triggering
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Figure 7.20 Smart Home Example 3 - Application Architecture for TeC

conditions for the ActivitySheet deployed in the devices. The testing interface of the TeC
Device simulators was used to execute the test cases shown in Figure 7.21. All test cases
were executed successfully. Figure 7.23 shows an example of executing the first test case
in Figure 7.21 between two TeC Devices, “Coordinator” and “Notify”, that simulate the
“alertAudio” and “phone” components respectively. When the “message=true” trigger
executes in the “alertAudio” component, the “call” output executes, which causes the "Dial
# is: 703545558 and Message: securityAlert” message to be displayed by the “phone”
component. Similarly, all the other test cases shown on Figure 7.21 were executed
successfully.
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Figure 7.21 Derived Featured-Based Integration Test Cases for the Smart Home Example 3 EU Application
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Figure 7.22 Smart Home Example 3 Derived Application Stored in TeC Android

Figure 7.23 Executing a Test Case Example in TeC Device Simulators
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7.8 Summary
This chapter has provided an overview of the validation process for this research.
In summary, the Smart Home EU SPL case study was developed to validate: (a) the
proposed design method for creating end user product lines, (b) the end user application
derivation process, (c) the EUSPLP development environment for the product line creation
process, (d) the EUSPLP environment for the application derivation process, and (e) the
application deployment process. The EUSPLP environment was used to validate the EU
SPL process and meta-model. To validate the TeC PSPLs produced by the EUSPLP
environment, EU SPL Testing was performed. EU SPL Testing consisted of executing EU
SPL Feature-based Consistency and Feature-based Integration Test Cases for the Smart
Home EU SPL case study. All EU SPL Testing test cases executed successfully. In
addition, to verify the TeC applications derived by the EUSPLP environment, EU
Application Testing was performed. EU Application Testing consisted of executing EU
Application Feature-based Consistency and Feature-based Test Cases to test two
applications derived from the Smart Home EU SPL case study. All EU Application Testing
test cases executed successfully in both derived applications. Finally to test the application
deployment process a third application was derived from the Smart Home EU SPL that
was deployed to and executed by the TeC Android simulator. The author of this dissertation
developed and executed all test cases described in this chapter.
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8

CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

8.1 Introduction
This dissertation has described a systematic approach and development
environment for designing, developing and testing End User Software Product Lines (EU
SPL) that end users can use to derive applications for their smart spaces. This research
investigated the EU SPL process for technical end users and domain experts to create EU
SPLs, which provides a step by step process for designing, developing and testing EU
SPLs. The EU SPL process has extended existing product line approaches to end user
development and smart spaces, as well as for deriving EU applications from the EU SPL.
The EU SPL meta-model was designed to capture the underlying representation of end user
product lines in terms of meta-classes and their relationships. The EUSPLP development
environment was developed to enable the implementation of EU SPLs and application
derivation for smart spaces. Finally a testing framework was developed to test the EU SPL
and application models created using the EUSPLP development environment.
The remaining sections of this chapter describe the contributions of this research
and future work. Section 8.2 describes the contributions of this research. Section 8.3
discusses areas where this research could be extended. Finally, section 8.4 provides a
summary of this chapter.

8.2 Research Contributions
This section discusses the contributions of this research as they relate to the research
goals described in Chapter 1. The overall contributions of this research are: (a) the End
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User Product Line Engineering (EUPLE) process, (b) the End User Application
Engineering (EUAE) process, (c) the EU SPL meta-model, (d) the EUSPLP development
environment, and (e) the EU SPL Testing framework. The following subsections briefly
detail the contributions of this research.
8.2.1 End User Product Line Engineering (EUPLE) Process
The End User Product Line Engineering (EUPLE) process for designing,
developing and testing EU SPLs for smart spaces, is one of the contributions of this
research. The EUPLE process is part of the EU SPL process. In particular, the EUPLE
process provides EU SPL designers with a systematic approach for designing and
developing EU SPLs. The EUPLE process extended conventional Product Line
Engineering (PLE) approaches (Gomaa, 2005a) to account for EUD development and
smart spaces. SPL design artifacts were extended by the EUPLE process to capture
platform and component / connector architecture information available in smart spaces.
The EUPLE process provides a lightweight product line approach for technical end users
and domain experts to design and develop EU SPLs that can be used to derive applications
for different EUD environments.
8.2.2 End User Application Engineering (EUAE) Process
The End User Application Engineering (EUAE) process for deriving end user
applications from the EU SPL is another contribution of this research. The EUAE process
is part of the EU SPL process. In particular, the EUAE process enables end users to derive
software applications for their smart spaces. The EUAE process extended conventional
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Application Engineering approaches (Gomaa, 2005a) to account for end users and smart
spaces. In conventional Application Engineering, application engineers and application test
engineers work with end users to derive and install applications from the product line. The
EUAE process is executed by end users. EUAE provides sub-processes for collecting end
user requirements for smart spaces, deriving the EU application architecture, testing the
application, and deploying the application to the smart space. The EUPLE process provides
a lightweight approach for end users to derive applications from the EU SPLs for their
spaces.
8.2.3 EU SPL Meta-model
The EU SPL meta-model is another contribution of this research. The EU SPL
meta-model is used to capture the underlying representation of EU SPLs and derived
applications artifacts in terms of meta-classes and relationships. The EU SPL meta-model
extended conventional SPL meta-models with support for EUD environments. In addition,
the EU SPL meta-model contains platform independent and platform specific metamodels. Platform independent meta-models are used to capture the underlying
representation of end user product lines and applications in terms of meta-classes and
relationships independent of the EUD environment. Platform independent product lines are
beneficial because they can be reused to derive applications for different EUD
environments. Platform specific meta-models are applicable to specific EUD
environments. Platform specific meta-models are beneficial when designing an end user
product line that uses exclusive functions of a specific EUD environment.
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8.2.4 EUSPLP Development Environment
The End User Software Product Line Prototype (EUSPLP) development
environment used to validate this research is another contribution. This development
environment enables: (a) EU SPL designers to develop end user product lines, and (b) End
users to derive and deploy applications for their smart spaces. The EUSPLP environment
is different from conventional SPL environments as it is based on the EU SPL process and
targets end users. The EUSPLP provides different user interfaces for supporting EU SPL
development and application derivation. EU SPL designers use the EU SPL development
user interface to design and implement end user product lines. End users use the application
derivation user interface to derive applications for their spaces. The EUSPLP is integrated
with the TeC Android environment for application deployment. The EUSPLP design
supports the deployment of derived applications to additional EUD environments by
developing EUSPLP adaptors for each different end user development environment. The
EUSPLP environment was implemented using open source technologies and is web-based.
As part of the EUSPLP environment, an end user oriented visual language was
defined to support the development of EU SPLs and application derivation. In particular,
during EU SPL design, the feature model is represented as a tree structure to capture feature
and feature group dependencies. During application derivation, end users are presented
with a different view of the feature model applicable for feature selection. The visual
language is beneficial for developing end user product lines since it uses simple visual
representations and symbols to capture complex product line terminology.
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8.2.5 EU SPL Testing Approach
The EU SPL Testing Approach is another contribution of this research. The testing
approach extended conventional SPL testing approaches for end user product lines and
derived applications. In particular, the testing approach consists of three sub-processes: (1)
EU SPL Testing, (2) EU Application Testing, and (3) EU Application Deployment Testing.
The EU SPL testing process executes at the product line level, and tests feature
dependencies and component interconnections of the EU SPL. The EU Application Testing
process executes applications derived from the EU SPL, and tests the validity of each
feature combination that composes the derived application in addition to the application
component interconnections. The EU Application Deployment Testing process executes
during the application deployment to the smart space and tests that the application has been
deployed successfully and executes correctly. The EU SPL Testing framework is beneficial
since it provides testing throughout the EU SPL process.

8.3 Future Research
This section discusses possible future research for extending this work. The
proposed future work in this section can further promote the adoption of end user software
product lines for end user development of smart spaces.
8.3.1 Smart Space Security models for End User Software Product Lines
There are several security challenges in multi-user smart spaces. Some of the issues
involve authentication, access control, privacy and confidentiality of communication (Jani
Suomalainen and Pasi Hyttinen, 2011). Each EUD environment has its own mechanisms
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for addressing these challenges. Additional research can be conducted to create a security
meta-model that addresses the authentication, access control, privacy and confidentiality
security attributes of smart spaces, which can be used in the design, implementation and
testing of EU SPLs. The security meta-model could be mapped to security models of
different EUD environments. In addition, different design artifacts that address each of the
security attributes could be used to expand the EU SPL process.
8.3.2 End User Visual Languages for End User Software Product Lines
A visual language was developed as part of the EUSPLP development environment
to enable technical end users and domain experts to create EU SPLs and end users to derive
applications for their environments. This research performed a preliminary user study
(Tzeremes and Gomaa, 2016b) to investigate (a) different visual symbols for representing
feature types, and (b) user interfaces for creating EU SPLs and deriving applications for
smart spaces. An extension of the original user study could be conducted to ensure that the
visual language and user interface created in the EUSPLP is sufficient for (a) technical end
users and domain experts to create EU SPLs, and (b) end users to derive applications.
8.3.3 Enhancements to the EUSPLP Development Environment
The EUSPLP development environment provides functions for creating EU SPLs
and deriving applications for the TeC EUD environment. The prototype can be extended
to support additional EUD environments for smart spaces using the meta-models described
in Chapter 5. A conversion mechanism could be investigated to convert EU SPLs created
by the EUSPLP to different EUD smart spaces. Additional research can be performed in
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the area of addressing conflicts between the smart space security policy and the EU SPL
features. Finally, additional research can be conducted in extending this prototype to other
domains of end user development and product line development.
8.3.4 Testing of End User Software Product Lines
This research developed a testing approach and framework for testing end user
product lines for smart spaces. The testing framework could be enhanced by investigating
approaches to automatically generate test cases based on feature dependencies and
component relationships, in addition to test cases provided by EU SPL designers. Another
area that needs additional research is automated methods for testing mobile systems
(Canfora et al., 2013) that can be integrated with the EU SPL process. For instance the TeC
Android simulator (Shen, 2014) could be extended with an automated method for software
testing. Furthermore additional research is needed in incorporating usability testing
(Brinkman et al., 2008) in the EU SPL process. Usability testing can assist EU SPL
designers to ensure that feature designs are easy to use and increase the satisfaction of end
users.
8.3.5 Evolution of End User Product Lines for Smart Spaces
As part of this research a manual process was created for EU SPL designers to
communicate with end users to address the evolution of EU SPL. New requirements are
identified by end users, defects are addressed, and new features are added and other features
are retired. An automated process could be investigated that (a) informs end users about
updates in features that are part of derived applications deployed in their spaces, (b) informs
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end users about new features that are applicable to their spaces, (c) tests and deploys
enhancements to derived applications, and (d) reports defects back to EU SPL designers.

8.4 Summary
This dissertation has described an approach for designing, developing and testing
end user product lines for smart spaces. This research investigated an EU SPL process for
creating EU SPLs and deriving applications for smart spaces. This research also defined a
meta-model that captures the underlying representation of the commonality and variability
of EUD smart spaces and product lines. A prototype was created to validate the approach
and to enable EU SPL development and application derivation. The Smart Home EU SPL
was created as a case study to validate the different parts of this research. A testing
approach and supporting testing framework was developed to test end user product lines
and derived applications. Security for smart spaces, visual languages for EU SPLs,
EUSPLP enhancements, extensions to the testing framework and EU SPL evolution are
some areas that could further enhance this research.
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A APPENDIX: SMART HOME EU SPL CASE STUDY

A.1

Introduction
The Smart Home EU SPL case study presented in this appendix was developed in

this research following the EU SPL Process described in Chapter 4 and was used to validate
this research. Smart homes are physical environments equipped with sensors, actuators,
appliances and devices that can react proactively or reactively to environment changes.
End User Development (EUD) environments for smart homes integrate sensors, actuators,
appliances and devices and provide end user friendly interfaces to allow ordinary end users
to create applications for their environments. As smart homes evolve and get additional
instrumentation they become complex and it can be difficult for ordinary end users to create
software applications using EUD environments. By adopting the EU SPL process
described in this research advanced end users and domain experts can develop end user
product lines for smart spaces. Ordinary end users can use end user product lines to select
features, derive and deploy applications for their homes.
The Smart Home EU SPL case study presents an end user product line created for
a complex smart home. The case study includes features from the domains of home
automation, home security, home notifications, home maintenance, resident comfort and
energy conservation. The case study was developed following the EU SPL Process. In
particular, the End User Product Line Engineering (EUPLE) process was used to design
and develop the case study and the End User Application Engineering process was used to
derive applications.
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The appendix is organized as follows. Section A.2 describes the EUPLE process
(requirements elicitation, feature modeling, analysis modeling and design modeling) used
to create the Smart Home EU SPL. Section A.3 describes how the EUAE process was used
to derive end user applications from the Smart Home EU SPL for the TeC and Jigsaw EUD
environment. Finally, section A.4 summarizes this chapter.

A.2 End User Product Line Engineering (EUPLE)
End User Product Line Engineering (EUPLE) is the process that EU SPL designers
(technical end users and domain experts) follow to develop EU SPLs. This section
describes the EU SPL Requirements Elicitation, EU SPL Analysis modeling and EU SPL
Design modeling as related to the Smart Home EU SPL case study.
A.2.1 EU SPL Requirements Elicitation
EU SPL requirements elicitation involves a set of activities to help define the
overall scope of the product line. EU SPL designers with domain expertise define the
overall road map for the EU SPL. Then EU SPL designers work with end users to collect
and document requirements. Based on product line scoping and requirements, the product
line feature model is defined. This section describes the end user requirement elicitation
process and provides examples for a smart home case study. In detail section A.2.1.1
describes the Smart Home EU SPL features. Section A.2.1.2 presents the Smart Home EU
SPL feature model. Section A.2.1.3 shows the product line features groups and their
features in a tabular view.
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A.2.1.1 Smart Home EU SPL Feature Description
Table A.1 provides a summary of the features that comprise the Smart Home EU SPL
case study.

Table A.1 Smart Home EU SPL Feature Description

Feature Name
Smart Home
Audio
Video
Home Alarm
911
Door
Motion
Window
Smart Irrigation
Schedule
Smart Weather
Sensing
Email
Text
Light Failure
HVAC Filter
Power Failure
Energy Conservation

Flood Detector
Faucet Drip

Feature Description
Provides common mechanisms for informational and security notifications
Provides audio notifications to the home residents phone when there are
security alerts
Provides video notifications to the home residents smart phone when there are
security alerts
The siren, flashing Lights and smart displays get activated when a security
bridge is detected
The police is notified when a security bridge is detected
Door sensors send security notifications that the doors have been bridged
Motion sensors send security notifications that the doors have been bridged
Window sensors send security notifications that the doors have been bridged
Controls the sprinkler system
Starts the sprinkler system based on a schedule
Starts the sprinkler system based on the soil moisture
Provides email notifications to the home residents phone when there are
informational or security alerts
Provides text notifications to the home residents phone when there are
informational or security alerts
Light sensors send informational notifications when a light bulb need to be
changed
HVAC filter quality sensors send informational notifications when the filter
needs to be changed
Power Failure sensors send informational notifications when a device has no
power
When the home residents are away the home adjusts the home appliances to
lower energy consumption. The home adjust to normal energy levels when the
home residents are back in the house
Moisture sensors send informational notifications when a flood is detected
Faucet sensors send informational notifications when a faucet keeps dripping

A.2.1.2 Smart Home EU SPL Feature Model
Feature modeling is used to capture feature commonality/variability and feature
dependencies within the EU SPL. In a feature model, features can be organized (a) as
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common or variable, (b) in feature groups, and (c) as parameterized features. Figure A.1
shows the feature model for the Smart Home EU SPL case study. As shown in Figure A.1
the smart home feature model has one common feature called Smart Home that all other
features and feature groups depend on. There is one optional feature Smart Irrigation that
depends on the Smart Home feature. The Schedule and Smart Weather Sensing features
are also optional and depend on the Smart Irrigation feature. There is one exactly-one-of
feature group called Phone Alert that depends on the Smart Home feature. The Phone Alert
feature group has two mutually exclusive features Audio and Video. The Audio feature is
the default feature and Video is the alternative feature. Default features are selected by
default if no other feature in the feature group is selected. The Video feature is platform
specific.
The feature model also contains two at-least-one-of feature groups: Net
Notification and Home Security. Both of the feature groups depend on the Smart Home
common feature. The Net Notification feature group contains two optional features Email
and Text. Text is the default feature. The Home Security feature group contains three
optional features: Door, Motion and Window. Door is the default option of the feature
group. The Smart Home feature model also contains two zero or more feature groups:
Water Detector and Home Behavior. The Water Detector feature group contains two
optional features Faucet Drip and Flood Detector. The Home Behavior feature group
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<<optional feature>>
Email

<<platform-specific>>
<<optional feature>>
Energy Conservation

<<default feature>>
Text

<<optional feature>>
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requires
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<<at-least-one-of feature
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Net Notification
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911
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feature group>>
Home Behavior
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<<common feature>>
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requires

requires

<<zero-or-more-of
feature group>>
Water Detector

<<optional feature>>
Faucet Drip

<<optional feature>>
Flood Detector

requires

<<at-least-one-of
feature group>>
Home Security

<<default feature>>
Door

<<optional feature>>
Motion

<<optional feature>>
Window

<<exactly-one-of
feature group>>
Phone Alert

<<optional feature>>
Smart Irrigation
requires

<<default feature>>
Audio

<<platform-specific>>
<<alternative feature>>
Video

<<optional feature>>
Schedule

requires

<<optional feature>>
Smart Weather Sensing

Figure A.1 Smart Home EU SPL Feature Model

contains four optional features: Power Failure, HVAC Filter, Light Failure and 911. In
addition the Home Alarm optional feature depends on the Light Failure feature.
Furthermore the Energy Conservation optional feature depends on the HVAC Filter. The
Energy Conservation feature also is platform specific.
A.2.1.3 Smart Home EU SPL Feature Group / Feature Dependency Table
The Feature group / Feature dependency table is another view that captures the
relationship between product line features and feature groups. The Feature group / Feature
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dependency table assists EU SPL designers to ensure consistency between features and
feature groups.
Table A.2 shows the Feature Group / Feature dependency table for the Smart Home
case study. The table captures the Smart Home EU SPL feature groups with features
dependencies. The purpose of this table is to ensure consistency between each feature
group and the features it contains. Table A.2 the table has four columns: (a) Feature Group
Name, (b) Feature Group Category, (c) Feature Name, and (d) Feature Category. The
Feature Group Category and Feature Category need to be compatible for example exactlyone-of feature group needs to have a set of alternative features since only one can be
selected. For example as shown in Table A.2 the Phone Alert exactly-one-of feature group
has two alternative features Audio and Video with the Audio feature being the default
option.

Table A.2 Smart Home EU SPL Feature Group / Feature Dependency Table
Feature Group Name
Feature Group Category Features in Feature Group
Phone Alert
exactly-one-of
Audio
Video
Home Security
at-least-one-of
Door
Motion
Window
Water Detector
zero-or-more-of
Flood Detector
Faucet Drip
Home Behavior
zero-or-more-of
Light Failure
HVAC Filter
Power Failure
911
Net Notification
at-least-one-of
Text
Email
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Feature Category
default
alternative
default
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
default
optional

A.2.2 EU SPL Analysis Modeling
EU SPL Analysis modeling consists of static modeling and component structuring,
dynamic modeling and feature / component modeling. Section A.2.2.1 describes the Smart
Home EU SPL static model and component structuring. Section A.2.2.2 captures the Smart
Home EU SPL dynamic modeling in the form of sequence diagrams. Section A.2.2.3
provides details about the feature/component dependencies.
A.2.2.1 Smart Home EU SPL Static Model and Component Structuring
Figure A.2 shows the static model and the component structuring for the
components used in the Smart Home case study. The Smart Home EU SPL static model is
composed of the platform specific feature / component table and the components diagram.
The components diagram shown in Figure A.2 captures all the components used on the
Smart Home EU SPL annotated with the reuse, role and platform dependency UML
stereotypes. For example as shown on the securityAlertHandler component is annotated
with the <<kernel>> stereotype to capture reuse category and the <<message-broker>>
stereotype to capture the component role category. Similar the component videoCall is
annotated with the <<optional>> stereotype to capture the reuse category, the <<input /
output device interface>> stereotype to capture the role category and the <<platformspecific>> stereotype to indicate that this component only applies to specific platforms.
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<<kernel>>
<<message-broker>>
securityAlertHandler
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Figure A.2 Smart Home Case Study Static Model

The Platform Specific Feature / Component relationship table captures the
relationship between platform specific features and platform specific components. As
shown in Table A.3 the platform specific feature / component relationship table has 4
columns: (a) Feature Name, (b) Platform Name, (c) Component Name, and (d) Platform
Specific Name. The Feature Name column captures the name of the feature. The Platform
Name column captures the end user platform(s) that the feature applies. The Component
Name column captures the component name as it appears on the static model. The Platform
Specific Name column captures the actual component name in the specific platform. For
example the Energy Conservation feature applies only to the TeC platform.
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Table A.3 Platform Specific Feature / Component relationship table
Feature
Platform Name
Component Name
Name
Energy Conservation
Team Computing
track
Video
Team Computing
videoCall
cameraManager
camera

Platform Specific Name
tecTrack
tecVideoCall
tecCameraManager
tecCamera

The track component of the Energy Conservation feature would have to be mapped to the
tecTrack component of Team computing during the end user application deployment
process.
A.2.2.2 Smart Home EU SPL Dynamic Modeling
EU SPL designers use dynamic modeling to capture the object interactions needed
to satisfy EU SPL features. This research used UML sequence diagrams to model object
interactions. Sequence diagrams model the message interaction of objects based on a time
sequence (Rumbaugh et al., 2004). Figure 4.3 to Figure A.20 show the sequence diagrams
developed for each feature defined in the feature model. The components
securityAlertHandler and informationalAlertHandler are kernel components and support
the Smart Home Feature. The kernel components support all sequence diagrams.
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<<kernel>>
:securityAlertHandler

<<optional>>
:phone

<<optional>>
:alertAudio

[init=true]

subscribe

[sendAlert=true]

notify

makeCall

[call=true]

Figure A.3 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL Audio Feature
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:alertVideo
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stopVideoStream
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Figure A.4 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL Video Feature
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startStream

stopStream
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:breakInDoor
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<<kernel>>
:securityAlertHandler
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:doorMonitor
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[activity=true]

receiveAlert

Figure A.5 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL Door Feature
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:breakInMotion

[activate=true]

action

<<optional>>
:motionDetector

<<kernel>>
:securityAlertHandler

on

[movement=true]

[activity=true]

receiveAlert

Figure A.6 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL Motion Feature
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<<optional>>
:breakInWindow

[activate=true]

action

<<kernel>>
:securityAlertHandler

<<optional>>
:windowDetector

on

[movement=true]

[activity=true]

receiveAlert

Figure A.7 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL Window Feature

<<kernel>>
:securityAlertHandler

<<kernel>>
:informationalAlertHandler

<<optional>>
:text

[init=true]

subscribe

notify

[sendAlert=true]

subscribe
[sendAlert=true]

[init=true]
notify

Figure A.8 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL Text Feature
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<<kernel>>
:securityAlertHandler
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:informationalAlertHandler
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:email

[init=true]

subscribe

notify

[sendAlert=true]

subscribe
[sendAlert=true]
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Figure A.9 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL Email Feature
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:sprinklerControl

[turn on=true]
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:sprinkler

startWater

[turn on=true]

[turn off=true]

<<kernel>>
:informationalAlertHandler

receiveAlert

stopWater

[turn off=true]
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Figure A.10 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL Smart Irrigation Feature
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<<optional>>
:sprinklerTimer

<<optional>>
:sprinklerControl

[timeAlert=true]

water

Figure A.11 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL Schedule Feature

<<optional>>
:sprinklerControl

<<optional>>
:moistureMonitor

[drySoil=true]

water

Figure A.12 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL Smart Weather Sensing Feature
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<<kernel>>
:informationalAlertHandler

<<optional>>
:floodSensor

[flood=true]

receiveAlert

Figure A.13 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL Flood Detector Feature

<<kernel>>
:informationalAlertHandler

<<optional>>
:faucetLeakSensor

[leak=true]

receiveAlert

Figure A.14 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL Faucet Drip Feature
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<<kernel>>
:informationalAlertHandler

<<optional>>
:smartLight

[replace=true]

receiveAlert

Figure A.15 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL Light Failure Feature

<<kernel>>
:informationalAlertHandler

<<optional>>
:smartHVAC

[replace filter=true]

receiveAlert

Figure A.16 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL HVAC Filter Feature
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<<kernel>>
:informationalAlertHandler

<<optional>>
:powerFailureSensor

[failure=true]

receiveAlert

Figure A.17 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL Power Failure Feature

<<optional>>
:track

[away=true]
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:energyControl
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:smartHVAC
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Figure A.18 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL Energy Conservation Feature
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<<kernel>>
:securityAlertHandler

<<optional>>
:smartAudio
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:alarmHome
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:smartDisplay
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:smartLight
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[sendAlert=true]
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Figure A.19 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL Home Alarm Feature

<<kernel>>
:securityAlertHandler

subscribe

[sendAlert=true]

<<optional>>
:alarm911

<<optional>>
:emergencyCall

[init=true]

notify
[contact911=true]

emergency

Figure A.20 Sequence Diagram for the Smart Home EU SPL 911 Feature
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A.2.2.3 Smart Home EU SPL Feature/Component Dependency Table
The Feature / Component table describes in detail the EU SPL features and the
components needed to support the implementation of each of the features. The purpose of
the table is for EU SPL designers to ensure consistency between features and the
components that support them.
Table A.4 shows the Feature / Component Dependency Table that was developed
for the Smart Home EU SPL Case Study used in this research. For example the common
feature

Smart

Home

is

implemented

by

the

securityAlertHandler

and

the

informationalAlertHandler component that are kernel. Similarly the alternative Video
feature is implemented by the alertVideo, videoCall, cameraManager and camera optional
components. Since the Video feature depends on the Smart Home feature, the Video feature
will also be supported by the securityAlertHandler and informationalAlertHandler kernel
components. Finally, the optional Energy Conservation feature is implemented by the
optional track and energyControl components. The component parameter residentIDs of
the track component indicate the smart home residents that need to be tracked by the
component.
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Table A.4 Smart Home EU SPL Feature/Component Dependency Table
Feature
Feature
Feature
Component Name
Name
Group
Category
Name
Smart Home
common
securityAlertHandler
informationalAlertHandler
Audio
Phone Alert
default
alertAudio
phone
Video
Phone Alert
alternative
alertVideo
videoCall
cameraManager
camera
Door
Home
default
breakInDoor
Security
doorMonitor
Motion
Home
optional
breakInMotion
Security
motionDetector
Window
Home
optional
breakInWindow
Security
windowDetector
Smart
optional
sprinkler
Irrigation
sprinklerControl
Schedule
optional
sprinklerTimer
Smart Weather
Sensing
Email
Text
Flood Detector
Faucet Drip
Home Alarm

911
Light Failure
HVAC Filter
Power Failure
Energy
Conservation

Component
Reuse
Category
kernel
kernel
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional

optional

moistureMonitor

optional

Net
Notification
Net
Notification
Water
Detector
Water
Detector
Home
Behavior

optional

email

optional

default

text

optional

optional

floodSensor

optional

optional

faucetLeakSensor

optional

optional

Home
Behavior
Home
Behavior
Home
Behavior
Home
Behavior
Home
Behavior

optional
optional

alarmHome
smartAudio
smartDisplay
alarm911
emergencyCall
smartLight

optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional

optional

smartHVAC

optional

optional

powerFailureSensor

optional

optional

track
energyControl

optional
optional
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Component
Parameter

timetorun :
String

residentIDs:
List<String>

A.2.3 EU SPL Design Modeling
EU SPL Design modeling maps the EU SPL Analysis model to the solution domain
(Gomaa, 2016). During EU SPL Design modeling the component inter-feature
communication, component relationships and component interface models are designed.
Section A.2.3.1 describes the inter-feature component communication table. Section
A.2.3.2 presents the component relationships and component interfaces in the form of
component diagrams. Section A.2.3.3 provides additional details about the component
inputs/outputs and component output triggering conditions that initiate an event.
A.2.3.1 Smart Home EU SPL Inter-Feature Component Communication Table
The inter-feature component communication table captures all product line
components that send and receive messages through message broker components. Table
A.5 shows the inter-feature component communication table that was created to support
the Smart Home case study.

Table A.5 Inter-Feature Component Communication Table
Message Broker
Subscribed
Message Producer Components
Components
securityAlertHandler
alertAudio
breakInDoor
alertVideo
breakInMotion
alarmHome
breakInWindow
alarm911
email
text
informationalAlertHandler
email
schedule
text
sprinklerControl
smartLight
smartHVAC
powerFailureSensor
energyControl
floodSensor
faucetLeakSensor
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A.2.3.2 Smart Home EU SPL Component Diagrams
UML component diagrams can be used by EU SPL designers to capture (a)
components available in a smart home, (b) component relationships, and (c) provided and
required interfaces needed for components to communicate. The components diagrams are
developed based on the sequence diagrams shown in Figure A.21 to Figure A.38 during
EU SPL Analysis phase. Figure A.21 to Figure A.38 show the component diagrams
developed for the Smart Home EU SPL case study.
Figure A.37 shows the component diagram of the Home Alarm Feature. The
component diagram is composed of the securityAlertHandler, alarmHome, smartAudio,
smartDisplay and the smartLight components. The components are decorated with UML
stereotypes to indicate whether a component is kernel, optional, or variant. For example
the securityAlertHandler is a <<kernel>> component while alarmHome, smartAudio,
smartDisplay and smartLight are <<optional>> components. Furthermore additional
stereotypes are used to capture the role of each component. For example
securityAlertHandler is a <<message-broker>> component. Components may also have a
multiplicity indicator to indicate the number of component instances in a smart space. For
example the smartAudio, component has 1…* multiplicity that indicates that there are one
or more smartAudio in the smart space. The connections between components also indicate
the required and provided interfaces between components.
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Figure A.21 Component Diagram for the Audio Feature
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Figure A.22 Component Diagram for the Video Feature
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Figure A.23 Component Diagram for the Door Feature
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Figure A.24 Component Diagram for the Motion Feature
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Figure A.25 Component Diagram for the Window Feature
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Figure A.26 Component Diagram for the Text Feature
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Figure A.27 Component Diagram for the Email Feature
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Figure A.28 Component Diagram for the Smart Irrigation Feature
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Figure A.29 Component Diagram for the Schedule Feature
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Figure A.30 Component Diagram for the Smart Weather Sensing Feature
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Figure A.31 Component Diagram for the Flood Detector Feature
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Figure A.32 Component Diagram for the Faucet Drip Feature
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Figure A.33 Component Diagram for the Light Feature
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Figure A.34 Component Diagram for the HVAC Filter Feature
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Figure A.35 Component Diagram for the Power Failure Feature
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Figure A.36 Component Diagram for the Energy Conservation Feature
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Figure A.37 Component Diagram for the Home Alarm Feature
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receiveAlert
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notify
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emergency

<<optional>>
<<system interface>>
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Figure A.38 Component Diagram for the 911 Feature

A.2.3.3 Smart Home EU SPL Component Input / Output Table
Table A.6 and

Table A.7 shows component input / output table developed

for the Smart Home EU SPL. The component input / output table describes all the inputs,
outputs and triggering conditions of each component in order to support the features
described in the product line. The input / output table has four columns: (1) Component
Name, (2) Component Input, (3) Component Input, and (4) Component Output triggering
condition. For example the alarm911 has one input called notify that takes as a parameter
a message. The alarm911 has two outputs: (1) init, and (2) contact911. The init output
sends the component clientID when the triggering condition “startup=true.” This indicates
that this output executes during initialization. The contact911 output sends a message out
when the “message=true” condition is true. The Component Input / Output Table gets
mapped to specific platform during application derivation.
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makeCall(in phone_number, in message)
notify(in message)
makeVideoCall(in phone_number, in message)
stream_in(in video_stream)
startVideoStream(in client_IP_address)
stopVideoStream(in client_IP_address)
startStream(out client_IP_address)
stopStream(out client_IP_address)
notify(in message)

informationalAlertHandler

phone
alertVideo

videoCall

on
action(in deviceID, in deviceType)
on
action(in deviceID, in deviceType)
on
startWater(out message)
stopWater(out message)

doorMonitor
breakInMotion

motionDetector
breakInWindow

windowDetector
sprinkler

moistureMonitor

sprinklerControl

sprinklerTimer
water

emergency(in message)
action(in deviceID, in deviceType)

emergencyCall
breakInDoor

alarm911

play(in message)
show(in message)
flash
setLightLevel(in lightLevel)
notify(in message)

smartAudio
smartDisplay
smartLight

alarmHome

camera

cameraManager

alertAudio

securityAlertHandler

receiveAlert(in message)
subscribe(in clientID)
receiveAlert(in message)
subscribe(in clientID)
notify(in message)

Table A.6 Smart Home EU SPL Component Input / Output Table
Component Name
Component Input

startup=true
message=true

init(out clientID)
call(out phone_number, out message)

scheduledStartTime=true
scheduledEndTime=true

turn on (out message)
turn off (out message)
turn on (out message)
turn off (out message)
drySoil

dry=true

startup=true
motion=true
move=true
startup=true
motion=true
move=true
startup=true
motion=true
move=true

startup=true
message=true

init(out clientID)
contact911 (out message)
activate
activity(out message)
movement(out deviceID , out deviceType)
activate
activity(out message)
movement(out deviceID , out deviceType)
activate
activity(out message)
movement(out deviceID , out deviceType)

light=out

startup=true
message=true

replace(out lightID)

init(out clientID)
alarm(out message)

startup=true
message=true
videoInit=true
pressedEndCallButton=true

messageInQueue=true

sendAlert(out message)

init(out clientID)
videocall(out phone_number, out message)
videoCall(out client_IP_address)
endCall(out client_IP_address)
startVideo(out client_IP_address)
stopVideo(out client_IP_address)
stream_out(out video_stream)

messageInQueue=true

Component Output
Triggering Condition

sendAlert(out message)

Component Output
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econ
norm

energyControl

floodSensor
faucetLeakSensor

notify(in message)
notify(in message)
setHvacLevel(in temp)

email
text
smartHVAC
powerFailureSensor
track

Table A.7 Component Input/Output Table (Continuation)
Component
Component Input
Name
init(out clientID)
init(out clientID)
replace filter(out hvacID)
failure(out deviceID)
away
home
energyLevelNotification (out message)
adjustLightLevel (out lightLevel)
adjustHvacLevel (out temp)
flood(out location)
leak(out deviceID)

Component Output

startup=true
startup=true
replaceFilter=true
powerFailure=true
residentsAway=true
residentsHome=true
econLvl=true OR normLvl=true
econLvl=true OR normLvl=true
econLvl=true OR normLvl=true
moisture=true
leakDetected=true

Component Output
Triggering Condition

A.3 End User Application Engineering
End User Application Engineering (EUAE) is the process to derive end user
applications from the End User SPL and deploy them to end user smart spaces.

This

section, describes two application derivation examples, “Smart Home Example 1” and
“Smart Home Example 2” from the Smart Home EU SPL. In particular, the feature
selection for the “Smart Home Example 1” does not contain any platform specific features
and application derivation examples are given for both the Jigsaw and TeC EUD
environment. The “Smart Home Example 2” is platform specific in which the application
is derived for the TeC EUD framework. The remainder of this section describes the EUAE
process for both examples. Section A.3.1 describes the “Smart Home Example 1”
application and section A.3.2 describes the “Smart Home Example 2” application.
A.3.1 Smart Home Example 1 - End User Application Engineering
The “Smart Home Example 1” is an example of an application derived from the
Smart Home EU SPL based on the end user requirements. Figure A.39 shows the Feature
Model of the derived application. The derived application consists of the following
features: “Smart Home”, “Audio”, “Door”, “Text”, “Flood Detector”, “Smart Irrigation”,
“Schedule”, “HVAC Filter”, “Home Alarm” and “Light Failure.” The feature model
follows the feature and feature group consistency rules. For example there is only one
feature selected form the “Phone Alert” exactly-one-of feature group, there is one feature
selected from the “Home Security” and “Net Notification” at-least-one-of feature groups.
Also all parent features that other features depend on are also available. Some examples of
parent features are the “Smart Home” common feature that all other features depend on,
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<<optional feature>>
Home Alarm

<<default feature>>
Text

requires
<<at-least-one-of
feature group>>
Net Notification

<<optional feature>>
HVAC Filter

<<optional feature>>
Light Failure

requires

<<zero-or-more-of
feature group>>
Home Behavior
requires

<<common feature>>
Smart Home

requires

requires

requires

requires

<<zero-or-more-of
feature group>>
Water Detector

<<at-least-one-of
feature group>>
Home Security

<<optional>>
Smart Irrigation
requires

<<optional feature>>
Flood Detector

<<default feature>>
Door

<<optional feature>>
Schedule

<<exactly-one-of
feature group>>
Phone Alert

<<default feature>>
Audio

Figure A.39 Smart Home Example 1 – Feature Model

the “Light Failure” feature that the “Home Alarm” depends on and the “Smart Irrigation”
feature that the “Schedule” feature depends on. As shown in Figure A.39 there are not any
platform specific features selected, thus the derived application can be deployed to either
the Jigsaw or TeC EUD environment.

Table A.8 and Figure A.40 describe the

deployment of the derived application to the Jigsaw EUD environment.

Table A.8

shows the mapping of the “Smart Home Example 1” features to the Jigsaw architecture. In
detail Table A.8 has six columns: (1) Feature Name, (2) Feature Group Name, (3) Jigsaw
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Component Name, (4) Jigsaw Component Input, (5) Jigsaw Component Output, and (6)
Jigsaw Component Output Triggering Condition. For example, the first row of shows that
the feature “Smart Home” is implemented by one component the “securityAlertHandler.”
The “securityAlertHandler” component contains two inputs: (1) “receiveAlert (in
message)”, and (2) “subscribe (in clientID).” The “receiveAlert” input is used to receive
security alerts from other components and expects a parameter called “message.” The
“subscribe” input is used for other components to register to the “securityAlertHandler.”
The “subscribe” input and expects a parameter called “clientID” with the identification
name of the component that needs to be registered. The “securityAlertHandler” component
contains one output called “sendAlert (out message).” The output send alerts to registered
components. The output sends one parameter to registered components called “message”
that contain the alert details. The “sendAlert (out message)” output of the
“securityAlertHandler” component is executed when the “messageInQueue=true”
triggering condition evaluates to true. Figure A.40 visualizes the derived end user
application architecture as it would be displayed to the Jigsaw editor. As shown in Figure
A.40 components are represented as Jigsaw pieces put together to form application logic.
Similarly, Table shows the application mapping for Smart Home derived application to the
Team Computing EUD environment based on the feature selections shown in Figure A.41
visualizes the derived application architecture as it would be displayed to the Team
Computing application editor.
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doorMonitor
floodSensor

sprinklerTimer
text

Home Security
Water Detector

Net
Notification

Door

Flood
Detector
Smart
Irrigation
Smart
Irrigation
Schedule

Text

sprinklerControl

Sprinkler

breakInDoor

Home Security

notify(in message)

alertAudio

Door

show(in message)

smartDisplay

turn on (out message)
turn off (out message)
notify(in message)

startWater
stopWater
water

makeCall(in
phone_number, in
message)
action(in deviceID, in
deviceType)
on

play(in message)

smartAudio

phone

notify(in message)

receiveAlert(in message)
subscribe(in clientID)
receiveAlert(in message)
subscribe(in clientID)
flash

alarmHome

smartHVAC

smartLight

Phone Alert

Home
Behavior
Home
Behavior
Home
Behavior
Home
Behavior
Home
Behavior
Phone Alert

informationalAlertHandler

securityAlertHandler

Audio

Smart
Home
Smart
Home
Light
Failure
HVAC
Filter
Home
Alarm
Home
Alarm
Home
Alarm
Audio

Table A.8 Smart Home Example 1 – EU Derived Application Mapped to Jigsaw
Feature
Feature
JIGSAW PSP
JIGSAW PSP
Name
Group Name
Component Name
Component Input

light=false
replaceFilter=true

sendAlert(out message)
replace(out lightID)
replace filter(out hvacID)

turn on (out message)
turn off (out message)
scheduledStartTime=true
scheduledEndTime=true
init(out clientID)

activate
activity(out message)
movement(out deviceID ,
out deviceType)
flood(out location)

init(out clientID)
call(out phone_number,
out message)

startup=true

moisture=true

startup=true
motion=true
move=true

startup=true
message=true

startup=true
message=true

messageInQueue=true

sendAlert(out message)

init(out clientID)
alarm(out message)

JIGSAW PSP
Component Output
Triggering Condition
messageInQueue=true

JIGSAW PSP
Component Output

Audio Feature
<<optional>>
<<input/output device
interface>>
makeCall
phone
call
<<optional>>
<<coordinator>> notify
alertAudio
init

Home Alarm Feature

Door Feature
1..*
<<optional>> activate
<<input/output device
interface>>
doorMonitor
action

<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
breakInDoor
movement

subscribe

notify

1..*
<<optional>>
<<input/output device
interface>>
alarm
smartAudio
play

sendAlert

activity

on

init

receiveAlert
subscribe

sendAlert

1..*
<<optional>>
<<input/output device
interface>>
smartDisplay
alarm
show

<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
alarmHome

<<kernel>>
<<message-broker>>
securityAlertHandler

notify

sendAlert

<<optional>>
<<system interface>>
text

alarm
Light Failure Feature
flash

notify

1..*
<<optional>>
<<input/output device interface>>
smartLight
replace

init
subscribe

init

Text Feature

sendAlert

receiveAlert

subscribe
<<kernel>>
<<message-broker>>
informationalAlertHandler
receiveAlert

receiveAlert

receiveAlert

receiveAlert

Smart Home Feature
replace filter

1..*

<<optional>>
<<input/output device interface>>
smartHVAC

flood
1..*
<<optional>>
<<input/output device
interface>>
floodSensor

Flood Detector Feature

HVAC Filter Feature

EU SPL Feature Color Codes
Smart Home

Smart Irrigation

Schedule

Text

HVAC Filter

Light Failure

Door

Flood Detector

Home Alarm

turn
off

turn
on

<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
sprinklerControl
turn
on

stopWa
turn off
ter

startWater

stopWater

<<optional>>
<<timer>>
sprinklerTimer

water

timeAlert
1..*

<<optional>>
<<input/output device
interface>>
sprinkler
Smart Irrigation Feature

Schedule Feature

Audio

Figure A.40 Smart Home Example 1 - EU Application Architecture for Jigsaw
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phone

breakInDoor
doorMonitor
floodSensor

Home Behavior
Home Behavior
Phone Alert

Phone Alert

Home Security
Home Security
Water Detector

Net Notification

Home Alarm
Home Alarm
Audio

Audio

Door

Door

Flood
Detector
Smart
Irrigation
Smart
Irrigation
Schedule

Text

text

sprinklerTimer

sprinklerControl

sprinkler

smartAudio
smartDisplay
alertAudio

Home Behavior
Home Behavior
Home Behavior

informationalAlertHa
ndler
smartLight
smartHVAC
alarmHome

Smart Home

Light Failure
HVAC Filter
Home Alarm

securityAlertHandler

Smart Home

turn on (out message)
turn off (out message)
notify(in message)

startWater
stopWater
water

makeCall(in
phone_number, in
message)
action(in deviceID, in
deviceType)
on

play(in message)
show(in message)
notify(in message)

notify(in message)

receiveAlert(in message)
subscribe(in clientID)
receiveAlert(in message)
subscribe(in clientID)
flash

Table A.9 Smart Home Example 1 – EU Derived Application Mapped to TeC
Feature
Feature Group
TeC PSP
TeC PSP Component
Name
Name
Component Name
Input

turn on (out message)
turn off (out message)
scheduledStartTime=true
scheduledEndTime=true
init(out clientID)

activate
activity(out message)
movement(out deviceID ,
out deviceType)
flood(out location)

startup=true

moisture=true

startup=true
motion=true
move=true

startup=true
message=true

light=false
replaceFilter=true
startup=true
message=true

replace(out lightID)
replace filter(out hvacID)
init(out clientID)
alarm(out message)

init(out clientID)
call(out phone_number,
out message)

messageInQueue=true

TeC PSP Component
Output Triggering
Condition
messageInQueue=true

sendAlert(out message)

sendAlert(out message)

TeC PSP Component
Output

Door Feature
activity

<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
breakInDoor

activate

1..*
<<optional>>
<<input/output device interface>>
doorMonitor

on

action

Smart Home Feature

movement

receiveAlert

<<kernel>>
<<message-broker>>
securityAlertHandler

sendAlert
subscribe

notify

<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
alertAudio

init

call

makeCall

Home Alarm
Feature

play

notify

<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
alarmHome

init

alarm
show

Text Feature
notify

init

receiveAlert

HVAC Filter
Feature

flood

<<optional>> 1..*
<<input/output device
interface>>
flood-sensor

flash

<<optional>> 1..*
<<input/output device
interface>>
smartLight
replace

1..*
<<optional>>
<<input/output device interface>>
sprinkler
stopWater

replace filter

<<optional>> 1..*
<<input/output device
interface>>
smartHVAC

<<optional>> 1..*
<<input/output device
interface>>
smartDisplay

subscribe

startWater

Flood Detector
Feature

<<optional>> 1..*
<<input/output device
interface>>
smartAudio

Light Failure Feature

<<optional>>
<<system-interface>>
text

sendAlert

<<kernel>>
<<message-broker>>
infoAlertHandler

Audio Feature
<<default>>
<<input/output device
interface>>
phone

turn on

<<optional>>
<<coordinator>>
sprinklerControl

Schedule Feature

turn off
water

timeAlert

<<optional>>
<<timer>>
sprinklerTimer

Smart Irrigation Feature

Figure A.41 Example 1 - Smart Home Example 1 - EU Application Architecture for TeC

A.3.2 Smart Home Example 2 - End User Application Engineering
The “Smart Home Example 2” is an example of an application derived from the
Smart Home EU SPL based on the end user requirements. Figure A.42 shows the Feature
Model of the derived application. The derived application consists of the following
features: “Smart Home”, “Video”, “Door”, “Motion”, “Window”, “Email”, “HVAC
Filter”, “911”and “Energy Conservation.” The feature model follows the feature and
feature group consistency rules. For example there is only one feature selected form the
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<<platform-specific>>
<<optional feature>>
Energy Conservation

requires

<<optional feature>>
Email

<<optional feature>>
HVAC Filter

<<at-least-one-of
feature group>>
Net Notification

<<optional feature>>
911

<<zero-or-more-of
feature group>>
Home Behavior
requires
requires
<<common feature>>
Smart Home

requires

requires

<<exactly-one-of
feature group>>
Phone Alert

<<at-least-one-of
feature group>>
Home Security

<<platform-specific>>
<<alternative feature>>
Video

<<default feature>>
Door

<<optional feature>>
Motion

<<optional feature>>
Window

Figure A.42 Smart Home Example 2 – Platform Specific Feature Model

“Phone Alert” exactly-one-of feature group, there is one feature selected from the “Home
Security” and “Net Notification” at-least-one-of feature groups. Also all parent features
that other features depend on are also available. This feature model contains two platform
specific features: (1) “Video”, and (2) “Energy Conservation.” The features are platform
specific to the TeC platform. This means that the features are realized by TeC components.
During the application derivation the EU SPL Platform Specific Feature / Component
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Table is consulted to get the platform specific components for the platform specific
features.
Table A.10 shows the application mapping for Smart Home Example 2
derived application to the Team Computing EUD environment. The components: tecTrack,
tecCamera, tecCameraManager, tecVideoCall in

Table A.10 are specific only to TeC.

Figure A.43 visualizes the derived application architecture as it would be displayed to the
Team Computing application editor.
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informationalAlertHand
ler
breakInDoor
doorMonitor
breakInMotion
motionDetector
breakInWindow
windowDetector
alarm_911
emergency_call
alertVideo

Home Security

Home Security
Home Security

Home Security
Home Security

Home Security
Home Behavior

Home Behavior
Phone Alert

Smart
Home
Smart
Home
Door

Door
Motion

Motion
Window

Window
911

911
Video

tecCameraManager

tecCamera

smartHVAC
tecTrack

energyControl

email

Phone Alert

Phone Alert

Home Behavior

Home Behavior

Home Behavior

Net Notification

Video

Video

HVAC
Filter
Energy
Conserv
ation
Energy
Conserv
ation

Email

tecVideoCall

Phone Alert

Video

securityAlertHandler

Feature Group
Name

Feature
Name

TEC PSP Component
Name

econLvl=true OR
normLvl=true
econLvl=true OR
normLvl=true
econLvl=true OR
normLvl=true
startup=true

energyLevelNotification (out message)
adjustLightLevel (out lightLevel)
adjustHvacLevel (out temp)

init(out clientID)

econ
norm

notify(in message)

replaceFilter=true

startup=true
message=true
videoInit=true
pressedEndCallButt
on=true

residentsAway=true
residentsHome=true

replace filter(out hvacID)

stream_out(out video_stream)

startVideo(out client_IP_address)
stopVideo(out client_IP_address)

init(out clientID)
videocall(out phone_number, out message)
videoCall(out client_IP_address)
endCall(out client_IP_address)

activate
activity(out message)
movement(out deviceID , out deviceType)
activate
activity(out message)
movement(out deviceID , out deviceType)
activate
activity(out message)
movement(out deviceID , out deviceType)
init(out clientID)
contact911 (out message)

TEC PSP
Component
Output Triggering
Condition
messageInQueue=tr
ue
messageInQueue=tr
ue
startup=true
motion=true
move=true
startup=true
motion=true
move=true
startup=true
motion=true
move=true
startup=true
message=true

away
home

makeVideoCall(in
phone_number, in message)
stream_in(in video_stream)
startVideoStream(in
client_IP_address)
stopVideoStream(in
client_IP_address)
startStream(out
client_IP_address)
stopStream(out
client_IP_address)
setHvacLevel(in temp)

emergency(in message)
notify(in message)

sendAlert(out message)

receiveAlert(in message)
subscribe(in clientID)
receiveAlert(in message)
subscribe(in clientID)
action(in deviceID, in
deviceType)
on
action(in deviceID, in
deviceType)
on
action(in deviceID, in
deviceType)
on
notify(in message)
sendAlert(out message)

TEC PSP Component Output

TEC PSP Component
Input

Table A.10 Smart Home Example 2 – Platform Spesific EU Application Mapped to TeC
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Figure A.43 Smart Home Example 2 – Platform Specific EU Application Architecture for TeC

A.4

Summary
This appendix has described the analysis and design of the Smart Home EU SPL

case study that was used in this research. In detail, the chapter described (a) the Smart
Home EU SPL requirements that included the Smart Home EU SPL features, feature model
and feature group / feature dependencies, (b) the Smart Home EU SPL analysis model that
included the EU SPL static model, component structuring, platform dependent component
analysis, dynamic modeling through the use of sequence diagrams and features to
component relationships, and (c) the Smart Home EU SPL design model that included the
EU SPL inter-feature component communication analysis, component relationships,
component interfaces and component input / output details. Finally the appendix provided
two application derivation examples from the Smart Home EU SPL. The first example of
the derivation process was for the Jigsaw and TeC EUD environments. The second
example was platform specific and the application derivation process was for the TeC EUD
environments.
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